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SLIQUILSACKGROUND. DESIGN. AND OBJECT=

Through the individual and cooperative efforts of voluntary reset-

tlement agenciem, public and private providers of ongoing refugee social

services, and providers of mainstream public-assistance, social service,

health, employment, and educational services, over 548,000 Soueleast

Asian refugees were resettled in the United States between 1975 and the

end of Fiscal Year 1981, along with 174,000 refugees from Africa, Eas-

tern Uurope, the Soviet Union, the Near East, and Latin-America.

Until late 1981, the initial geographic distribution of refugees to

communities across the U.S. was determined as part of thinitial recep-

tion and placement function performed by the voluntary resettlement

agencies, as coordinated by the American Council of Voluntary Agencies

(Amu Once each national voluntary agency had been assigned its share

of cases, choices about how to distribute refugees geographically

responded to the availability and capacity of individual or

congregational sponsors and of local voluntary resettlement agency

affiliates to assist in the initial reception and placement process.

Placement decisions were made in accordance with a policy of family

reunification which placed newly arriving refugees in the same city as

their relatives or friends. Other aspects of the local environment

received little formal consideration, and state and local officials

generally had no formal role in placement decisions or even in

establishing overall refugee placement patterns. The attraction of

cities with refugee population concentrations for new refugee arrivals

was further evidenced by the substantial numbers of refugees who

migrated to refugee population clusters in California, Texas, and

elsewhere, drawn by combinations of factors including refugee

concentrations, job opportunities, welfare opportunities, more extensive

social service programs, and climate.
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As a result of these formal placement practices, as altered by

informal migration patterns, the population of Southeast Asian refugees

in the United States by 1981 was heavily concentrated in a relatively

small number of states (most clearly California, where it was estimated

that over 40Z of all refugees who entered the U.S. since 1975 resided)

and within states, in a sual.t.nuaber of counties. The National

As seciatiOn of ?Conn t ieswesettiaaime&binzl 981;tbat A602-Zofftutl-Sfuthignst

Asian .refugees,lresided-in.osly!404,countiisa-AstabeVconatry.

ki;I: 1 1 1.4 .1; '4.4 11.. . 421: . :

CONCENTRATIONS.

Although concentration of refugees and the phenomenon of secondary

migration, in and of.themselves, are not negative, it was becoming clear

by the end of FT 1980 that, the co4entration,..of,refugees

areas might be complicating refilgees' chances for self-sufficiency (es-

pecially where these clusters occurred. in local areas with a lack of

plentiful entry-level jobs compared to the number of job seekers, and in

states with relatively generous welfare benefits available to refugees

who did not have an alternate means of support). In addition, there was

an emerging concern that refugee concentrations might lead to strained

relations with the public at large and with other minority groups who

would, by necessity, compete with refugees for limited housing resources

as well as employment. In response, the Office of Refugee Resettlement

(ORR) in the U.S. Department of Health and Human' Services, which had

been assigned the responsibility for developing and coordinating a

national refugee placement policy, established a Refugee Placement Pol-

icy Task Force on November 1, 1981. The Task Force, consisting of ORR

Regional and Central Office staff, was given the mandate: (1) to define

"adverse impact" areas for additional refugee settlement; (2) to specify

how adverse impacts could be avoided through refugee placement policy

decisions; (3) to develop alternate strategies to reduce negative im-

pacts, and (4) to recommend which of these strategies should be adopted

as part of ORR placement policy.
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The Placement Policy Task Force identified a number of features of

then-current refugee resettlement practices which were viewed as

problematic:1

In some local areas, family reunification cases were

being sponsored by relatives who were themselves still

welfare-dependent, thus reducing the ability of the new

arrivals to avoid_ welfare dependence- themselves.

e If free cases. (i46,arriving refugees and refuge* fami-

lies without a. spouse, parent,. child. or-unmarried sib-

ling already residing in the U.S.) were placed in areas

with concentrations of refugees, they were likely to face

reduced job opportunities, whereas if they werorplaced

outside areas of refugee concentrations, the absence of

an ethnic support community tended to lead to high levels

of secondary migration.

Refugee placement decisions tended to give inadequate

attention to local economic and housing opportunities, or

to the level of community tensions regarding refugee

resettlement.

w Refugee resettlement in low impact sites included no

strategies to minimize secondary migration.

Voluntary resettlement agencies were not always able to

provide the ongoing support necessary to ensure achieve-

ment of economic self-sufficiency. If refugees were

resettled in areas with on-site resettlement agency

offices, these tended to be high impact areas, where jobs

were hard to find. If refugees were placed in low impact

areas, these were frequently localities without a reset-

tlement agency affiliate field office, thus offering no

protection if sponsorship breakdown occurred.

Finally, in the absence of any special social service

funding grant, states han a financial disincentive to

accept additional placements, since their social service

funding allocation took into account only refugees

s.
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already in residence at the beginning of the funding

period.

Among the strategies devised by the Placement Policy Task Force in

its concept paper dated December 31, 1981, was the strategy of IjAmin

initialnlacemots in imale.04Amess by:

e. redefining *free cagiest so that a higher proportion of

reftigluareuld,...fall,into this category;2

ideatifyingeliapsrAidrsitesr ihichralready had coneaWm--
tionsmof refiigeop.and .in-vhich. refugees mould have a

difficult time accessing needed services and obtaining

employment; and

no longer placing free cases in these impacted sites.

Closely related to this strategy was the strategy of develorint ngg

areas of resettlement with the capacity to accommodate the free cases

which would now be ineligible for resettlement in impacted localities.

The Placement Policy Task Force's report was not specific about how

guided placement to new areas of resettlement should be carried out, but

it mentioned the recently undertaken Khmer Guided Placemela project as

on.: possible model, along with the satellite placement model (i.e.,

placing refugees in nearby suburbs) and the reception center model (for

which Houston MA's Welcome House mat seen as a prototype). The Place-

ment Policy Task Force Report also introduced the notion of using either

positive or negative incentives to reduce secondary migration from low

impact settlement sites.

By March of 1982, ORR had developed a draft Refugee Placement

Policy, and was negotiating agreements on this policy between the

Department of Health and Human Services, the State Department, and the

voluntary resettlement agencies. The stated objectives of the new

Refugee Placement Policy were:

(1) to reduce further adverse impacts on impacted communi-

ties;

(2) to strengthen the role of private nonprofit agencies

in the resettlement process;

(3) to place refugees in communities with conditions favor-

able to attainment of self-sufficiency;

10
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(4) to encourage ctyordination between public and private

agencies involved in refugee resettlement; and

(5) to keep in mind the cultural integrity of the popula-

tions being resettled.

The strategy for achieving these objectives included the identification

of impacted counties through development of a definition of impacted

areas, which took into account the percentage of refugees to the total

county population, the unemployment rate in the county, and the. depen-

dency rate for refugees- who had entered the U.S. within the previous

three years. The new placement policy also included a redefinition of

free cases to include not only refugees without relatives in the U.S.,

but also refugees whose U.S. relatives were more distant than the most

immediate family members (spouses, parents, siblings, or children). The

Refugee Placement Policy also stipulated that:

no refugee should be sponsored by a welfare recipient;

voluntary resettlement agencies must maintain an "appro-

priate" capability in areas where refugees are placed;

and -- most relevant for this study, that

ORR, the State Department, and the American Council of

Vol-Intary Ageacies (ACVA) should select a number of

alternate sites for refugee resettlement, and undertake

several pilot efforts to provide and use more concrete

information about the circumstances and conditions likely

to lead to successful resettlement outcomes in the alter-

nate sites.

THE IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF FAVORABLE RESETTLEMENT SITES

Simultaneously with the development of the new refugee placement

policy by the Placement Policy Task Force, ORR also formed an in-house

workgroup which was given the task of developing a methodology for

identifying "favorable resettlement sites." The Final Report of this

workgroup, issued on December 21, 1981, included a rank ordering of

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) according to unemploy-

ment rates (ranked from low to high) and employment growth rates (ranked

11
la
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from high to low). An expanded community profile for each community

where the unemployment rate was at or below the national average3

included:

estimated refugee population;

the pusher of job openings in occupations frequently

entered by previous refugees in that USA;

rAkincreases,butbsolocskaausing invontatrAmtves04970 and 1980;

.-..renteripas444otarstepOof=ot*Llaussbolds;-.

woo, 12 -month .average rantalvacancy ratan.%

median fair market rents for a two-bedroom apartment; and

a description of refugee social service funding in FY

1982 (including total dollars, caseload served, and

service mix).

After completing these descriptive community profiles, the work-

group requested input from ORR regional staff as to the advantages and

disadvantages of each proposed "favorable" site, with respect to volun-

tary resettlement agency capability, anticipated state interest and

support, other nonquantifiable factors, and circumstances not revealed

by examination of the statistical profiles.

The workgroup recommended, in an addendum to its report dated

January Is, 1982, that two pilot sites be selected as first-year favor-

able alternate (FASP) sites, scheduled for implementation during ry

1983, and tuggested that sites in Texas and New Hampshire might be most

appropriate. In order to begin to solidify plans for the first two

pilot FASP sites, ORR Central and Regional Office staff began to meet
with State Refugee Program staff and local resettlement agency staff to

describe the FASP program, describe he roles and responsibilities

the different actors, and gauge the level of interest or support for the

.idea at the potential' sites. By April of 1982, the exploration of

potential FASP sites hzd been broadened to include Norwalk, Connecticut;

Raleigh/Durham, North Carolina; Fort Collins, Colorado; Denver/Boulder;

Colorado; and Reno, Nevada.

During this negotiation process, ORR found that elected officials

in some states were not interested in parti.cip .ng in the FASP program

12
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because the positive incentives were not powerful enough or because they

saw the program as a political liability. Texas, in particular,

declined to participate after lengthy negr;iation.. Finally, negotiations

were concluded. with North Carolina in Auguit'of 1982'fOrresettlement of

500 Cambodian refugees in Charlotte end Greensboro,. and with Arizona in

September 1982 for resettlement. or-600' Vietnamese reittgess- in Phoenix_

and Tucson.4 The demonstration'in.both states was scheduled to begin in

January 1983.

In addition to negotiating with ths pilot' states, implementation of

the FASP demonstration also required negotiations', with the State Depart

ment and AMA vegarding the procedure of assigning free cases to FASP,

and how overseas processing would be 'affected. ilhile-emphasixing that

they could not guarantee that refugee rrocessing would yield:the-desired

number of free cases for FASP during the six months of scheduled arri

vals, the State Department supported the program, and agreed toimple

meat special overseas orientations to FASP refugees, using materials

provided by ORR and the FASP sites. The national resettlement agencies,

for their part, were concerned that FASP would eat into the free cases

assigned to resettlement agencies not participating in FASP, and secured

a commitment that all FASP free cases would come out of the allocations

for the resettlement agencies participating in FASP. (In Arizona, this

included Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services, the United States

Catholic Conference USCC), Tolstoy Foundation, and World Relief; in

North Carolina, participating voluntary resettlement agencies or

"volags" included Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services and the

'MCC.

EVOLUTION OF THE FAVORABLE ALTERNATE SITES APPROACH

The design features for the FASP approach built on the Khmer Guided

Placement (KGP) project, which had taken place during the latter half of

FY 1981 and the first half of FY 1982. As part of this first "guided

placement" demonstration, approximately 8,000 Cambodian refugees had

been settled in 12 cluster sites around the country, in an attempt to:

increase the mount of communication and coordination
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between and among voluntary resettlement agencies, state

and local social service providers, and mutual assistance

associations in the resettlement process;

establiih stabla ref:nee ethnic communities in the clus-

ter sites to support the social; cultural,- and economic

integrationvot4icomingnzetugees :into their local comma

nitiesAinct4ttostotitcsktith**Likra:ACamoondstrisigitationt-A,
avay4.frOlfatheArAUSPIUSitiatt04300ttedialicationst6

***6111000=8/githlt*disnablaralMnanita*Uiteniassocia,
tions (*Us) -vhich,c1n1d.play am important role in the

resettlement process; and

encourage rapid achievement of economic self-sufficiency

among the newly- arriving refugees.

The Favorable Alternate, Sit pilot- (FASP) demonstration project

thus represented the second generationof-guided placement demonstration

programs. Although the program's objectives were similar to KGP, the

FASP design differed in.several important ways from the earlier Khmer
Cluster project. First, KGP had been hampered by the fact that the

great majority of refugees* arrived during a three-month period,
straining the ability of the local sites to absorb this "bulge." Under

FASP, refugees were carefully scheduled to arrive in a more constant

flow over a longer period of time.

Second, KGP made little effort to involve state refugee coordina-

tors in the advance planning for the demonstration sites. Under FASP,

the state refugee programs were to be included as key actors in
designing, pre-planning, implementing, and evaluating the placement of

refugees in favorable sites. In addition, governor's approval was

required before a FASP site would be approved by ORR.

Third, KGP had great difficulty supporting the development of
viable mutual assistance associations in a number of demonstration sites

and in developing a clear role for these demonstration-funded MAAs in
the resettlement process. The FASP design was more flexible about how
MAAs should be involved. Although the program encouraged MAA participa-

tion, FASP was not designed to include a separate set-aside of funds for

MAAS.

14



Fourth, KGP sites had not been able to provide good data about the

status of demonstration project clients, because' of the absence of a

centalized information system for tracking service receipt and employ-

ment or welfare status. In planning for FASP, ORR remedied this situa-

tion by requiring the local actors participating-in TAM to periodically

track refugee status and to feed these data into a, centralized manage-

ment information system to be: used for evaluating program impacts.

The stated goals if thee FASP demonstratimproject,were.to reduce

welfare dependency and increase the ability of the refugees at the FASP

sites to become self-sufficient. In addition, the program was intended

to reduce outaigration to the lowest possible level. The major elements

of the Favorable Alternate Sites resettlement anproach, as envisioned by

ORR, are described below:

(1) initial resettlement of free cases in communities with

favorable labor market conditions and a strong private-

public resettlement capacity;

(2) extensive collaborative planning by all participating

agencies;

(3) clustered resettlement of a single ethnic or nation-

ality group in well-defined geographic areas;

(4) pre-settlement orientation of FASP refugees in overseas

refugee processing centers;

(5) the tracking of FASP refugees for 12 months after

arrival and creation of a management information system

(MIS) to incorporate tracking information;

(6) the implementation of ongoing case management to FASP

refugees to ensure that refugees are provided wizh the

supports necessary to achieve economic self-sufficiency;

and

(7) the provision of supplemental ORR social service monies

to pay for case management and MIS systems, plus other

necessary social services.

Less definitive design issues, which may be susceptible to local

variations or variations aver time, include:
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how much supplemental social service funding is necessary

to support FASP refugees (end provide states with an

incentive to participate), and who is the appropriate

recipient of these funds;

what formal and informal role local MA* and the larger

refugee ethnic communties can but play in supporting the

resettlement of 'FASP refugees;

"what it.4the,ncriticaL,mAss" for a,successful,FASP

project,,depending:Anhow many refugees are already

present at the FASP site, and over what time period

should arrivals occur; and

what exactly is meant by the case management feature of

the program, and who should be responsible for it.

For the pilot FASP demonstrations in Arizona and North Carolina, ORR

provided $250 per capita in supplemental social service funds, plus

$25,000 to support the development of a state.NIS system to track refu

gee progress over time.

In summary, the Favorable Alternative Sites resettlement approach

is an integral part of the larger ORR refugee placement policy, which

seeks to reduce the number of refugees placed in impacted sites and to

increase the employment and other life opportunities for free cases by

placing them in locations with good job opportunities and a stable

refugee support community. Furthermore, the FASP demonstration sites

are tests of whether refugee resettlement efforts will be improved if

carried out with careful advance planning and extensive coordination

between and among different actors.

STUDY METHODOLOGY

The case study methodology utilized for this evaluation of the

Favorable Alternate Sites Project combines the collection and analysis

of site level data describing the local FASP sites and documenting the

local project design, the sequence of FASP events, the responsibilities

of different local actors, and project outcomes at an aggregate level,

with the collection and analysis of client level data describing the

16



characteristics of a sample of FASP refugees, and profiling the

resettlement experiences and client outcomes for the individuals in the

client sample at each local FASP site.

The findings in this Final Report are based on several two-week-

long site visits to each of au FASP states included in this analysis --

Arizona and North Carolina. The first site visit occurred during Septem-

ber 1983, as the last FASP refugees were arriving at each site, while

the second site visit took place during February and March 1934, over a

year after the first FASP refugees had arrived, and after the conclusion

of fxrmal project funding. In addition, data on national level program

design and implementation were obtained from interviews in the fall of

1983 with Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) staff, State Department

staff, and representatives of the national headquarters of the voluntary

resettlement agencies which participated in FASP in Arixona and North

Carolina.

During the intensive site visits, data were obtained from the

following sources:

written documents on FASP design and implementation;

published statistics on local community characteristics;

case file materials on individual FASP refugee households

(for approximately 20 cases per site);

interviews with state refugee program staff;

interviews with voluntary resettlement agencies

participating in the FASP demonstration;

interviews with service providers for contracted refugee

social services as well as mainstream services utilized

by refugees;

state MIS data on all FASP cases (from existing reports,

or special purpose runs arranged with the state

refugee program);

informal discussions with five to ten FASP refugee fami-

lies at each local site at the time of each site visit;

and

discussions with several sponsors at some of the sites

which used an informal sponsorship system.

17
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The following chapters describe the FASP activities and outcomes in

the four FASP sites in Arizona and North Carolina. The last chapter

of this Final. Report attempts to draw conclusions about the effective-

ness of the FASP approach and the importance of its various design

elements,, based on the, implementat0a.:experience and documentedzoutcomes.
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CHAPTER I FOOTNOTES

1From Concept Paper: Refugee Placement Policy, ORR, December 31,
1981.

2
According to the taxonomy in use until mid-1983, the State

Department categorized refugees in the refugee camps as:

Category 1: refugees with immediate family already in
the U.S. (parents, children, umazried siblings);

Category 2: refugees with married siblings already in
the U.S.;

Category 3: refugees with more distant relatives in the
U.S.

Category 4: refugees with refugee friends already in the
U.S.

Category 5: refugees with American citizen friends
already in the U.S.

Category 6: totally "free" cases (no friends or rela-
tives already in the U.S.).

The expanded definition of "free cases" was to include all refugees
in categories 4 through 6, plus a certain proportion of refugees in
Category 3 (particularly where the distant relatives lived in an im-
pacted area, and/or the incoming refugees were willing to be resettled
anywhere in the U.S.). These newly defined free cases were recoded
"6/3's" (i.e. a refugee with distant relatives willing to be resettled
anywhere) or "6/4's" (i.e. a refugee with refugee friends willing to be
resettled anywhere), etc.

3
A total of 140 SMSAs were in this category, out of 323 SMSAs

nationwide.

4Since the first round of favorable site review, ORR has evolved a
procedure for site identification that is somewhat less rigidly "scien-
tific," and more tuned in to political and programmatic opportunities
and constraints. For a second round of FASP site selection which began
in November 1982, ORR staff rated not only local employment characteris-
tics, but also state interest. Virginia has begun a FASP demonstration
project during 1984 as a Second Round FASP site. For a third round of
site selection for FY 1984, ORR has issued a competitive grant
announcement and is inviting interested states to apply.

19
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II. FASP IMPLEMENTATION IN ARIZONA

FEATURES THE LOCAL FASP

Tucson and Phoenix offered a number of advantages as potential FASP

sites, including the presence of entry-level jobs, an existing Viet-

namese community, affordable housing, and a number of resettlement

agencies with a demonstrated capacity to successfully serve a sizeable

number of new arrivals.

Arizona was one of the fastest growing states in terms of total

population during the 1970's, with approximately a 4.5 percent gain in

population each year from 1970 to 1980. However, since the onset of the

current recession, state population growth has slowed, and the state has

dropped from second place in annual population growth rate in 1980

(behind Nevada) to sixth place in 1981. In large part, this drop was

due to a reduction in in-migration from other states. The total state

population in July of 1981 was estimated at 2,794,000. Maricopa County,

which contains Phoenix, accounts for an estimated 1,549,000' people, or

55Z of the total state population, and Pima County, which contains

Tucson, accounts for an estimated 550,000 people, or 20Z of the state

total.

The state population as of July 1981 was 82Z White, 3Z Black, 6%

Native American, less than 1Z Asian, and 8Z reported "other."' Of the

total population, 16Z were of Spanish origin. In Maricopa County (Phoe-

nix), and Pima County (Tucson), the ethnic cornynition is similar to

this statewide profile, although the Spanish origin proportion in Tuscon

is higher (211).

According to the 1980 census, the mean family income in Maricopa

County in 1979 (Phoenix) was $23,767 ($24,550 for Whites; $16,476 for

Blacks; $17,400 for families of Spanish origin). Of the 400,084 fami-

lies counted in 1979, 26,316 (7%) were non-elderly families with incomes

below the poverty level.

20
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According to the 1980 census, the mean family income in Pima
County (Tucson) in 1979 was $22,112 ($23,046 for Whites; $16,604 for
Blacks; $17,779 for families of Spanish origin). Of the 137,536 fami-

lies counted in 1979, 11,044 (8%) were non-elderly families with incomes

below the poverty level.

Einployment forecasts pmared by-tbe4Aritonat/DaparftentkofJcononc

SicurityjdrAMariC4pcXOunttgin4M4rWof419837004140Wthit4tbilOtoceupaw4
t o naL ittataw k t.t

1984 will NW nanavot,' sailiiirclerkliborervtand unskilled workers,.

secretaries, clerks, janitors, office. clerical workers, electronics

assemblers, waiters or waitresses, and other food service workers. A
total of 57,258 job openings are expected to occur in FY 1984, which

represents 9% of 1983 total employment level's. be comparable list for
Pima County includes a similar list of occupations, including also
nurses, stock clerks, truck drivers, and helpers iniOntrades. In Pima,

County, a total of 19,150 job openings (10% of'1983'employment levels)

are expected to occur in 1984.

Although statewide seasonally-adjusted unemployment was at9.91% in

July of 1983 (compared to 9.5% for the U.S. as a whole) due to high
unemployment in Arizona's copper-mining-regions, unemployment in both
Maricopa and Pima Counties was below the U.S. average. Maricopa
County's economy was the healthier of the two (at 7.5% unemployment),

while Pima County's economy was limping along at 9.2% unemployment.

Previous experience with refugee resettlement in these twQ counties

bad already demonstrated that refugees could be placed into entry level

jobs in these labor markets. However, the majority of jobs obtained by
refugees started at the minimum wage, and job stability at the first job

could not always be guaranteed.

Compared to other potential sites for refugee resettlement, Phoe-
nix and Tucson offered several additional advante.ees. One advantage was

the relative availability of rental housing at reasonable rents. The

1980 census indicates that Maricopa County had 183,411 rental housing

units of which 12% were vacant, with a mean rent of $296. In Pima
County, the census showed that in 1979 71,102 housing units were in the

rental housing stock, of which 8,974 (13%) were vacant. Mean rents in
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Pima County were $256. Furthermore, although it was not an immediate

possibility for newly arriving refugees, the price of purchasing a home

was much lower in Phoenix and Tuscon than in many metropolitan areas in

the 0.S.

Finally, both Phoenix and Tucson had existing Vietnamese communi-

ties, by virtue of previous refugee resettlement efforts, and had volun-

tary resettlement agencies with the demonstrated capacity to accommodate

the estimated FASP refugee flows. Although no official figures are

available, staff in the state refugee program office estimate that at

the outset of the FASP demonstration in January 1983, Phoenix's Vietnam-

Ise community totalled approximately 2,000 individuals, while Tucson had

a pre-existing Vietnamese community of about 1,200 individuals.

In summary, both Pholnix and Tucson appeared to be good risks for

selection as FASP demonstration sites, because of the existing resettle-

ment agency history and capability, the availability of entry level

jobs, the availability of rental housing it reason-11e prices, and the

level of state and resettlement agency intere,.: in the program. In

fact, the one serious disadvantage, which csuaed some caution in

approving Arizona as a FASP state, was the proximity of the two Arizona

sites to California, and the magneLic attraction of California's gene-

rous welfare benefits for refugees in Arizona.2

THE STATE'S ROLE IN FASP PLANNING AND IIQLEMENTATION

In contrast to the predecessor Khmer Guided Placement program,

which was implemented inmost sites without much involvement on the part

of state governments, the FASP design has emphasized the active involve-

ment of state governments in both pre-project planning and actual imple-

mentation. In Arizona, that involvement and covamitment was readily

forthcoming, and was an expression of the state's interest is continuing

to administer an active refugee resettlement program, with close coordi-

nation between and among voluntary resettlement agencies, contract

social service providers, and staff of the state refugee program.

Although Arizona's refugee resettlement program has remained low

key politically and legislatively, and is visible to the general public

22
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only to a limited extent, the State Refugee Coordinator (located within

the Arizona Department of Economic Security) and other actors in refugee

resettlement in the state have been very pleased by their'past ability

to achieve "quality" resettlement outcomes (i.e. rapid employment, low

levels of welfare participation, and supportive services and anchor

ethnic communities necessary to meet the needs of newly arriving refu-

gees). Theyqbelieve thatArisona,continuesowafersdirantaseimwer,

other-xesettImseAtteitea,dticiWIILIMOwt0004,1844vailabilitVorentrY-

ley.. Leap1 *yummy, awl. ast4 u;ThiMakiXtutdAtiel oaf, (2) the 1 o e if ar e

benefit levels and absence of AFDC benefits for two-parent families

(which provide a clear incentive for a refugee to select employment over

long-term welfare depeadency), and (3) the state's ability to offer 18

months of medical assistance on a "Medical Assistance Only" basis to

individuals who meet income eligibility limits, ratter than as part of

an integrated welfare benefit package offered only to cash assistance

recipients. It was hoped that selection as a FASP demonstration site

would convince the national resettlement'agencies to recognize the

advantages of Arizona.as a resettlement site, and would cause them to

direct larger numbers of free cases to Arizona on an ongoing basis.

At the time the FASP project-was-being planned (the fall of 1982),

the state also recognized that the FASP"program offered the opportunity

for the state's refugee social service budget to recapture, at least

uartially, funding cuts sustained between FY 1980 (when the social ser-

vices budget totalled $700,000 and when the state had only 2,500 refu-

gees) and FY 1983 (when the state was awarded only $350,000 according to

theDERS social service formula allocation, even though the totalstate

refugee population had by then grown to over 5,000 individuals). Thus,

the $150,000 in additional social service funding offered as part of the

FASP package was a particularly attractive incentive to the staff in

Arizona's refugee program, since it meant that drastic cut-backs in

refugee social service programming could be delayed. Without FASP, it

was also doubtful that the resettlement agencies in the state could have

received enough new refugee arrivals, either as free cases or family

reunification cases, to justify maintaining their resettlement staff' at

their then current levels.
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FASP participation, then, was welcomed by the state government as a

pro-active way to maintain their refugee program at its current level.

The commitment to continuing refugee resettlement in Arizona was based

on the conviction that the state offered refugees a good opportunity to

achieve an economic livelihood as well as a desirable place to live and

raise their families. Without FASP, drastic contractions that would

erode the capability of both resettlement agencies and contract service

providers to provide effective resettlement services seemed inevitable?

In proceeding to plan and implement the FASP experiment, the State

Refugee Coordinator and her office have continued to play a number of

important roles, acting simultaneously as program advocate, facilitator,

information system manager, and public relations representative. While

not interfering with the operation of each resettlement agency in

carrying out its own particular model of initial reception and placement

services, the state's various roles have included:

designing the available refugee social services to meet

the needs of all refugees (including FASP refugees), by

emphasizing

-- the delivery of job placement services by bilingual staff

in special refugee programs within State Job Service

offices in Tucson and Phoenix;

-- the delivery of ESL services to refugees by social

service contractors in Tucson and Phoenix;

-- the funding of a refugee vocational training program

(operating in Tucson only during FY 1983);

-- the funding of Refugee Assistance Program (RAP)

contracts, in both Tucson and Phoenix, which are housed

in a single resettlement agency, but which offer ongoing

"social adjustment" cas.r.'ork services to all refugees;

and

-- the delivery of work orientation services through

contracts with mutual assistance associations (MAAs)

in Tucson and Phoenix;

convening a group planning process to design acomput-

crized MIS system to be used to summarize the characteris-

24
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tics of FASP refugees at the time of their arrival, and to

document their subsequent receipt of social services and

their achievement of employment outcomes;

monitoring the submission of data to this system by

resettlement agencies and service providers, entering these

data-into the computerized file and providing summary

tabulations (and datetidumpq) back to each program for their

own use;-

a reconveningttwplanniirgroup-Noz.Idecide,Aow tousodify the.

HIS system capability so that it will be able to construct

summary profiles that will tell programs "something they

don't already know" that will be useful for program plan-

ning;

obtaining monthly data on the welfare participation of all

refugees (including FASP refugees) and providing...this

information to the resettlement agencies so they can work

to help these cases achieve self-sufficiency; and

encouraging and participating in rezularly scheduled FASP

case review meetings in each site, at which all local

refugee resettlement actors share information about the

current status of each FASP case and plan service

strategies to resolve problems and help each case reach a

successful outcome.

In addition, the state is currently playing a key role (with active

participation by other actors) in planning for "the next step after

FASP," including such choices as whether the state should apply to be a!

FASP site a second year in a row and whether the state should try to

combine participation in FASP with participation in a "planned secondary

resettlement" demonstration, (i.e., to receive refugees who are cur
rently living in impacted areas in the U.S. but who are willing to be

resettled in Arizona). During 1984, the state is attempting to pursue

both these options, with the active support of the resettlement agen-

cies, as well as mutual assistance associations (who would play the most

active role in the planned secondary resettlement project).
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Through its involvement in FASP (and in ongoing refugee resettle-

ment in Arizona in general), the state refugee program office has

attempted to follow a self-conscious iractice of building a consensus

among all refugee resettlement actors, rather than dictating state

policy. This practice appears to have worked well during the FASP

demonstration, since it has permitted each resettlement agency to retain

a sense of ownership in the program, while still encouraging the differ-

ent actors to coordinate thuds activities with each other and view the

program as a cooperative venture.

LOCAL ACTORS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

In each of the Arizona FASP sites, the primary agencies and organi-

zations which were directly involved in refugee resettlement included:

the voluntary resettlement agencies, each of which was

responsible for initial reception and placement of its own

clients; and

the ongoing social service providers, which included, in

each site

a refugee ESL program, located organizationally within

the local public school system, but operated as an

autonomous program;

a refugee job placement program, known as tlie "Refugee

Job Service," operated by a special bilingual staff

within, the Department of Economic Security's Job Ser-

vice field offices;

a refugee assistance program (RAP) located

organizationally within the USCC affiliate in each site,

but providing ongoing social adjustment casework to all

refugees in the area; and

an MAA-operated project in each site offering work

orientation to new. arrivals.
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Additional types of coststunity actors who were important in each
site included:

providers of mainstream community social services utilized
by refugees (e.g. bilingual public school programs for
children,, Ind. :401A educMtioieserlitces ler adult

0141000itiiiiit a 004:tifi keyept,*vs§e,

assist,t0.4*SNIkiiti$100t0i f4,03.****Viiiiigotitk,the?i
resettlement. agency :staff Imionialliv:$iid were also
formal service provider* in -both -Site"; and'
American "friends" who assisted the, resettlement:agency
staff in offering a helping` to refugee during
their initial- period of,,,adjoirasati'and who offered-
courinuing;Support and'- friendships. in-iramnrcasec, to,the
FASP 'arrivals.

A Description of the FASP Actors,in Phoenix
In Phoenix, four different,voluntary resettlement agency affiliates

(with four very different styles of"iiiiiil reception and placement)
committed themselves to resettle FASP refugees. These agencies,
together with their planned WASP commitment, include:

Catholic United States Conference Social Services(USCC),
125 individuals;
Lutheran (LIas), 50 individuals (state-
wide) ;.

Tolstov -Foundation, 125'individtuas; and
World'Relief and-RefurceServices, 125 individuals.

The actual WASP arrivals in Phoenix for each resettlement agency are
summarized in Table 1 on page 36.

Additional refugee resettlement actors in Phoenix include the
following state-funded refugee social service providers:

the State_Department of Economic Security's (DES) Refugee
ts.

Job Service;

27
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Link Volunteers for Refugee Self-Sufficiency (Link

V'FoRSS), the ESL program;

the Refugee Assistance Program (RAP) hous.sd at Catholic

Social Services; and

the Cambodian Association of Phoenix which had a one-year

grant of ORR funds to provide work orientation training to

all incoming, refugees.4

Appendix C describes each' o£ these actors in more detail.

A Near/at/on of the FASP Actors in Tucson

Compared to Phoenix, Tucson is simpler organizationally. Key

refugee resettlement actors include:

Catholic Community Services of Southern Arizona, the sole

voluntary resettlement agency, which made a commitment to

resettle 200 FASP refugees5;

the Refugee Education Proiect, which is organizationally

a part of Pima County Adult Education, but is located in

the same building as Catholic Community Services, and

which operates the refugee ESL program, as well as a

vocational training program for refugees;

the state-funded Refugee Assistance Program (RAP), which is

operated by Catholic Community Services;

the Refugee Job Service. operated out of the North Side

Job Service Office a few blocks from the CCS office; and

the Tucson Refugee Consortium, a cooperative effort by a

local Vietnamese association and cwo Lao associations,

which received an ORR grunt to providc work orientation to

new refugee arrivals during 1983.

Each of these actors is described in more detail in the second half of

Appendix C.

SOCIAL SERVICES AVAILABLE TO AND UTILIZED BY FASP REFUGEES

In both Phoenix and Tucson, a similar set of formal supportive

services are available to all refugees, including FASP refugees. This



section of the report summarizes the generic range of services, and

summarizes the data available at the FASP sites about the extent to

which these services have been utilized by FASP refugees. The services

discussed below include:

iogsaut_tpiu including both a,one -day orientation for all

new arrivals, as,vellAsItSasursiWaLlnglishorientation

(rhinniiFvulY),..ande,wOrrsloriezttatitimar-

*1%161 Siniictanla04mappstrvices:-.c

wwreftwee wocational training (Tucson only);

ESL classes supported by refugee social :service funds;

and

Refugee Assistance Program (RAP) service .'.

In both,FASP sites, a great deal of information and support-,,has also

been provided to refugees by resettlement,caseworkers, sponsors, and

other volunteers.

Orientation

Tile.,individual resettlement agencies reported that during the FASP

demonstration project, a total of 584 FASP individuals had arrived in

Arizona (366 in Phoenix and 218 in Tucson). In both Phoenix and Tucson,

all newly arriving refugees were encouraged to attend a one day orienta-

tion session which introduced the refugees to their new homes, described

to them the available services, and attempted to teach them basic

skills, such as how to ride a bus,

In Phoenix, this one day orientation (cooperatively presented by

all the resettlement agencies) was designed to be followed by one of two

additional orientations -- either a week-long orientation in survival

English taught by Link V'FoRSS (until a budget cutback ended this ser-

vice), or a 20-hour long (over a two-week period) work orientation

taught in the refugee's own language and provided by the Cambodian
Association. No official statistics were available on the extent of

FASP attendance at these orientation sessions, but several respondents

commented that FASP refugees frequently obtained employment and started

working before the end of this orientation period.
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In Tucson, after tae one-day orientation (which was operated coop-

eratively by the resettlement agency and social service providers), a

20-hour work orientation VAS also offered, and the Tucson, Refugee Con-

sortium's records show that between February 7;,1983 and September 3,

1983 a total of 174 students attended.,:at ltiot oneltorkurientation

session, of whom about 118 wereFAllr indivi.duals.x Thistatigge'itte,3that

Tucson's work orientation. penetrated- dilik-410-Workincage4Opulation

rather completely, since only 206 -FASP'-indiviilUaILIC:89 cases -had

arrived in Tucson by September 1983 (only one FASPastily arrived in

Tucson after this date).

Job Service Placement Services

During the FASP project, Job Service in Tucson provided services to

124 FASP individuals. Thirty-six of these clients ultimately memtd away

from Tucson, after they had been placed in one or more jobs 'by the

Refugee Job Service. Of the remaining 88 clients who' are still in

Tucson, 63 are currently working at jobs obtained for them by Job

Service or the Refugee Vocational Training Program, and another 11

clients are currently participating in the Job Corps after being placed

there by Job Service. The Refugee Job Service in Phoenix reported

that had served 100 FASP clients during the FASP project, and had

placed some of these clients in more than one job.

A statewide policy decision, implemented during 1983, limits access

to the Job Service's refugee program to only those refugees who have

been in the U.S. less than 18 months. This policy is intended to give

priority to more recent arrivals, and force "older" refugees to learn to

use mainstream social services, rather than always expecting to have

refugee specific services available. Job Service supervisors were not

very happy about this decision at the time it was made, because it

excludes from the project's caseload those clients with the greatest

chances to be placed in good jobs (i.e. those with the best English

skills).
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ReftignVmrit
Offered only in Tucson by the Refugee Education Project, refugee

vocational training was provided, to 45 FASP, refugees, Who also received
ESL instruction de-iigned to the specific,. English language needs of
their training ,poeitiOns. Fortys,of the. 45,.trainte.s.;weritiined;st
actual busintlassite.eikpviWirnib-,1811840RMIV4t(4.10,!tiletV-fait

0164tiii41400).-140*.14010V44,44444040Y 440444Abit
training iprogratHviretSitiedis, the4;4i'det 01101i*O1110if tar
the enc1.1-.oftalleAtraining- perioda,/ Twintt'flrAttr4134

project remained on the job at least."90';-diiiiistklieriffouitelieip,,j0ba
more to their liking, or were laid off and were assisted in locating -new

jobs by the Refugee Job Service project, ,

ESL Classes

Between January 1, 1983 and June 30,,1983,,,Phoenix's Unit:Volun-
teers for Refugee Se lf-Suf f (inloRSS) '' reported,- serving' 334
refugees in its ESL program.. One hundred seventy=inine ofitEthese;(or -54%
of the total caseload) were FASP clients. Although hard statisticssare
not available, there is a sense among resettlement agency staff and
service providers 'that -Phoenix's .ESL.prograsr-hadAsome. troubles reahing-

and, more importantly, retaining all" PASP-reffigees in,-,ESL classes.
Various possible reasons proposed by service providers were:

that refugees were so tired of being required to attend
ESL classes every day in the refugee camps that they
needed a rest;
that refugees were too tired after working all day to
come to ESL classes; and
that the lack of transportation and child care were
important barriers to ESL attendance.

The Tucson Refugee ESL Program reported that a total of 77 FASP
refugees attended refugee-specific ESL classes offered by the Refugee
Education Project during 1983. A number also attended English classes
offered as part of Adult Basic Education programs at a community
college.
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Refulee Assistance Pro:tram (RAP) Services

Statistics on the number of open,RAP cases were obtained only for

Phoenix's RAP program. For the two social adjustment workers serving

Vietnamese cases in Phoenix, PASP cases .far outnumbered any other cases.

During 1983, a total of 70 ,FASP cues In Phoenix received RAP services.

gki_OnoinServceNeedsdStatesu_gp_arviaacathenli.
the FASP Dengetatigg

One of the-fears expressed by some actors at, the outsepoUthePASP

demonstration program was that the demonstration funding -would last for

only twelve months, whereas the FASP refUgees would coitinse,to require

social services and other assistance beyond the demonstration,period.

Thus, during he return site visit to each FASP sitein March of, 1984,

an effort was made to document both the currentdemand for services by

the FASP clients who had arrived the previous year, and the ongoing

capacity of resettlement agency staff and social service providers to

meet these service needs.

An informal survey of resettlement agencies and other service

providers offered a consistent picture of the current level of service

needs among FASP refugees: although a number of FASP refugees still

need occasional assistance with health problems, car insurance, legal

problems, or other problems which require complicated interactions with

U.S. bureaucracies, a surprising number of FASP refugees are tics able to

make it "on their own." A smaller number of FASP cases still need

ongoing assistance resolving family problems, addressing ser1:ins health

conditions, or achieving self-sufficiency.

For the most part, reception and placement staff had only

infrequent contact with FASP refugees at the time of the return site

visit in March 1984, and were concentrating most of their efforts on

more recent refugee arrivals. RAP staff were continuing to work closely

with those FASP cases who still needed ongoing assistance, but a smaller

number of FASP cases were still actively receiving RAP services. For

example, in Phoenix, a total of 35 FASP cases were still open in that

site's RAP program. Since March 1984, the RAP staff in Phoenix can no
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4.

longer offer onsite services to World Relief's FASP refugees in Tempe
because of staff time and transportation constraints.

Although a few FASP clients are no*. "cycling back through" the
Refuge:: Job Service fOr assistance-In bpirading' or-finding a
new job after being: lea jOb,p1aCesteiit';effort FASP

clientawastoucasfully:;costpleKtt.dtiringOkenfixet::12 months, of the
project

Fraialk.8P*,: j-eitttiatigiOZ1110#44" 00zsesaiaties
in inr&IPV0dfiiii* VC, 14agillia
ESL classes' since January 1984 Tbcie`i4,Ozi six1RAKka* 'enke!':tinv,*
attended ESL cIassei offered by the ReftigiiiiIiig4e: one Xi0010.,,;since
January 1984, but a number of FOP clienEs {'irea'tttiaingk3ia College
ESL classes.

Some of the resettlement agencies have been able ,to itaintain,1983
staffing levels due to continuing .nusibers of refugee.: 'ilitho are
family reunification cases or refugees: from some other 'ethnic group.
Some have had to cut back resettlement agency staff due to reduced
flows. The World Relief and RefugelvServices- office in Tempe has
shifted back to a congregational model of resettlement, with only a
skeleton' professional staff. With- the exception of some family
reunifications with FASP clients who already bad relatives in the
refugee camps, cost reunifications have not yet involved FASP cases,
although nearly every FASP arrival has close relatives who remained
behind in Vietnam. Family reunification through the Orderly Departure
Program (ODP) will be a long slow process for these families.

In summary, Arizona has bee c.tie to offer the same approximate
level and range of refugee social services as was available during FASP
to refugees statewide for the first half of 1984 with the hopes of being
able to continue to support this level of program' activity if either or
both of the applications for another FASP project or the planned
secondary resettlement' project are funded by ORR.
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RASP RESETTLEMENT VERSUS "RESETTLEMENT AS USUAL"

Overview

One of the key questions to ask in examining the implementation of

the FASP demonstration in Phoenix and Tucson is "to what extent was

resettlement during the FASP demonstration different from 'resettlement

as usual'?" For most of the'refusee resettlementtbat occurred ss part

of the FASP demonstration, this question can be answered. smfollovs.

Key actors were aware that the FASP demonstration>was occurring

(although the FASP refugees themselves were usually not aware of this).

FASP refugees constituted by far the largest group of refugee cases

entering Arizona during the FASP demonstration period (January 1983 on),

totaling from 60% to 95% of the total refugee flow for each voluntary

resettlement agency during the first nine months of 1983. Furthermore,

although FASP refugees did not have access to any special services, or

receive any different treatment from other refugees resettled at the

same time, the FASP demonstration did differ from "resettlement as

usual" in the following ways:

FASP represented a return for Arizona to a focus on new

arrivals of Vietnamese refugees, after a two-year period

during which most resettlement agencies had focused on

resettling Cambodians (during the Khmer Guided Placement

proiect in 1981) and then Poles (who were one of the

largest refugee groups entering Arizona in 1982). Although

the refugees in the state represent many different national

groups (Laotian, Cambodian, Vietnamese, Polish), Vietnamese

do constitute the single largest refugee resident group in

both Phoenix and Tucson.

Furthermore, the FASP refugees entering' rizona were not

"typical" family cases. The largest number of FASP cases,

(roughly 60% of all FASP cases statewide) consisted of

single males. Most of these young men were between 19 and

35 years of age, and had left their entire families behind

in Vietnam (for the younger men, these left-behind families

were parents and siblings; for the older ones, they often
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also included wives and children). Even the FASP "family"

cases rarely included a nuclear family of parents and their

dependent children. More often than not, the FASP refugee

household with more than one person included family

"fragments" such as two brothers and a cousin;_ or a women,

her two children, her husband's brother, andiiher.nephev,

etc.
6

e-*From the -.service-,,deLiverrPligilltectiVAW, ttitiOtrittittlivient41.
agencies 4,and ,s4irWi-itt*ptovid,riwtreitt6c-tetrvaboutz;,.thew,
implications of-this client mix. It meant they had to

develop many more jobs and work with far more "headi of

household" than they had anticipated when planning for a

FASP demonstration which would include 600 individuals.

The demonstration enabled the state to continue to expand

its emphasis on rapid economic self-sufficiency through

expanding funding for a coordinated package of social

services. This essential package included ESL delivery

(adjusted to work schedules), job placement, and (in
Tucson only) a refugee vocational training program.

The demonstration made Arizona actors aware that "the

rest of the world was vatching,"'and-increased their-

commitment to being able to demonstrate successful out-

comes for FASP clients. (In some instances, this was

interpreted by Job Service Staff to mean that they uere

supposed to give priority to FASP refugees over other

refugees in locating jobs; inmost cases, it was inter-

preted to mean the need for energetic efforts to assist

all refugees).

The demonstration also imposed a new' and different

reporting responsibility on service providers and volun-

tary resettlement agencies,'as part of the statewide MIS

tracking design feature of the program. Although reaf-
firming the notion that they had to be responsible for

ensuring that FASP refugees were experiencing successful

outcomes throughout the 12-month follow-up period (and

35
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for troubleshooting to solve problems that did occur),

the new report±ng requirement was also viewed as a

nuisance because it did not :'mmediately appear to be able

to tell resettleient agencice or service providers

anything they didn't "already know" from their manually

maintained case records.

How FASP Implementetien Altered Resettlement Aeencv PractiaLlnal

Delivery of Reception and Placement Services

The primary effect of FASP on resettlement agency operations in

Phoenix and Tucson was the used to stiff. up.to meet the needs of a large

number of Vietnamese new arrivals, after working largely with other

ethnic groups (Cambodians and Poles) during the previous two years. The

need to respond to a heavy flow of new arrivals over a sir. -month period

also caused most of the participating resettlement agencies to emphasize

and strengthen their volunteer service components. Full sponsorship by

congregations or individuals was not seen as a feasible solution because

of the large number of FASP arrivals, but most of the resettlement

agencies worked outs combination of formal agency sponsorship, plus

informal friendships or sponsorships of FASP refugees by American volun-

teer families or individuals.

The second effect of FASP on "resettlement as usual," from the

resettlement agency perspective, was the greater emphasis on both case

management and tracking. Under FASP, the resettlement agencies were

responsible for tracking new arrivals over a longer period than usual

(12 months after arrival) and for continuing to respond to problems that

emerged as refugees adapted (or failed to adapt) to life in Arizona.

This increased emphasis on docuienting case status over time and being

accountable for the ultimate successful adjustme4t of the FASP refugee

arrivals was not different in kind from previous resettlement agency

practices, but it heightened the "demonstration effect," i.e., the

desire to prove to the world that Arizona was a good place for "high

quality" refugee resettlement.

The final effect of FASP on resettlement agency practices was the

increased coordination between and among resettlement agencies and ser-
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vice providers that occurred under the leadership of the State Refugee

Coordinator. This coordination took the form of pre-demonstration plan-

ning sessions, group participation in design of the FASP HIS system, and

regular interagency meetings, as well as FASP case review sessions to

share information about specific FASP cases and their service needs.

Once 4again, the types of interagency-communicationttamtkcoogditration7that

took -place -under FASP.:weremotutwe.to4AriiontNNrefiew4isaWrement.:

effortiti but- receivedcpiis iCul fesic ;imd, t IONAles*Itlitiowcpro.".w

graaa;.-

How FASP Implementation Altersd Refugee Social ;twice Delivery,

In Arizona, the FASP incentive social service funding ($150,000)

was not kept distinct from other refugee social service funds, but vas

instead used to strengthen the entire package of social services avail-

able to all refugees in the state._ It,so.happened,that..during.,thes.time

of the FASP demonstration; FASP'refigees constituted'the'liriest grow'

using each of these services, and that service providersvwere.very aware

of the FASP program and its clients. The major impact of FASP, then,

was to enable each local site to strengthen and expand its ability to

assist refugees to achieve economic self-sufficiency-through job place-

ment assistance, work orientation, ESL, social adjustment services, and

vocational training.

Participation in interagency FASP case review meetings kept service

providers aware of which FASP households needed particular assistance to

overcome difficulties they were experiencing.

How FASP Implementation Altered Statc,Refaee Program Administration

The previous section on the state role has already mentioned some

of the key coordinative functions carried out by the State Refugee

Coordinator and her office in terms of convening group planning

meetings, administering the FASP MIS system, and encouraging and par-

ticipating in the FASP case review meetings.

Perhaps the most distinct change FASP caused at the state adminis-

trative level was the design and implementation of the statewide FASP

MIS system, which, it has turned out, has served as a prototype for an
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expanded MIS which will include all new refugee arrivals in Arizoka

(starting in 1984).

This does not mean that the FASP MIS experience in Arizona has been

trouble-free. On the contrary, the initial design of the FASP MIS in

Arizona concentrated on how case level data, would be, input into the

automated system, and what the reporting responsibilities of-esch.actor

(each resettlement agency-aud each social service provider) would, be,

but did not pay much attention to how aggregate.data :summaries would be

retrieved from the system. As a result, the only fOrm, in which data

could be retrieved throughout 1983 was in the form of a "data dump"

which reproduced individual case records, but did very little i1 the way

of 'creating sulmary profiles of PUP co,ses on individual variables of

interest. Moreover, the system lacked any capability to produce tables

cross-tabulating several variables of interest (e.g., migration by case

characteristics, or length of time until employment VIA obtained by case

characteristics).

These serious barriers to the utility of the FASP MIS system are

currently being addressed by the preparation of a series of computer

programs that will enable the state to produce useful tables from the

individual client records. The service providers and resettlement

agencies have rem2ined remarkably patient throughout this procest,

continuing to submit initial data entry forms on each new arrival as

well as updates whenever a social service case is opened or closed.

Design and refinement of an MIS is a major undertaking, and it is

nit surprising that the developmental process in Arizona has been a

gradual one. Critiquing an MIS is also a major undertaking, and one

which cannot be adequately accomplished within the scope of this study.

Nevertheless, from the point of view of its importance in summarizing

the outcomes of the FASP program, the Arizona FASP MIS does appear to

have several flaws, describqd below.

Although achieving economic self-sufficiency is a primary

goal of the FASP program, the MIS does not contain any

information on household receipt of AFDC, Refugee Cash

Assistance, Food Stamps, or Refugee Medical Assistance

over time (e.g., case opening and closing dates, grant
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levels). Comparison of individual FASP client names with

a statewide printout of AFDC, RCA, and RMA recipients on

a case-by-case basis is necessary in order to review cash

assistance utflisation, and no summaries of such data are

readily available.

on Becauss.theIXIS system depende4on service providers to

initiateattitaAintrUisr4hererastaAiMiaihooCthit the

eap).oprinteSplactsfenticrdCOrdi cl(P.stit inclnde_those jobs

obtained-by-refugia, thems(ves or .with= the 12410 of

friends or American sponsors, if these jobs are not

"claimed" as placements by the Refügie-Job Service.

Similarly, there is no safeguard to ensure that refugees

who lose their jobs will show up on the MIS, unless tLey

reopen a social service case with -.the Job Service_to

locate anew job. Thus, rather.than,offeringAn up-to-

date comprehensive view of the employment status and job

characteristics of all FASP refugees, the MIS offers a

picture of the role of formal refugee job placement

services in locating employment for FASP clients.

Because continued entries in the MIS system are activity-

initiated (i.e., when an event happens, it is reported),

rather than time-initiated (i.e., a regular three-month

or six-month follow-up), there :1.8 no way of telling how

complete each case record is. (In contrast, if a six-

month follow-up data entry were required, it would be

easy to tell whether that entry had been made or was

missing.)

Since the FASP MIS system has been such a big undertaking in terms

of staff energies devoted to this project at all levels of the system,

it is important to determine to what extent this activity has furthered

the goals of the FASP demonstration. In the case of Arizona, it is

noteworthy that the actors in the state refugee system remain committed

to the concept of an MIS, even though they have not yet been able to

make much use of the MIS as a management tool. For the most part, the
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summary statistics presented in this report were obtained from hand

tabulated reports prepared by the resettlement agencies and service

providers, rather than from de 'l obtained from the statewide MIS. The

MIS dump that was available appeared to slightly undercount both total

FASP clients and secondary migrants, due to records not yet entered

into the automated system. .

CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPERIENCES CF THE FASP REFUGEES

Characteristics of Zatjkaimat

Information on the total number of FASP cases and individuals who

came to Arizona is summarized in Table 1. Additional characteristics

of FASP arrivals, such as age distribution, number of children versus

adults, number of single person families, or date of entry, are not

readily available in aggregate form from either the MIS data dump or

resettlement agency paper records. Tables prepared by the state from

the MIS data base will eventually provide these tabulations.

General impressions based on interviews with resettlement actors

and FASP refugees themselves lead to the following conclusions:

one large group of FASP arrivals consists of single young

men aged 19 to 25 whose parents encouraged them to leave

Vietnam to avoid being drafted to fight in Cambodia,

which is occupied by Vietnam;

another group of FASP arrivals consists of men in their

thirties and forties, who were associated with the war

effort in Vietnam, and whose families have not been

permitted reintegration into Vietnamese society (FASP'

refugees talk about being sent to reedvration camps,

being stripped of all their possessidns, not being

allowed to hold jobs, and children not being allowed to

attend school);

are!ther sizeable minority consists of Vietnamese people

of Chinese ethnic origin who have been subject to dis-

crimination in Vietnam;

families with children are often missing a parent who was
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Table 1

Summary of FASP Case Composition

Resettlement A:enc. Total' Iddividuals Tata]. Cases

Phoenix:,

129^ 69.,-Catholic.-Sotia4SetViCes.4

World Relief 83 58-

Tolstoy Foundation- 121 68

Lutheran Social Ministry 33 9

Phoenix Total 366 204

Tucson:

Catholic Community Services. 210- 91.,

LIRS 8 3,

Tucson Total 218 94

Arizona Total 584 298

Source: Resettlement Agency Records
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killed or caught during the same or previous .scape

efforts; and

many households are compossdof 4 number of young people

with family connections. Within their same generation,

e.g. siblings, cousins, brOthers-ire-law.

Even when the FASP refugees to Arizona had been-students or had

completed their education prior to 1975,, therueually,listed their

occupation since 1975 as "fisherman" or "rice farmer." Erb" dwellers

sometimes described sucl. marginal occupations as "street vendor," or

"tire retreader."

The individual case histories of a number of randomly selected FASP

cases in Arizona are included in Appendix E to provide 'the reader's

flavor of the IMP experience." The following generalizations are

based on the impressions collected from reviewing the histories of these

individuals and others like them.

Family Composition

The types of families arriving in Arizona as part of the FASP

program can best be described through the following varied but typical

examples:

a 24-year-old husband and wife with no children, who

married while in the refugee camp;

a 37-year-old man, and his two stepbrothers, ages 15 and

17 (whom his parents asked him to take when he escaped);

a single 34-year-old woman, her 16- year -old brother, and

her five-year-old nephew (the son of another brother);

a single 29-year-old male, whose mother and three sisters

are still in Vietnam;

a 21-year-old single man, whose parents and siblings

remain in Vietnam;

a 50-year-old man, whose wife and children remain in

Vietnam;

a 31-year-old woman, who has been a widow glace her

husband was reported as missing in action in the war in
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Vietnam, and her four children, aged:seven, eight, ten

and an infant. The father of her youngeet -child was

resettled, in Texas, but .,s0v0d-2to Arizone40,loi*her;

a 34-year-ol man whosewitt and children Vert' lOst in

another boat while trying :.to add; re0vmably
perished;

wo:ww-41Firls,0014-4474.01440460110441104141140-

actointlitki; btalielt&Ittita$ 4144,14!0.1110V*hfirOitt

btotbilOASIOUVAIMW4
:

a 22-year-old woman and-her17-Iear-ola'niece and'17 -year

old cousin.

These examples illustrate the fragmented nature of the FASP households,

both in terms of absent parents for young,sing11 people who 'Old, under

normal conditions, still, be liwing,withZtheirparents and siblings, and

absents spouses and children for many ifidividials who have married and

formed families of their own.

The trauma of these prolonged familyseparations appears to be

severe, though distinct in kind from the trauma of other groups of

refugees who -have experienced thedeath-nof many of their relatives

(e.g., as is the case with many Cambodian refugees). For the Vietnamese

refugees arriving in Arizona as part of the FASP program, there is a

sense that life is still a process of waiting and remembering; waiting

to find out whether relatives will be able to come to the U.S., and

remembering the close ties left behind. As part of this separation

experience, rapid employment'is a much-sought-after outcome, because it

is viewed as a prerequisite for sending money and gifts home to rela-

tives in Vietnam, as well as for ultimately being able to sponsor left-

behind family members to come to the United States.

A sizeable minority of the FASP refugees who came to Arizona had

distant relatives already living in the United States. The importance

of these distant family ties varied in importance from family to family.

In one instance, a 31-year-old single man reported that he was angry

with his relatives (who had been in California since 1975) for not doing

more to help out his immediate family since the relatives departed
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Vietnam. Re has made no attempt to get in touch with these relatives

since his arrival in/Lizons.

In anothsr case, two brothers, aged 32 and 20, chose to come to

Arizona, even though they knew they had an-elderly aunt living in

another state. They arrived in Arizonan- and both: obtained- jobs,. but were

subjected to intense, pressure,bOtblrom theit1.0Zrente,in Vietneia.and

from their aunt to move to,jbin 'her: Thertinally -moved toAe:with

their aunt, four. month* after arriving. in-YArizene.

In a final. example-of thevaryingjapeztenee,ef-distant.famil4

ties, a 21-year-old single man who arrivedin'Axizona*Aobtained,a,job

within six nays began to communicate with his:35-,rear7old uncle who

lived in California. Finally, the uncle moved' to Arizona to jo .n -his
nephew and was assisted by the nephew's resettlement: agency in finding a

job.

History Prior to Le#vina Vietnam

As mentioned previously, the work and life histories of the FASP

refugees tended to be very different before and after 1975, particularly

for the older refugees. A few examples demonstrate this point:

one 37-year-old FASP refugee had served in the Vietnamese

Air FOi.o and had received two years of training in the

U.S. prior to 1975; after 1975, he spent six years in a

reeducation camp, from which he escaped;

a 31-year-old man had been in the army prior to 1975, and

after 1975 supported himself by doing odd jobs;

a a 26-year-old refugee who had been a student prior to

1975 worked as a carpenter after the war ended;

a 30-year-old man who had completed one year of college

studying law prior to 1975 spent three months in a

reeducation cap after the fall of Saigon, and then

worked as a cook.

In contrast, many of the younger FASP refugees had entered the

labor force since 1975, or, if they had been less identified with an
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Vietnam. He has made no attempt to get in touch with these relatives

since his arrival in Arizona.

In another case, two brothers, aged 32 and 20, chose to come to

Arizona, even though they knew they had am - elderly aunt living in

another state. They arrived inArizona-and both,obtiined:job6,but.Were

subjected .to intense tpres sure lkitiiltomithoirlisArinklAitkitifietn'am*and

from their a un 4flovikt044 ilthe'r, ThWritiagblitiV1440:tb tiOrithg

their'40W4four4br0004aftlitrarriiiiigni$Ariioniki -

In ita ,of ilia 1, :exasitile :ofttthe veryliii4rWrtatiratoofvdiiitantrf

ties, a 21-year-old single man who arrived .ir.-46iticinaT and :Obtained a job

within six days began to communicate with his* 35-year-old, uncle who

lived in California. Finally, the uncle moved to 4rzzona to join-his

nephew and was assisted by the nephew's resettlement agency in finding a
job.

History Prior to Leaving Vietnam

As mentioned previously, the work and -life historiesof the FASP

refugees tended to be very different before-and after 1975, particularly

for the older refugees. A few examples demonstrate this point:

one 37-year-old FASP refugee had served in the Vietnamese

Air Force and had received two years of training in the

U.S. prior to 1975; Liter 1975, he spent six years in a

reeducation camp, from which he escaped;

a 31-year-old man had been in the army prior to 1975, and

after 1975 supported himself by doing odd jobs;

a 26-year-old refugee who had been a student prior to

1975 worked as a carpenter after the war ended;

a 30-year-old man who had completed one year of college

. studying law prior to 1975 spent three months in a

reeducation camp after the fall of Saigon, and then

worked as a cook.

In contrast, many of the younger FASP refugees had entered the

labor force since 1975, or, if they had been less identified with an
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educated elite previously, had held less disparate jobs. For example:

a 24-year-old FASP refugee had worked as a meat cutter

and a mechanic;

a 21-year-old single man had learned his father's, skills

as a silversmith;

a 20 -yeav-old man reported that he had no prior work

experience;

a 31-year-old min had worked as a welder and his 25-year-

old sister had worked as a dressmaker;

a 32-year-old man had worked as a rice farmer;

a 20-year-old man had worked as a farmer and fisherman.

A number of FASP refugees in Arizona had completed a high school

education in Vietnam, and some of these individuals, as well as others

who had had contact with Americans during the Vietnam war, had a know-

ledge of English before arriving in the refugee camps. Among the most

hie I educated FASP arrivals in Arizona was a psychiatrist, who imme-

diately obtained employment at minimum wage in a factory to support

himself while he studied to become recertified as a physician. By the

time of the return site visit, thin individual had been hired by the

resettlement agency to work as a refugee caseworker.

Overseas Orientation and ESL Classes in Refugee Camps

Most FASP refugees to Arizona reported having been in the refugee

camps (including both camps in 'irst asylum countries and the

orientation in the Refugee Processing Center) for ten months to two

years prior to their arrival in the United States.

Although ORR is interested in assessing the effectiveness of spe-

cial FASP pre-arrival orientation activities in the Refugee Processing

jug Centers (i.e., whether FASP refugees were shown slides and

provided with descriptions of their new homes while in the refugee

processing ccnter and what effect this had), it was very difficult to

determine what exactly had taken place in the Refugee Processing

center. What is clear is that even if they were provided with a

special FASP orientation, FASP refugees coming to Arizona did not
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remember anything from that orientation . that made them aware that
they were participating in a special project.

As will be discussed in More detail under the topic of migration
outcomes, refugees seemed to-be willing to promise a,-number of 'things in
camp, if they thought it would get them. to" the U.S. fiaticje.g:,,,that
they were willing,teresettlekanyVheliVA4Phittliey.zhad.,i0;;;ralec4*4:411
the

Rust0,1,4441411f,0 044103414tisvortigibiNeAtri0104A1 liat*toot
totajtsertpan4AtbiliimentitOPOUVONOtztetOwei*COVbnYii.lingitAidisea'
Thus, most EASP,4efugees were relieved to find:71thit,.Phoenii-'14:TUeson)
were real cities.

FASP refugees also heard two kinds of stories about California in

the camps. One kind of story was that they should' go to California' to

get on welfare. Most FASP refugees said they didn't listen to people who
talked this way. Another,type,of_story,cirCOIeting.O9Pc-califfmnisdlia9
that* "it ii very creedeethere"ind-tbarnehere t60 Much' crime -there-
within the, Vietnamese: community. " "' Tbese?.etories seemed to:be given
great weight by the FASP arrivals in Arizona.

While in the refugee processing center, FASP refugees were also
required to studrEnglieh-and take'a, tesVto.'document their English
language facility. While individual FASP arrivals covered-the entire-
range of scores (from a low score of A to a high score of F) most of the
arriving FASP refugees had level C or level D noted on their 1-94 cards.
Resettlement agency staff and service providers said that the exact ESL
level recorded on the refugee's 1-94 was not an accurate predictor of
how much English the-refugee could speak or understand on arrival.
However, they saidthat FASP refugees and other refugees who have had
access to intensive English language instruction overseas can speak more

English when they come and progress much faster in ESL classes after

arrival then earlier groups of refugees.

Rece tion and Placement Services Received After Arrival in the U.S.

from the Resettlement Agency

Across all the resettlement agencies and across both FASP sites,

resettlement agencies placed the single melee into clusters to share

4'7
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apartments upon arrival. Although some individuals complained that they

wanted to be able to choose their own housemates, most FASP refugees

seemed to get along well. Far from being too crowded when placed four

individuals to a two-bedroom apartment, they usually invited one or two

additional residents to share the apartment to save money when the rent

became their own responsibility (when they obtained employment or when

the reception and placement money was exhausted). The most populated

home visited at the time of the site visit vac a three-bedroom house

in which 17 people were staying (though most of these were young child-

ren).

Often ref4gees would move into new apartments (sometimes en masse)

when they obtained employment, in order to be closer to their place of

work.

For those FASP refugees whose main reception and placement contact

was a resettlement agency caseworker, the most frequent services pro-

vided by the resettlement agency were often the location of an apartment

and assistance with the immediate necessities of daily living. This is

not meant to imply that caseworker-refugee relations were uncordial,

merely that they were focused around daily living needs.

For resettlement agencies which were able to identify congregations

or individual sponsors or volunteers to befriend FASP refugees, the

reception and placement process became more personalized, and real

friendships developed between American families and refugee households.

Among the activities in which refugees mentioned that their sponsors had

included them were sharing their hoses (for short or longer periods of

time), home-cooked meals (often cooked by the refugees for their Ameri-

can sponsors), cultural and recreational activities, and "technical

assistance" in shopping, learning English, getting a driver's license,

furnishing their apartments, and making major purchases.

Nevertheless, a number of refugees reported at the time of the site

visit that they mostly visited back and forth with other refugee

households, although they also reported that they had made some American

friends through their jabs. One FASP refugee, a 23-year-old single man,

reported thAt he had become particularly close friends with his American

coworker, with whom he works as a termite control sprayer.
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Social Services Re..JAILIsivaliceivednhett.S

The preeminent social service received by most FASP refugees was

assistance finding a job: A. varied network of aids was used in this
process, with the official Refugee Job Service project in each city
being _only one of several sources used to obtain.eaployment.. Other
sourceiv.of job,,placessemtrLassittamgc;ino3,udi4-areettletteiit:;agencr staff.,
vo luntestre,74W49410rtivorkt140400tbOriailititeme4t4gitieierf4tire
Ref Illge*Oot IttrginUatacititOliti36041144=4400oandai)tlarattefaikilee0t*

Thosesrettgltetwit43bettlirlStilittihneellititfkiskillii coutdialliO3brokir
jobs for themselves.

Aside from job placement assistance, the FASP refugees were very

aware of the ESL classes offered in each city, although they did not
always choose to access this service. It was difficult to obtain a
candid' response about why some refugees chose not-.to.-attend-Inglieh

classes.., Reasons given,.by refugees,),were.,thet.,,tbe,ciasseavveretttoo-dar'
away, or they were too'tired-afier working. Reasons suggested by
service providers sad resettlement agencrstaff veregthat refugees were

tired of studying English and needed a' break after, attending daily ESL

classes in the Refugee Processing Center. Some staff also suggested
that refugees-wouldn't attend the. refugee Es.' classes because they were

only offered four hours per week and refugees couldn't advance quickly

enough. Nevertheless, some refugees went out of their way to attend ESL

classes, even if they bad a full-time job (e.g., attending ESL classes

at night after working during the day, or attending ESL classes which
are scheduled to be compatible with a factory shift which starts at 3:30

p.m.). Other refugees reported that ESL_volunteers came to their homes

to teach them English or to help them....study for the GED exam. Others

decides' not to attend FSL classes, listened to language tapes on their

own, or attended Adult Basic Education classes at a community college.

Although health problems do not appear to have been overwhelming

for the FASP arrivals, the availability of Refugee Medical Assistance

was a critical service in several cases and is seen as key to Arizona's
ability to maintain refugees without enrolling them in cash assistance

programs. In one instance, a FASP refugee who was almost blind in one

eye received an implant operation. paid for by the Refugee Medical Pro-
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AP*4gram. (The operation has improved his vision tremendously, and he is 1,

currently working for an electronics firm, making ample electronics

parts.)

Employment and Welfare ExpQriences of FLASP Refugees

The FASP refugees most often-expressed great pride in their employ-

ment and their ability to support themselves so soon after arrival in

the United States. Occasionally dissatisfaction with a particular job

was expressed, if it did not lead to career advancement, or if it

involved work on a night shift which interfered with social contacts.

The factory jobs were seen as IpmNi.jobs" when they offered ,the oppor-

tunity for amassing savings through overtime work, and as "poor, jobs"

when irregular work schedules and involuntary reductions in hours worked

reduced the expecte& take-home pay.

FASP refugees who remained in Arizona most often exrressed satis-

faction at being able to support themselves. A number of households who

openly expressed a desire to receive ongoing welfare support moved away

to California. For the refugees remaining in Arizona, particularly in

Phoenix, the resettlement alencies appear to have done a good job

instilling the work ethic red an aversion to welfare in FASP refugees.

Refugees frequently were able to sty "I want to be self-sufficient," in

English, even when this was beyond their normal vocabulary range.

Refugee Satisfaction, Intention to Stav in Arizona

Because most of the FASP refugees in Arizona are so eager to be

reunited with their other family members, they have a tremendous incen-

tive to develop stable employment and a stable residential pattern in

order to demonstrate their ability to sponsor their relatives. This

helps explain why the single men, whom one might expect would be among

the most mobile groups, actually tended to move away from Arizona less

than more intact families.

Given their long-term goals, a majority of the FASP refugees appear

to be satisfied with their situation in Arizona, at least for the

immediate future. One choice which a number of refugees make several

months after arriving in Arizona and locating employment is to move to a

I
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house of their own choice with housemates of their own choice. Often
this living arrangement includes an even larger 'number of people than

their original living situation, in order to further seduce rent costs
for es(h individual. Often refugees living together will arrange
carpools to share availabletranspertatien7to

and,froie,:eorke-.

Oneisof '-themaost; rapid- "success stnKinertinintiti1446by, :ritittlenent
agency -staff 4.1r,,--1milASP-hotteeholdgOV4i1414143#OilitiligiliAAC4:-
1, if titeir /t1104n h it dreg 4igeot8ro.,44gOntn4Initilitl*biliikinilfiAtito,i,
brothers, .ages l7 an4 484,- Pss±h Ittobiti*Ircet 0-14 ii*Wre#0.iii****Iso
intact, they are already planniag'to settie4a Aiiic04-4irsideatAY:)ind

,
are saving money with the hopes of ultisietely'beinv010044rchate-
home. Except for a-suall amount of-lOod'-Staispai'-thefirere.iiiiiiily
financially self-sufficient only four months after nriiiinkiiiArlioiut.
The husband is working for an electronics, firm at a job' paying $436 per

hour; theArife has two part -time jobs; and'the-18-yeirw.old,brOiher is

enrolled in the Job Corps, while the 17-year-old'brotheris!aitending
high school. By the tine of the return site visit, the wife in this

family had obtained a full-time job working the night shift so that she

could continue to care for her children during the day.

In terms of their physical surroundings, the FASP refugees said

they were relieved that Phoenix and Tucson were cities, instead of a

complete desert landscape with sand and cacti. Although they liked
these cities, they complained about the heat (the first rite visit took

place in September, after a streak of hot weather when the temperature

was over 100 degrees for weeks at a time).

The FASP refugees interviewed as part of this study reported that

they were actively saving money, even with minimum wage jobs. They
saved money to buy motorcycles or cheap cars ($200); they saved money to

send presents home to family members in Vietnam; and they saved so that

they would be able to sponsor additional family members to come to the
U.S. A sizable minority of the FASP refugees (38%) chose not to stay in

Arizona. The attractions of other locations included relatives,

friends, the opportunity to escape family problems, the attractiveness

of welfare benefits and educational opportunities in other locales, and

business or employment opportunities. Most often these attractions
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occurred in combination, making it difficult t' disentangle causes and

effects. Migration outcomes are described in more detail in the fol-

lowing section.

FASP OUTCOMES

Description of Data Sourcss

The sources of data used to describe Arizona's FASP outcomes in

this Final Report include:

A "data dump" of t statewide FAST' MIR.system, which' covered all

data entries input into the system tbrough:Itebruary-ot 1984. The

individual case records included in this data dump were'manipuleted by

hand to produce summaries of numbers and types of job placements (Tables

4 and 5). In addition, the names of FASP cases in the MIS system as of

May 1983 were compared with computer printouts of all refugees receiving

cash assistance to produce Table 8.

The information obtained from the MIS dump has the advantage of

including all FASP cases, rather than a random sample. It has the

disadvantage of offering somewhat incomplete pictures of refugee

experiences and statuses as previously noted.

A comprehensive effort to collect data on the experiences and,

outcomes of resettlement for a random sample of, approximately 20 FASP

cases in each FASP site (with proportional representation from each

participating resettlement agency's caseload') including reviews of writ-

ten case files, interviews with resettlement agency workers and social

service providers, interviews with refugees, and a review of current

cash assistance utilization data.

The information summarized for the random sample of i..SP partici-

pants on Tables 4 and 5 and in the case profiles in Appendix E has the

advantage of offering a complete 'capsule summary of the employment

history and other resettlement experiences of specific individuals. It

has the disadvantage of being based on a small uumber of cases, and thus

having less statistical reliability.
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C t' n
rates as of March 1984. For several key descriptors FASP arrivals
and outmigration rates -- we requested that the resettlement agencies
provide us with an up-to-date summary of total FASP cases. These data
were used to produce Table 2 on outmigration rates..

Thus, the sections-which follow (on-eaploymenti-,,,welfare, and migra-
tion--out coats )4re based oatseveratIlifferamtlantatIab,:tetslarestsOnr.-Ce
coveritg.;;Aiff erent4nuabiliCtofea4SPAaemigtv,

Migration Oujcoaes

Each resettlement agency knell that i,t was responsible for keeping
track of and reporting the extent kof secondary .sigration by the FASP
refugees. As of the end of February 1984; the oVeraliiiiit-liaigration
summarized in Table 2 bad occurred. As shown .in-f,Table:Zi-
migration averaged 38Z. statewide; (45X.. in PhoenizAindwigan,Tueson).

One of' the characteristics of the FASP'arriialii- that?disturbed` the"
voluntary resettlement agency staff wast-the fict that although they had
been certified as "free cases" during,the processing in the campsi a
sizeable number of Arizona's FASP arrivals (perhaps 25r302) did in fact
have relatives (both immediate family members and others) in other
cities in the U.S., most often in California. At issue are two ques-
tions: 1) Whether the refugees were appropriately classified as eligi-
ble for FASP resettlement if they reported that they had a relative
other than an immediate member of their nuclear family in another city

(e.g., an aunt, uncle; cousin, nephew, etc.); aud 2) whether any sig-
nificant number of FASP refugees did in fact have closer familial ties

that they cov;:ealed from the J.V.A. interviewers in the camps in order
to be able to come to the U.S. faster via FASP than they would had they

requested family reunification.

State Department instructions under the new refugee placement pol-

icy were to classify as a free case any refugee who had a distant

relative already in the U.S. but who stated that he or she was "willing

to be resettled anywhere." Although this procedure may have resulted in

identifying as FASP clients some refugees who had no intention of

staying in Arizona, it also appeared to include in the program some
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Table 2

OutMigration from FASP Sites

Resettlement
,:enc

Total
FASP
Arrivals

Number of
Out Migrants
by September
1983

%
of Total
Arrivals

Number of
Out4figraits
by February
1983

2

of Total
Arrivals

Phoenix:

Catholic
Social 129 28 22%

59a
46%

Services

World Relief 83 30 36% 37 . 45%

Lutheran
Social 33 14 42% 19 46%

Ministries

Tolatoy
Foundation 121 37 31% 48 40%

Phoenix Total 366 109 30% 165 45%

Tucson:

Catholic
Community 210 41 20Z 59 28%

Services

Lutheran
Social 8 0 0% 0 0%

Ministries

Tucson Total 218 41 19% 59 27%

Arizona Total 584 150 26% 222 38%

a
This total includes two households (18 individuals) who moved in February
1984 after being in Phoenix for over 12 months. .

Source: Resettlement Agency Records
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refugees who truly did want to establish a new life independent of their

relatives. Furthermore, in at least two instances noted in the case

profiles, a refugee from another state (one from Texas, one from Cali-

fornia) moved to Arizona to join thei,:FASP relatives.

Interviews with voluntary imsettAement.agency staff suggest that

thrseaniondarrisigomts4441aiiitof4 mamt:#44/4iiirgat4gronp, one

-41*filit47.1trYi

Ther azAkalbge,V.,titeitantlistiOngitittiktvOttgjOii4iiiii4IEW.frieildsl,from:.
camp,,,neigkbowiWitns4Vilifs%asiV,03,040,00alkeeritatVcotithicts immediately,;
upon arriving, and' usually had-loved-away from Arizona' withit three to
six weeks after arrival. Table 3 summarizes information about the
characteristics of the secondary migrants based.= data prepared by each
resettlement agency. As Table 3 shows, 37 of 144 secondary migrants for
whom this information is available (26% of all migrants) hid moved away
within one month -after arrival in-tha,II.S., The- procedure followed by
the resettlemeTWagencies'in these uses` was to- contact the relative or

friend, and verify that- they would assist the,refugee on arrival in the

second location. In some cases, resettlement caseworkers said they were

convinced the refugees would be better off in these new locations, given

the level ofsupport they would be receiving.

A second'group whose members ultimately-migrated away from Arizona

were young single men whose parents in Vietnam and distant relatives in

other cities exerted a great deal of pressure to convince them to move

to join relatives.

Finally, over half of all those- who had migrated away from Arizona

by February 1984 left .more than three months after their arrival in

Arizona. Virtually all of these refugee households had already been

employed in Arizona, and were often "stably resettled" from the perspec-

tive of an outside observer. One suspects that migration by this group

was a deliberate attempt to improve the household's financial and social

conditions by those who believed they would be "better off" in another

state (most often California). Family and friends in other places were

important in influencing the ac:ual time and place of the move, but one

important factor in many of these cases (even beyond the 18% in Table 3

whose official reason for migration was given as welfare) did appear to
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Table 3

Characteristics of.222 FASP Clients

Whose Migration was Reported by Resettlement Agencies

Cases Individuals

1. By Resettlement Agency

Catholic Social Services, Phoenix 25 59

World Relief, Phoenix 25 37

Tolstoy Foundation, Phoenix 28 48

Lutheran Social Ministry, Phoenix 4 19

Catholic Community Services, Tucson 24 59

Lutheran Social Ministry, Tucson 0 0 .

Total 106 222

2. By Month n %

January 1983 0 0%

February 8 4%

March 21. 9%

April 15 7%

May 17 8%

June 16 7%

July 35 16%

August 23 10%

September 24 11%

October 10 5%

November 5 2%

December 16 7%

January 1984 2 1%

February 20 9%

Unknown 10 5%

Total 222 100%

(continued)



Table -3 (continued)

n %

3. By LenstLIE Time After Arrival

1 - 10 days 2 1%

11 - 30 days 35 24%

31 - 60 days; 14 10%

61 -40tdayse 21 15X,

91+ days. ' 72-. 50%,

Total- 144 100%'
-----......,---...i-------...
Missing Data 78-;

4. Family Size No. of Cases % of Cases

Single-Person Family 65 61%

2 - 4 Person Family 30 28%

5+ Person Family 11 10%'

Total 106 100%

------------

5. By Reason Reported for Migration n %

To join relatives 84 38%

To get on welfare or to get education 41 18%

To join friends 32 14Z

Other, no reason given, unknown 65 29%

Total 222 100%
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Table 3 (continued)

n

6. By State

California 154 . 69%
Moved to:

Washington 11 5%

Massachusetts . 5 2%

Georgia 3 . 1%

Ohio 1
--

Florida 1 --

Oregon 4 2%

Colorado 5 2%

Texas 6 3%

Louisiana 6 3%

Virginia 9 4%

Minnesota 1 --

New Mexico 4 2%

Pennsylvania 1 --

Kansas 1
--

Utah 2 1%

Hawaii 1 --

Iowa 1 -"

Missouri 1
--

Unknown 5 2%

Total 222 100% I
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be the greater availability of welfare benefits and educational
opportunities in California.

The out-migration-from Arizona by thoie.who were attracted by
California's welfare .benefita .appeared to stienqben, 0.7-resolve of

_

those who have remained-in.Arizona:toirorkAirt:andiiaprOve'their own
situation4n4Arizew, A nealberytof.,:w!*hay.itsiasolvs:41obanged
job.,4tos;4tItps$014worktetei****04910:474),44400"'144.1640
U seay)' s- Matif*******IiitqAtillitittaglitratitkiITA

. per

week, eithertethtOwsjigveleniternoramatili.g.trieiiiii$Iiiiii./.**-ktakti44.:of-'.
families have two fulItisie Wage. earners, ; with one parent working day
shift and another working night shift. One 'subset of tic:4.46
ultimately migrated away from Arizona were the largerlimiiies (from six
to ten or more individuals) or families with a single wage earner for
whom even hard work couldn't equal the economic livelihood available
through welfare inanother locale.

The case profiles includeein'Appendix reummerize the detailed
histories of somewef those 'IIASP-cases who^movad,. away from+Arizona. The
statistical profiles describing the 222 FASPirefugees whose departure
from Arizona was summarized from resettlement agency records (see Table
3) offer another-perspective. As Table 3 shows, by far the largest
group of secondary migrants who left Arizona (69%) moved to California.
In a number of cases, the resettlement agencies said they had gotten
inquiriei back from welfare departments letting them know these indivi-
duals had applied for welfare. The Arizona agencies always answered
these inquiries by reporting the fact that a refugee had quit a job to
move away, if that was the case, but staff believed that this would only
cause a one-zionth sanction on cash assistance eligibility. Refugees
learned about this delay, and adapted their behavior accordingly. Thus,
in one instance, a refugee reportedly 4visited" California to apply for
welfare, came back to her job in Arizona for the one month waiting
period, and then moved permanently to California the month the welfare
payments began.
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Employment Outcomes

In each of the Arizona FASP sites, the goal of rapid employment was

taken for granted, and was accomplished in most caws. Because Phoenix

had a substantially lower unemployment rate and a larger, more diverLe

job market than Tucson, the average length of time between arrival and

getting a job did appear to be somewhat less in Phoenix than Tucson, but

the comparison is between an average of about one month in Phoenix,

versus two months in Tucson. (See the findings for the members of the

FASP sample in Tables 6 and 7).

The data available for summary of employment outcomes as of March

1984 cameo from two sources:

the records on job placements in the statewide FASP MIS

file, which represents a summary of the job placements

obtained by the FASP arrivals entered into the MIS

system. (The statewide automated MIS was recently

expanded to include all refugee arrivals, not just FASP

refugees. A cursory examination revealed that some of

these individuals had been incorrectly coded as FASP

cases, which might result in an overstatement of job

placements in Table 4); and

the employment experiences of a sample of approximately

20 FASP cases in each site selected randomly from each

resettlement agency's caseload, as of March 1984.

The findings from each of these data sources will be described in turn.

Tables 4 and 5 describe the job placements recorded in the state-

wide MIS system as of early February 1984, which covered services pro-

vided and status changes recorded as of the end of December 1983. These

jobs represent employment located by Job Service job developers, spon-

sors, or other agency placements. In Tucson, another important source of

job placements was the Refugee Education Project's vocational training

program, which placed 36 different FASP individuals into jobs at the

conclusion of the training period.

As Table 4 shows, by the end of December 1984, 336 placements had

been made to a total of 223 different individuals out of 584 FASP

individuals (38%) and 298 FASP cases. Some jobs may have been entered in
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Table 4

Job Placements for FASP Individuals Recorded in MIS System

Covering Period Through December 1983

ResettleMentrX

kenc.

I

NUtabor,,,thnakiln4,5.i.

oge't
FASO?
C i s am

6f atst
Indi,:14-

viduatit
,

!73,isiWt

:44
!VICO;
mentif

-

4tizthWof ,

ltiatitlitgiO
Pliinii4.44.'j

Least-.:Inidtt§14-

Number'

(.9*-,..T.ckba

9ATA'4,eir
miniiatitEa-

-

p
;--Yot,47?

Jobai:AbOvev.

Mininint ,Wa: e"c.

Catholic
Social
Services,
Phoenix

69 129 116 73 53 46% of placements

Tolstoy
Foundation,
Phoenix

68 121 66 45 26 39% of placements

World
Relief,
Tempe

58. 83 39 23 26- 67% of placements

Lutheran
Social
Ministry,
Phoenix

9 33 20 13 16 80% of placements

Catholic
Community
Services,
Tucson

91 210 92 67 38 41% 3f placements

LIRS,
Tucson 3 8 3 2 1 66% of placements

Total 298 584 336 223 161 48% of placements
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the MIS more than once. It is not feasible, given the form in wnich

data are recorded, to cross-tabulate the placementkby,date,pf arrival,

in order to determine what portion of the jobe,mere obtained within one
.4.-

month, two months, ,three months', etc. of arrival in the:U.S. The MIS

placement listing summarized in 'Tables 4 and 5 ',is' far, more instructive

as a source of information 'abont,the types of jobiVadd pay level at

which jobs were obtained. Although. Table 4 abowe'that -161:1Wthe,:336 job

placements noted (48%) irate above minimum .,the-yligkegneted 401y

exceeded $4.00 per hour. Table 5-::.-ShOwe tfiat:: job developers (and

sponsors and frier is) attempted, to tap, the,.potentiei,04`',some,:elaplOyers

or types of industries who hired 'a number of refugees. These employers

included a knitting company in Spring City, (Phoenix) whose force

was about 802 Asian; an air conditioner assembly plant in Tucson, ,which

hired a high proportion of the FASP refugees in that city, and,* sofa

bed factory in Phoenix. By the end of 1983,. when the electronics

industry was once again expanding in Tucson, one particular electronics

company had also hired over 60 Southeast Asian employees. A significant

minority of the single FASP refugees between 18 and 21 in b4.th Tucson or

Phoenix applied to and were accepted to the Job Corps where they are

studying electronics, auto mechanics, nursing or an alternate job-

relevant skill. (By December 1983, about 11 FASP refugees had entered

the Job Corps from Tucson alone.) Other frequently obtained entry-level

types of jobs included motel mail:, restaurant work, and janitorial work.

Of the more highly skilled jobs, a number of FASP refugees wanted

to get training in order to get jobs in the electronics area, and four

FASP individuals had already obtained jobs in this area by June 1983.

The number of FASP refugees working in this field had greatly increased

by December 1983.

The second data base -- a review of the work history of the members

of a random 'sample of approximately 20 FASP cases at each site (brought

up to date to February 1984) -- permits a more recent view of such

features of FASP employment as:

the.length.of time from arrival to onset of employment;

the number of employable household mel.lbers, versus the

number who had obtained employment;



Table 5

Types of Job Placements Recorded in MIS System

C_L____Wroulaber1983overl'eriodth

Job Corps,

Sewing Operator'

FurnitureRphoistery

Furniture AssemUlt.

10

32
8:4

134

Electricians

: Grotetrear;youtz:

FlorietareinW

Meteg,WOtIceVt
. ..

1,

,L
1,,

1,

Product Assembler 45- Warehouse-Worker r
Construction Worker 8 Truck Driver 1

Seamstress, Tailor 12 Gas Station Attendant 1

Woodworking 11 Screen Printing Operator 2

Auto Washer- 1 Electronics Technician 2

Stock Clerk 22. Cook Helper, Cook 7

Maintenance Janitor 22 Bakery 7'

Dish Carrier 4 Yard Worker 11

Dishwasher 5 Termite Control Operator 1

Gardener/Landscapint 5 Power Tool Repair 1

Dry Cleaner Employee 4 Food Service, Restaurant 8

Salesman/Repairman 2 Cement Mason I

Pottery 2 Electronics Assembly 6

Mail Sorter 15 Bicycle Repair 1

Beautician Assistant 1 Machinist's Helper 1

Housekeeping, Motel Maid 14 Auto Mechanic, Maintenance

Body Shop Painter 2
Mechanic 2

CETA Training 5
Recker 7

Manufacturing Tribal
Laborer 18

Moccasins 1 Winder 5

Farm Worker 1 Lead Former 1

Candle Trimmer 1 Lead Setter 1

Finisher 1 Turquoise Drill 3

Roofer 1 With Sponsor 1



the occupation and starting wage;

'ID who helped the refugee obtain the job; and

whether the job had been retained at the time of the

second site visit, or whether a new job had been obtained.

The jobs obtained were all full-time jobs, except as noted in Tables 6

and 7.

Table 6 summarizes the employment experiences of 22 randomly.

selected FASP cases in Phoenix (representing clients of all four reset-

tlement agencies), while Table 7 summarises the employment experiences

of a random sample of 20 of Catholic Community Services' FASP cases in

Tucson.

Phoenix

Table 6 shows that of the 35 employable individuals7 in the sample

FASk cases in Phoenix, (two of whom arrived later during the FASP year

as part of family reunifications) all but one obtained employment within

four months of arrival in Phoenix, and at least 15 obtained employment

within one month of arrival. As of September, 1983, the one employable

individual in the sample who had not obtained employment was a mother

with four children, one of whom was a newborn baby. Her fiance had

moved to Phoenix from Texas and obtained a job in an electronics firm

and was supporting the family. This family migrated to California in

October of 1983. Job Service was the primary source of employment

assistance for all job finders in the Phoenix sample, except for clients

of World Relief and Lutheran Social Ministries, who depended on

resettlement agency volunteers to locate them jobs. Afterworking at

their initial job for some time, several FASP refugees found new jobs

more to their liking. Of the 35 employable individuals in this sample,

five had held more then one job by February 1984. By February of 1984,

seven of the :2 randomly selected Phoenix FASP cases had migrated in

whole or in part to another state. A total of eleven employable

individuals in the sample. had moved. Individuals in five households hid

moved to California (two of these included large families with young

children). In addition, one two-person household had moved to
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Resettlement Agency:

A Lutheran Social Ministry
B Catholic Social Services
C World Relief
D Tolstoy Foundation

..

Table 6

Summary of Employment

Random Sample of12 FASP Caies in Phoenix

Jantiary'2981

'Resettle-

sent

A:enc

Number
Household
(Family Reu-

nification
Arrivals

Added

Description of
Employable
Individual(s

Length of Time
Till Employment
Obtained

.

.

Occurrtion-
Starting
Wi'te

Services Ut fill in
Obtaining JO n 1)

.

1
.

Still 1mployed at This Job?

A 2 Male, 31 yrs. Less than 1 month Furniture Manufacturing $3.35 Lutheran', Sociatipzis - 1.'Xplo

Female, 25 yrs. Less than 1 month

.,

Furniture Manufacturing 3.35

try's Job W' VYM. :-.7.4,,f4

Lutheran file 1 Minis- yal -.

.,
try'i Job Ma.it l'4$;' Jr"-

......------- -
B 10 Male, 50 yrs.

Female, 48 yrs.

2 months

1 month

HeLitenauce

Sewing .

3.75

3.80

Job Serilee I'
*

Job Service ,.17o,

No, quit, moved to P. (1W1
moved to CA (1/84)

Female, 18 yrs. fltless than 1 mo. Knitting factory 3 80 Job Service J, quit, employed, at Job #2
/2: 1 Electronics assembly 3.75 Found job for sel' ! -

, ,4, 'es

B 2 Male, 34 yrs. Less than 1 month Maintenance, resort 3.50 Job Service 'itNo, moved to WA
,,,,..i.

Male, 21 yrs. Less than 1 month Maintenance, resort 3.50 Job Service I WO, novel to WA

B 4 Hale, 26 yrs. 11:less than 1 mo. Sewing operator 3.80 1 i po; quit, employed at Job /2
/2: ? Warehouse man 4.50 Found job for self

i

'No,

q.016

Female, 31 yrs. 3 months Seamstress 3.35 ? moved to CA (1/84)

B 1 Hale, 20 yrs. Less than 1 week Metal plating 3.35 Job Service No, fired in 11/83

B 1 Male, 56 yrs. A:2 months Sofa bed manufacturing 3.35 Job Service No, quit
12:211 months Making wood screws ' 4.50 Found job for self No, employed at Job 13

, /3: ? Auto painting shop 5.00 Found job foi self Yes

B 1 Male, 25 yrs. /1:2 months Metal plating 3.35 Job Service No, ciLit, employed at Job .2
#2: ? Electronics assembly 4.25 Found job for self Yes

B 1 Hale, 44 yrs. ? Sofa bed manufacturing 3.35 Vietnamese Association No, moved to Texas (9/83)

B 6 Male, 32 yrs. 2 months Electronics assembly 4.50 Found job for self (quit
first job paying minimum

Yea

Female, 30 yrs. ? Sewing factory, private wage)
Yes, factory job now f(11-

tailoring 3.50 1 time 1

Male, 17 yrs. ? Joined Job Corps N/A Job Service Yes

Male, 18 yrs. In high school N/A N/A

qEST COPY AVAILABLE



Table 6 (continued)

..

(fkr-,3P45Nri7,--CA

Resettle-
ment
A enc

Number in
Household
Family Reu.-
nification
Arrivals
Added _

Description of

Employable
Individual a

Length of Time
Till Employment
Obtained_ Occu .a _ion

Starting
_a :e

$3.50

3.50

Services Utilised in
Obtainin . J ob Still lo ed at Thi Job?

C 1 + 2 Male, 31 yra.

Male, 20 yrs.

1 month

Family reunifica-
tion 10/83

Electronics assembly

Electronics assembly

Resettlement agency
volunteers found job

Yes

Yes

C 1 Male, 20 yra. 1 week Mailing service 3.33 Resettlement agency
volunteers found job

Yes, now promoted to
supervisor, makes $5.25/hr.

C 1 + 3 Male, 26 yra.

Female, ? yrs.

6 weeks

Family reunifica-
tion in 12/83

Mailing service

Piece wor' 'Anne

3.35 Friend working there
found job

Resettlement agency

Yes

Yes

C 1 Male, 21 yrs. 6 days Making belt buckles 3.75 Resettlement agency Yes

C 1 Male, 19 yrs. 4 months (had
eye operation'

Electronic parts 3.50 Resettlement agency Yes

C 1 Male, 50 yrs. 01:1 day

02;1 month

2 jobs: gas station

attendant i

Electonics technician

trainee

?

3.35

Resettlement agency
volunteer

Volunteer

No, quit for job 02

Yes

C 6 Female, 31 yra.

Male, migrated
from Texas to
join

Not employed

?

Babysitting for friend

Electronics 4.30
Resettlement agency
volunteers

No, started doing piece work
product packing at hoar.

Then moved to CA (10/83)

No, quit to move to CA
(10/83)

D 3 Male, 37 yra. 3 weeks Electronics 4.25 Found job for self Yes, now making $5.25/hr.

D 2 Male, 24 yrs.

Female, 24 yrs.

2 weeks

2 months

Oriental food market

Sewing operator

3.35

3.80

Refugee found job

Job Service

No, quit, moved to CA (10/83)

No, quit, moved to CA (10/83)

D 1 Female, 24 yrs. 4 months Drugstore clerk ? Friends found job Yes (has worked another job
in between)

D 3 Female, 34 yrs

Male, 16 yra.

Less than 1 mo.

2 months

Knitting company

Entered Job Corps

3.80

N/A

?

Job Service

No, moved to CA (9/83)

Yes

D 1 Male, 19 yra. Less than 2 mo. Transformer mfg. 3.35 Job Service? Yes

U 1 Male, 21 yrs.

--_,

3 months Transformer mfg. 3.35 Job Service? Yes

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Washington, and one single individual had moved to Texas. Of the
households where some members move4 away and some members stayed, the
following situations occurred.

An 18-yeir-old woman who was working in an electronics
assembly job. ste had obtained for herself., stayed in
Arizona' when:Alwirtskaining .nineAsemberelOgliiraiWilY
moveditorACtLiferMWitiVeku,irg19$4,;!,

31TyfareigtOrotreittq, Mi013414,91)4100*-MMIStOseritciAutpriim

to'fanothissetstatimitlattltirott.ohildrenOt
in-law remained at his job in Arizona.
A 34-year-old woman responsible for her five year old
nephew left her job as a sewing operator and moved to
California where she says she will study English for one
year and then return to Arizona. Ear 16-year-old brother
remained in Arizona, where he is enrolled in Job.Corps..

Of the 24 employable FASP individuals in the 18 households from,the
random sample who were still. living in Phoenix in February 1984, 19

individuals were employed at full-time jobs,.two individuals were

enrolled in Job Corps, one individual (who was a more recent arrival

reunited with her husband who was a FASP case) was doing piecework in

her home, and only one individual bad been fired from his job and had

not yet obtained a new job.

Tucson

Although it took somewhat longer, on average, to find jobs for FASP

refugees in Tucson, by February 1984, the employment situation was as

gratifying as that in Phoenix, at least for the randomly selected cases

(See Table 7). Of 28 employable individuals in' 19 households in the

random sample in Tucson, twenty-six individuals were still residing in

Arizona by February 1984. Except for six individuals who had entered

the Job Corps, two individuals who had recently quit their jobs, and one

woman who is caring for young children at home, all the employable
individuals in the sample were employed at full-time jobv, as of February

1984. (In one 14 person FASP household in the random sample with eight
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Table 7

Summary of Employment

Random Sample of 22 FASP Cases in Tucson

January 1983 - September 1983

Number in
Household

Description of
Employable
Individual(s)

Length of Time
Till Employment
Obtained Occu.ation

Entry
Wa e

Services Utilised
in Obtainin: Job - Still Em.lo at This Job?

1 Mcle, 22 years 2 months 01:Termite control
sprayer

$3.75 Vocational Training Project No, working at Job #2

12;Censtruction worker 4.50 Brother Yes

1 Male, 21 years N/A - moved away 5 weeks after arrival Is working two jobs in GA

3 Female, 22 years #1: less than 1 mo,Sales clerk 3.50 Vocational Training Project No, laid off
(now 2) 12: 4 months Assembly worker 3.55 Job Service No, now employed at Job 03

03: 2 Electronics Assembly 3.35 Found job for self Yes, at Job 03

6 Female, 44 years Not employed

Male, 20 years Within 1 week Restaurant job
X650/$650/

Resettlement agency worker Yes

1 male, 29 years 3 nr,nths Assembly worker 3.45 Yes, now earning $3.85/4.

2 Male, 19 years 2 months Furniture upholstery 3.35 Volunteer Yes

/ Female, 32 years 3 months 01:Housekeeper at motel 3.35 Vocational training job No, laid off, working at
Job #2

02:Assembly worker 3.45 Job Service Yes

Male, 19 years Entered Job Corps N/A Job Service Yes

6 Male, 35 years Not permanently
employed

Temporary yard jobs N/A

Male, 20 years 2 Entered Job Corps N/A Job Service Yes

1 Male, 35 years 2 Bicyt.e repair 3.50 2 Yes
20 hrs'
wk

3 Male, 53 years Several months Unknown, several
placements made

2 Job Service No, quit, moved to CA 1/84

Female, 42 years 01: 2 months Housekeeper at motel 3.35 Vocational Training Project No, laid off
#2: 2 Assembly worker 3.45 Job Service No, quit, moved to CA 1/84

14 8 :Adults over 18

years of age
(oldest 30)

Assorted; only 4
employed, only
3 full-time

2 entered Job Corps;
1 working part-time
at NcDonalds; 1 handy-
man; 2 enrolled in

Asstd Self-placed Yes, assorted

electronics training
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Table 7 (continued)

Number in
Household

Description of
Employable
Individuals

Length of Time
Till Employment
Obtained Occ4,ation

Entry
Na a

Services Utilized
ii Obtainin: Job Still - .lo ad,at This Job?

1 Hale, 30 years Severil months Assemblyliorker $3,45 Sob Service No", quit, moVecIto Phoenix

4 Female, 25 years

Male, 19 years

Several months

Not employed,
attending high
school

Jewelry store
employee, 30 hrs/wk.

N/A

4.00
. A

Yes
'4

1 Hale, 20 years 2 months Electronics assembly ? Vocational T.aining Project Yes
:: ,

1 Hale, 40 years #1: 2 months
12: ?

Assemblyworker implant
Caseworker at Resettle
meat Agency

3.35
On-

Satiry

Job Service
Resettlement Agency

No, employed at Job 12 i

11 4,..tudying to regain cek,
l

*Sinn
as psychiatrist/

>4, .. ,.

1 Male, _) years 1 wk after arrival Night custodian 3.35 Job Service
.,.

Yes

6 Male, 37 years

Female, 32 years

2 months

#1:less than 1 mo.

#2:8 months

Electronics assembly

2 part-time jobs:
dreasioakingand1/2tim

Electronics assembly

3.65

3.45
3.35

Job Service

Job Service
Job Service

Yes

$o, now employed at Job #2

Yes

1 Hale, 31 years t1:less than 1 mo.
#2:lesa than 10

days unemployed

Bagel bakery
.

Constructiontork

3.35

4.00

Vocational Training Project

Job Service

No, laid off, employed at #2

Yes

2 Hale, 30 years

Female, 20 20 years

01:less than 2 mo.
#2: ?

?

Etsgel baker

Electronics assembly

Joined Job Corps

3.35

3:35

N/A

Vocational Training Project
Job Service

Job Service

No, laid off, employed at #2
Yes

Yes

6 Male, 23 years

Female, 46 years

Female, 17 years

1 month

Several months

N/A

Assembly worker

Restaurant worker
part-time

Entered Job Corps

3.35

3.35

N/A

Job Service

Job Service

Job Service

No, quit, moved to Phoenix,
moved back to Tucson

Yes .

Yes
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adults over 18 years of age, a number at adults were enrolled in

training programs, and working part-time.) In Tucson, as in Phoenix, a

number of FASP refugees had chinged'jobs by February 1984, either to

enter the electronics field, or to obtain a higher paying job or a job

with more opportunity for overtime work.

Welfare Outcomes

The resettlement agencies in Phoenix and Tucson consider both Food

Stamps and the state's "Medical Assistance Only, programa resources

which should be available to refugees lithout any welfare stigma.

Unless employment is obtained during the first or second week, after

arrival, most refugees (including FASP refugees) are assisted by

resettlement case workers or sponsors to sign up for these benefits.

Because Food Stamps-and the Refugee Medical Assistance Program are not

stigmatized as "welfare," there has been no detailed attention to date

in tracking utilization of these two resources by FASP refugees. Never-

theless, the costs incurred from these two sources are not negligible.

The state estimates that its Refugee Medical Assistance Program costs

roughly $1.2 million per year (for all refugees), while Food Stamp

benefits received by FASP refugees in September 1983 ranged from

$75/month for a single individual to $797/month for eN family of 14.

As refugees obtain employment and increase their earnings, they

"graduate" from eligibility for both Food Stamps and the Refugee Medical

Assistance Program. For a household consisting of a single individual,

a full-time minimum wage job is sufficient to disqualify one for both

these benefits. For a larger household, medical program eligibility and

Food Stamp benefits may continue to supplement earnings for a time. A

review of the state's Medical Assistance eligibility log as of March 1,

1984, revealed that 163 FASP individuals were still certified as Medical

Assistance eligibles at that time.

The primary data source on welfare receipt by FASP refugPils is a

computer printout produced monthly by the State Department of Economic

Security, indicating how many refugees are receiving cash assistsxce,

either as categorically eligible AFDC recipients or as RCA recipients.

This is promptly provided to each voluntary resettlement agency to
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enable them to track refugee receipt of cash Assistance and to ensure

that jobs are promptly reported to the welfare dePartient.

The difficulty in using this data` ,source to 'analyze FASP receipt .of

cash assistance is that PASP reftgees are not indiCated'an the printout.

For the purposes of-thepresent report, tWninelyseihn*e bOen per-
formed. First, the names' oncthe January:1984,404enistnigelreport

were compared againstttheiximes of rasp Tougttsmsupext4wPrxhit,',

statewide NIS ;syst is.;;aitillyis :iino niisterizettieTili
shows- that; as of -Ja*Uirkl$98444,43.'40fttithi484 44Str.iitivitiiia3Viiil1,
residing in Arizona in jinuary1984Iiir-1444:1144 who were

,

still residing in Arizona) were recelying ciish 'alsistaiiie., This
constitutes 11% of the 384 individuals, and 17%`"Of the 16' kist4eSear in

the state as of January 1984. A summary of the January 1984'itsif cash

assistance caseloads by site is shown in Table 8.- Clearly, the FASP

project in Arizona has succeeded- -in helping the,vastatajOity of its

clients achievrE self- sufficiency while avoiding welfare dependency. The

17 FASP cases in Tucson who were still receiving AFDC 'for 'sine:. parent

households or RCA in January of 1984 include three large families with

dependent children who are supplementing earnings with cash grants.

(These three families account for 56% of all the cash assistance

recipients in Tucson.) Another three AFDC cases in Tucson were

receiving grants only for a dependent who was not the child of the

responsible adult (e.g., for accompanying nieces, nephews, or cousins).

In order to ensure that refugees do not continue to receive cash grants

after they are no longer income eligible, Arizona recently centralized

the process for refugee enrollment in welfare programs, so that a single

state caseworker is responsible for processing all refugee applications

and working with all refugee cases. This facilitates communication

between the resettlement agencies, Job Service workers, and welfare

workers about the current status of FASP and other refugee cases.

In Phoenix, resettlement agency staff have a more hard-line policy

against utilizing welfare as a transition (unless there is no employable

adult, or for a single parent family with a large number of dependent

children or in case of serious illness or disability). Thus, there is a

great deal of urgency about obtaining employment for a refugee before



Table 8

Persons ReSIIK1nLJ21022111gt5Entx1921EZ12E

Arizona FASP Refugees

.

Location

FASP Residents
as of
Januar. 1984

RCA Individuals AFDC Individuals
All Wel-
fare Cases

n % n % n

Tucson

Phoenix

159

225

27

1

17%

0.4%

14

' 1

9%

0.4%

17

2

Total 384 28 7% 15 4% 19



the case's reception and placement resources have been exhausted. In

Tucson, where the job market is tighter, resettlement agency staff will

assist refugees in signing up for welfare as a transitional measure (but

not until the end of the second or third month after arrival, by which

time most cases have. obtained,employment).

12psatakenuAKikAll,TAktiAWSrforfarfamOtitt.:$1,000404;
Aubouswitsp4i.i0AisasekSoitik: T-144140404, ifineuritu.

communitniOnteithrSotaki/04#040101didi40.404011iiiiiiiiiiibtintrgvol
tears), the project dicVbreathe.new vitality into the Vietnamese commun-
ity itself in the two FASP sites. In Phoenix, the five different infor-

mal associations are beginning to talk about creating in umbrella organ-

ization to sponsor a Vietnamese social-and cultural center.' Ia Tucson,

the MAA consortium helped to implement an electronic:, orientation_courre

to assist their membervin-gainiwentry into thivgowingremp;oyment
field. A Vietnaftese-Mid-Autumn'Fistival held iirPhlenii in-SePtember

1983 attracted hundreds of -Vietnamese,,people frosrAboth.Phoenix and
Tucson.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FASI"DESIGN;TEATURES IN ARIZONA

Some of the features of resettlement associated with the FASP

demonstration program include: (1) resettlement of a relatively large

number of refugees of a single ethnic group in a short period of time;

(2) resettlement of free cases; (3) the selection of local areas with

affordable housing and entry-level job opportunities; (4) the selection

of local area with existing support communities of the same ethnic group

as the FASP arrivals; (5) the provision of special overseas orientation

to the FASP refugees; (6) the infusion of extra social service dollars

into the FASP sites; (7) collaborative planning and service delivery at

the state and local levels; (8) the implementation of an MIS sy Item for

documenting program outcomes and facilitating individual case tracking;

and (9) an added emphasis on case management services to ensure that

FASP households in need of services are able to access those services.



In Arizona, it was not always possible to distinguish between

resettlement as it was usually performed, and FASP resettlement. As

previously mentioned,, the,,features of the FASP experience in:Arizona

that distinguished this demonstration program-from !'resettlement as

usual" included the arrival of a 'high,propiirtion ofAingle stales,'-who

required more job placement assistance ;than wo,uld: the same number of

individuals arriving in larger +family.househIds;:.,-and sthe -eielter coop-

eration and coordination ,among, service providers" and' resettlement 'agen-

cies, along with a sense of urgency about being able to demonstrate

favorable employment outcomes for FASP clients.

From the perspective of observers' concerned about the refinement

and replication of the FASP ,approach in additional,sites, ,the following

lessons could be drawn from the exnerience of, FASP:lnlrizona:

The arrival of a large number of refdgees in a short time period

was stressful for resettlement caseworkers and. social service staff, but

appeared to be a cost-effective way to be able to offer intensive and

comprehensive reception and placement services as well as social ser-

vices. It was also very important to the success of FASP resettlement

in Arizona that each of the participating resettlement agencies had a

proven track record in handling similar volumes of new arrivals. Catho-

lic Community Services in Tucson, with 100 scheduled FASP arrivals

sometimes had a more franti' pace than the resettlement agencies in

Phoenix, most of which had committed themselves to 125 FASP arrivals.

The features of the local job market appear to be critical to

the ability-to achieve positive employment outcomes for FASP clients.

Thus, Phoenix, with 7.5% unemployment in July 1983 and a larger number

of job openings over the year, enjoyed noticeably greater success in

placing FASP refugees in jobs quickly than did Tucson, which had 9.2%

unemployment in July 1983 and a smaller overall pool of job openings.

English language competency beyond basic survival English was

not necessary for FASP refugees to obtain employment. However, some

staff indicated that those who were advancing at their jobs were the

individuals with better English language skills.

The success in achieving economic self-sufficiency for FASP

refugees is influenced heavily by family composition. Thus, for the



single males who made up a high proportion, of all FAO cases In-Arizona,

a minimum wage job with medical bene fit it s tifficient 'to- enable in

individual to become completely f Co slitie
money for sending to relative!' or-purChiiiitt.k.Ca(*.if,git because =a
number of ,.single,individgilis ieSJ, ii".41240;,403iiiik ;housing ,

unitattirordePaarXtdttWthe441*.nt0.7: 4 Zi C :1""qr"g4..
families vitiV4childresiAtends tOtreeniimli: Ofaitilat1404044/1,...
coverage-ortFood Stamps ,even?Aftligg-Wiii041*06:
more jobs per-household. ,

Although some FASP refugees with distant relativiii,did move lvay

to join their relatives, otheis decided tO,,stay in Arizona itt:even

initiated some secondary 'migration into Arisoaa :by then Yelativrs.

Thus, while it does not seism necessary to insist that FAO cases.haiit'no

relatives in the U.S., it would seem deniable to tore carefully -screen

refugees with relatives in order_to determine what,the likelihood is

that they really intend' to stay -at the FASP 'site.

The overseas orientation. did not appear to have made:much of 'an 4.

impact or impression on the FASP refugees, arriving in Arizona.. Refugees

found it difficult to describe the FASP orientation or even whether it

had taken place. However, it is difficult to tell whether this is

because the overseas orientation was noVoften provided, or because, the

refugees were not able to absorb the information offered. FASP refugees

in Arizona said they saw slides at the camp, but not slides which

focused on Arizona in particular. The orientation materials (slide/tape

shows) that had been prepared or overseas use were also utilized in the

post-arrival orientations at tae FASP sites, where they were perceived

by service providers as being useful.

The extra FASP social service dollars were perceived as an

important incentive by the state, and without these funds there would

have been difficulties in offering a comprehensive set of employment-

oriented social services to new arrivals.

Collaborative planning and service delivery improved the morale

of the different refugee resettlement actors during this stressful time,

and was important in making each agency feel some ownership in the

program.
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The design and implementation
of the ?ASP MIS system was an

important activity in Arizona,
but it is en investment whici: has not yet

"paid off" in terms of 'providing information uieful, for 7,progract

evaluation and ongoing management.
Nevertheless,

the .concept of

accountability,
which the MIS symbolizes, has been key to.:0e successful

implementation of FASP in Arizona. ROpefully,
improvements in program-

,

ming flexibility
will soon enable the MIS to achieve its

potential as a

management tool.

Case management,
i.e., ongoing

assessment of clieilt needs and

the
organization of an appropriate

service response (structured trouble-

shooting) was important to the success of the FASP demonstration in

Arizona. The regular interagency FASP case review meetings
proved to be

a particularly
useful vehicle for facilitating

interagency case manage-

ment efforts.

FASP refugees
indicated that the preexisting ethnic support

communities in Arizona had been important
to the sense of satisfaction

with their new homes. The e"idence was that the ethnic support

communities did not have to be formally
involved in the resettlement

process. In Arizona, they were involved in
various ways, as volunteer

individuals
assisting new arrivals, as civic associations contacting

FASP families or organizing community cultural events,
and as MAAs,

contracted to provide work
orientation to new

arrivals as part of the

funded social service system.

so



CHAPTER II FOOTNOTES

'These were some of the households of Spanish origin who identified
their race as "other."

2In fact, prior to FASF, - the uscg nationil,organizationAsaCaadeia*
policy decision not "to. piaceanf.
Arizona/California regiolifearing3,that>.:tiiiti404fkitii0.040.,,C4,..).4.0"::.
nia. The US CC af f iatiliQiiiAncslitoind4400*Cr**Tii#4,1914brfthila.
decision to participate ist4PASP;f:becius,:.".**010****.C.*4.4.j,:conO.itue

-to resettle refugeeaAnorhagxtiftrfOrtvaimividitairig0460t10*;
".r.70 a

3
Tbseetateamal $.ili.e*saag'inutiWIML4.'tce.TjfOd*i*l*ha:e'Yiel*tttWsr.f teecases (with many relatives stilt ii'lietnaii1:240.4.4hOrt term also

offered the longer-term opportunity fot oligoint;floCoUiefigees to
Arizona in years to come, as family reusiificitt14"eff4tif,occUrrid.

Suring 1984, the state ccntract for pro!iding work otiintation in
Phoenix has been awarded to a Vietnamese mutual assistance association.

5Technically, LIES was also a participant .in FASP.inTucson. Butsince this local affiliate is located in Phoenix iitd-only resettled,
three FASP cases in Tucson, and has only a.-..very part-time staff person
at the Campus Christian Center in Tucson, they tend to,be overlooked asan actor.

6The implications of this particular type of FASP case composition
are complex. On the one hand, one might expect single men to be more
mobile than a family-based refugee population. Along the same lines,
one might expect that the 19 and 20 year olds among the FASP single
cases might be too immature to be concerned with stable employment. Onthe other hand, the one thing most of the Arizona FASP arrivals had in
common was a strong desire to be reunited with family members who re-
mained behind in Vietnam. In order to be able to ask for family reun-
ification through the Orderly Departure Program, FASP refugees knew they
would have to be able to demonstrate financial self-sufficiency.

7 i.e., everyone over 18 years of age, plus 16 to 18 year olds who
entered the Job Corps.

8Arizona has received a special DRHS waiver in order to operate
its Title RIX-funded MAO program for refugees independently of thestate's regular welfare/Medicaid programs. It considers this program
one of its most powerful tools in preventing welfare dependency.
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III. FASP IMPLEMENTATION IN NORTH CAROLINA

FEATURES OF THE LOCAL FAS? SITES

North Carolina is the eleventh most populous state in the U.S.,

with approximately 5,875,000 residents.) As of 1974, with 11' persons

per square mile, the state was twice as densely populated as was the

U.S. as a whole? However, over half of North Carolina's residents live

in rural areas. The state population was
growing at a faster rate than

the nation, with about one-third of that growth due to in-migration.

Charlotte and Greensboro are two of the three largest cities in North

Carolina, with approximately 412,000 and 317,000 residents in their

respective urban areas.3 These figures represent,
respectively, a 10%

and a 6% growth rate over the past seven years.

North Carolina's per capita income ranked forty-first in the United

States at $6,607 in 1978. However, both Charlotte and Greensboro show

higher per capita income than the state average.

North Carolina has a large black population, about 22% of North

Carolina residents compared to 11% of the U.S. population as a whole.

Other ethnic groups, including Asians, are substantially

underrepresented in North Carolina, though Charlotte and Greensboro tend

to show more ethnic diversity than the rest of the state.

North Carolina had a relatively small number of refugees already

residing in the state prior to 1983, though enough to constitute the

beginnings of refugee ethnic communities in major metropolitan areas.

North Carolina cities were not considered impacted areas, and there was

no evidence of community tensions in the areas where refugees had been

resettled. In all, about 6,000 North Carolina residents are Southeast

Asian refugees; about one-tenth of those are Cambodian. Prior to the

beginning of FASP, the Charlotte area had about 1500 refugees, of whom

,00 were Cambodian. Greensboro's refugee
population at the same time

was approximately 500, with a Cambodian group of between 25 and 50.
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Another large group of refugees was in the Raleigh-Durham area, and the

remainder were scattered in cities and towns throughout the state.

Both Charlotte and Greensboro are located in-the south/central part

of North Carolina, an area of rolling hills and substantial agricultural

and manufacturing activity,- isoth cities have ,.0.1f1t1.146.1194sinvevailable

at reasonable:rents. NedisiiefiliWaarklitqretteattlim#400001.0fXtzenr.k.

in 1982 vas,48338N1A,4ChAXAotttwxkt0,TPAAMMW0000r0k41n*a**4f,areq,-

about;r.5tZabov4'4N4gk/Wb*lttlgrOt*tttt**naVta*it*t4,'F'X'44#4TOY:

Rousing TATA t4i1144144.019re Si4044#.4A-i40*:., Toj4ct;43-

staff in Greensboro than in Charlotte. .Iiitharlotte,:,,oii.

Services (CSS) staff had developed -A gootworilnuXilationship,with the

management of two moderately priced hoUsing, complexes .41which'vacant

apartments were readily available. (However, in the largest apartment

complex; management-recently,deelined to ,renew any of the FASP refugees'

leases, so:that.the-vhousingazrangements-in the3wo,citief,Arm,now quite

similar.) In Greensboro, each new arrivaroccasioned ebousiig-searchi-

though-Liitheran Family-Sorvices-(LIOsstafChave?workedclosely with a,

number of realtors and apartment owners. The.decisionin Greensboro not

to settle refugees in a,singl* neighborhood was a conscious one,

designed to minimize the.visibility (and thus the-potsntial tension

within the community) of the Cambodian group, and designed to allow-them

to get to know American neighbors.

Both Charlotte and Greensboro have low unemployment rates

(averaging one to two percentage points lover than the national rate

over the past five years) and a reasonable number of available entry-

level jobs. In Charlotte, the textile industry has been the source of

numerous jobs for FASP refugees, while it Greensboro, the majority of

jobs have been in furniture manufactuting and related industries.

Entry-level jobs in service occupations have also been relatively easy

to find in both cities, and high technology firms are being approached

with increasing success. There has emerged a feeling among employers in

these cities that refugees will, accept and excel in jobs which many

American workers don't want, and thus employers are receptive to job

development efforts by program staff.
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The selection of North Carolina for a FASPdemonstration and,the

designation .q Charlotte sad Greensboro as project sitis,appearectiom-

patible with the goatsef.FASP. ,Bothare low- impact "sites with avail-
able housing and empIoyeeitopportunities and with demonstrated reset-

tlewant capabilities.eThe solid track record of the, two:primexi::olun.l.

tary resettlement agencies- chosen for = =TASP in North7Gar4440mdicated

that the capability to uidertaic"elesteru resettlement iii:Preseet..' In

addition, one of the proposed Sites, lied:rasettled,'LL smell group:.pf

Cambodian families during 1981.,linifix, North ,Carol*aihad-one of the*

lowest,refugee cash aelietence depindincxtetes among the ORR Reg** IV

states, and among the lowesk,pationwide,

THE STATE'S ROLE IN FAIT PLANNTNG AND IMPUMATATIM

The state coordinator's response to the possibility of implementing

FASP in North Carolina was quite simple: if the voluntary resettlement

agencies were in favor of undertAking the program, the state would

support them in their efforts. The state would neither urge nor dis-

courage the undertating of FASP.

Initially, ORR had proposed that 750 Vietnamese refugees be

resettled in North Carolina, all in Charlotte, where Catholic Social

Services had the largest social services contract in the state. In

discussions with the state coordinator and ORR officials, several North

Carolina resettlement workers urged that consideration be given to

working instead with a group of Cambodian refugees, partly because of

the large number of Cambodian free lase refugees remaining in the

overseas camp, and partly because these refugees had proved cooperative

and successful in prior resettlement efforts. A flirther departure from

the original FASP proposal for North Carolina was based upon the

realistic judgment that no single agency or community could effectively

resettle the large number of refugees initially proposed within the

first six months of 1983. After some negotiation, ORR agreed to two

solutions: (1) that the PUP project be split into two sites, one to be

located in Charlotte as planned, the other to be.located in Greensboro

and resettled by Lutheran Family Services, and (2) that the total number
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be reduced to 500 Cambodian refugees, about 300 to go to Charlotte and

the remaining 200 to Greensboro.

This new plan required that additional' funding be allocated to

Lutheran Family Services (LPS) in Greensbora;iiiiiji they did not,,have an
existing state social services cost:rift:4 Theiglipthjhit-AisOinvb/imd

-in initial resettlement of .refugeesY`forsone 'tiatewz-thmugh
congregational sponsorships, they did not halVe atiOitiiiiteataft to
provide the wide range of social eerviCeeeiWZieselie4ageMent neededjor

FASP, and therefore needed sigeiiicantresOrdes ro-expain40Weirlaid'

staff Therefore, it wesvigreed14 all partiei that 1I3shol receive
about two-thirds of the state'i FASP-social serviee441/Ocatienitlidagh

they were to be reiponsible for resettling only 442 ,0i the: FASP
refugees.

The Korth Carolina State Refugee Coordinator remained supportive

throughout the implementation phase of the FASP project. Rii role in

implementation, in cooperation with the OUR Region IVi5irestor, was to

design the management information/refugee tracking system to be used to

document via refugee characteristics and outcome", to assist in solving

problems that emerged in the two FASP cities, and to monitor-the two

agencies. Re also served as an active supporter of the two agencies.

Ongoing refugee assistance (RAP) contracts were signed with both

agencies after the conclusion of the /ASP demonstration, though

necessarily at a reduced funding level, to enable them to continue

providing services to the recently-resettled FASP refugees. In the
State Refugee Coordinator's monitoring capacity, one of his functions

was to emphasize the need for accurate and timely recordkeeping,

particularly in Greensboro, where recordkeeping and reporting functions

(during the months of heaviest refugee influx) rd4eived less attention

than meeting tLe urgent service needs of refugees.

The single area in which the two FASP projects sought the most

extensive technical assistance (perhaps even more from the ORR Regional

Director than from the State Coordinator) was in minimizing the impact

on FASP refugees of the missionary activities of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS or Mormon Church). LDS missionaries,

in attempting to convert newly-arrived refugees to the Mormon faith,
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encouraged refugees to rely on LDS social services stiff and on the

church as the "guardians" of their wellbeing. Unfortunteilyi,this

message was in direct contradiction totheaessan bminetisight by the

voluntary agencies: rely on' yourself; be independent.; ,The result was

confused .perceptions on thetpait'ef:many,FAii.refilieee; perticuleify in

Charlotte, of the role of the sponsoring agency. 4hiee acEivities also,

on several occasions, contributed to the migration FASPrefniees away

from Charlotte. At the stets level, policyofficiarewithit the lead

state agency. felt that the state should not interveie in What might be

interpreted as a purely religious matter. Thus, it was ORR regional and

national officials, more than'the State Refugem.CoOrdinator, who

provided direct assistance in LDS - related negotiations.

LOCAL ACTORS AND RESPQMBILITIE1

In both Charlotte and Greensboro, the principal actors involved in

resettlement and services to FASP refugees included the following:

the voluntary resettlement agencies, with responsibility

for initial reception and placement of all FASP refugees,

as well as for providing ongoing case management and

services to them under contract with the state;

other service providers, principally bilingual education

and ESL instructors within the respective school systems,

health screening clinics, and the agencies responsible

for cash and medical assistance and for the Food Stamp

program; and

volunteers including both congregations and individuals.

The most central of theist: were the voluntary resettlement agencies,

since they, as the sole RAP contractors within their respective cities,

provided a broad range of social services to refugees in addition to

initial reception and placement services.

The differences in the staffing patterns between Catholic Social

Services in Charlotte and Lutheran Family Services, in Greensboro reflect

the differences in the history of the two agencies. Catholic Social
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Services had a history of providing social services to: refugees under

state contract, and thus had a pre-existing staff with which..to work,

and into which to fit the FASP project. Lutheran4ami/yServicei, on
the other hand, had only an Unaccompanied !linors coot-act within the

state prior to 1983. The only serices,.this agenct hall spro4ided

directly to other, refugees' in:priOr years were those4that it could
deliver using LIRS reception and placement:ftiadiiceid:Congregational

support. Thus a staff needed to be hired ground up"-in order

to implement the full range cf cosse Ja.so.siivericat artig-4
needed for FASP.

,-`-

As a result, during the FASPdemonstrationt.Catholic Social
Services (CSS) in Charlotte had a staff of 15 individue/s .who,were, (at

least in part) funded through their RAP social services contract with

the state, while Lutheran Family Services (LFS) in:-Greansboro had only
five state-funtied staff persons. This staff included one CRS staff

person, on loan to LFS, who served as the Health Specixlist for the

Greensboro FASP project. Finally, services in both agencies were
augmented by the reception and placement (State Department-funded)
service& provided to FASP refugees.

In both Charlotte and Greensboro, relationships with mainstream

service providers were supportive. Outside agencies such sr, the Depart-

ment of social Services, the school and community college systems,

health departments, and local Lospitals were helpful in providing ser-

vices to FASP refugees. Appendix D contains a more detailed description

of the local actors and their responsibilities in the two North Carolina

FASP demnustration sites.

SOCIAL SERVICES VATIABLE TO, A./D UTILIZED_ BY REFUGB'RS

For the most part, the services available to FASP refugees in
Charlotte and Greensboro were similar, and the service philosophies of

the two resettlement agencies were consistent with each other. The two

resettlement agencies, as the sole recipients of FASP social service



funding, provided or arranged for the full set of social services

covered within the state's RAP contract:

orientation;

transportation and interpreter services;

health-related services;

job development and placement;

ESL instruction;

home management services; and

ongoing case management.

Orientation

Because these two agencies were responsible for both initial

resettlement and ongoing social services, there was sometimes no:clear

line drawn between reception and placement and state-funded social

services. Because of the volume of FASP arrivals, it would .not hays

been possible to find individual or congregational sponsors for each

FASP family. Thus, both agencies assumed sponsorship,

while relying on individuals and congregations as volunteers. This

practice was consistent with Catholic Social Services' ongoing practices

for resettlement within the Charlotte metropolitIn area, while for

Lutheran Family Services it represented a departure from the LIRS

tradition of congregational sponsorship.

Orientation services took several forms and were received by each

arriving FASP family. First, families were informed about what to

expect as they arrived and were being placed in temporary housing.

Individual fsmiliee were given information about the role and

responsibilities of the sponsoring agency, what services they could

expect to receive and what they should expect/to learn to do for

themselves, what to do incase of emergency, and what the sequence of

events would be during the weeks after arrival. Other types of

information, (? luding the importance of working and becoming

independent, f incial management, landlord-tenant relationships, and

other basic information about life in the U.S,) were passed along in

small group meetings or, in Greensboro, at community meetings attended

by all FASP refugees. By the end of the FASP year, Greensboro staff had
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developed a more structured approach tw crion:Ation -- formal' group
.

sessions lasting several hours -- in order to make sure that arriving

refugees all receive the information they need.

Transportation and Interpreter'ServiZet

These services were used by tack refugee family, and were usually

linked to ctivities which involved interacting with peraona'otArthan

sponsoring agency staff. For enmities transportation ind,interpretation'

were provided when each refugee had a health screen r, .an

appointment fog eligibility determination for Food`-Statalijror cash

assistance, or a job interview. Transportation iidiinterpretatiOnlAre

state-funded social .services for ilort,h Carolina reenteati:, but

transportation ia also provideeby volunteers, particuiarly.forgrocery

shopping and trips to the refugee office:

HealthRelated Services

Iu addition to facilitating the initial health screening, the

health specialists in both Charlotte andlCreensboro were responsible for

assuring that each refugee family received the ongoing health care

needed. This was an overwhelming task at times, given the frequent used

for health services among the 1983 Cambodian FASP refugees. It included

learning to recognize early warning symptoms, responding to calls from

alarmed parents at all hours of the night, making sure that medication

was taken on schedule (and/or overcoming refugee's resistance to

medication), gathering information for medical histories, making sure

that pregnant women received prenatal care, etc.

Job Dwelt:wit and Placement.

Both CSS and LFS were required to certify that each adult refugee

was registered for work and actually searching for a job, in order to

comply with cash assistance and Food Stamps requirements. This is a

procedural requirement that cis distinct from the actual provision of

employment services. In both Charlotte and Greensboro, the resettlement

agencies used their own staff employment specialist, rather than relying

on "mainstream" (e.g., Job Service) job developeri. In both cities, job
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development and placement services were received by about 90% of the

FASP refugees of working age -- Virtually all those whoAdid not have

insurmountable barriers to employment due to health conditions' or the

responsibility of caring for young children. At the time of the initial

BPA field visit in September 1983, most heads of FASP,household were

working, but there'remained4 number of unemployed .FABP'adults. Some

refugees had lost jobs previously 'held;' more"frequent1W0econdary wage

earners in FASP households were just beginning- to--seek Employment. By

the time of the second BPA visit imitarch 1984i,ther&Waa:nearlrfull

employment among adults in both sites. Employers calling the Siencies"
<,

hoping to hire refugee workers sometimes had to be turned'awaY. The

employment specialists were continuing Ito work with a° few.

who were act yet sure they were able,or ready to work. 4.4eiviere also

helping some refugees to transfer into new jobs with better pay, better

fringe benefits, or more opportunities for ovectime work.

In Charlotte, the employment specialist most frequently dew Sloped

jobs in companies that had previously hired other refugees, and, were

known to provide at least the basic fringe benefits. In,Greensboro,

such a network of employers (known to the agency and accustomed to

hiring refugees) did not exist and had to be developed during the IASP

year.

ESL Instruction

CSS in Charlotte provided ESL directly or arranged, for it through

referral to the community college, the YWCA, or their own structured

volunteer program, as described in Appendix D. ESL was provided to all

refugee children through the schoal systems. Adult ESL clisses were not

always well attended, though they were scheduled for evenings and even

weekends. FASP refugees often worked evening shifts, and were thus more

responsive to individuallyarranged tutoring provided by volunteers.

At the time of the second BPA site visit, 20 FASP refugees were involved

in such a tutoring arrangement.

In Greensboro, the only provision for ESL was through the use of

volunteers or through the mainstream education system. Due to resource

constraints, ESL could not be provided as a direct service, though
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English language instruction was available in the alcientary and

secondary schools, and in the tlocal community college. ,Rowever, the

only formal ESL instruction available; to adults daring the'FASP year

(through the community:collegt).was'G8D-orientedand-imphasised reediig

and writing skills, rather than,the survival-okientedepoken English

that would hnSe been most appropriate and usefulito4heFASVrefugees.

For several months 4uring 1983,4LFSAIrtanged fair -a vOlotteer to teach

ESL several times per week athe:Welcome Aquse. ThelracticCof giving

classes, at this location in.reased,ACcese to..ESI AI Mewly4rrived refu-

gees and made the Welcome House a focal POitt 4E4he Cambodian
community. Finally, after the.end'f the4ASF year, LFAagrenieewith

the community college for an Alternitive iSLtprogrAsugiecifically

designed to meet the needs of the Cambodian refugees', as described in

Appendix D. Approximately 40 FASP refugees were enrolled in these ESL

classes by March of 1984.

Rome Management Services

All FASP families have received extensive home management

instruction, both formally and informally. Iistruction has taken place

in regularly-scheduled classes (Charlotte), in community meetings

attended by all FASP refugees (Greensboro), and in one-to-one

discussions. The content of these classes and discussions has

included topics such as the following:

the importance of keeping children clothed and diapered;

how to get from place to place;

now to use a vacuum cleaner, stove, refrigerator, garbage

disposal, etc.;

the importance of maintaining yards and keeping trash

picked up;

how to shop economically for food, and the *mportance of

making Food Stamps last for the entire month;

the importance of keeping appointments, such as for food

stamp recertification, and of letting agency staff know

about any official communication received from a

government agency;
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now the welfare system vorki, and what nappens to cash

assistance once the household has earned income;

how to change a ligbtbulbei unplug &stopped-up sink;

how to set up a.bani account end the advantages of using

banks rather than keeping cash in-the home; and ,.

other typtia of information related to household safety,

emergency procedures, and numerous other "coping" skills

which U.S. residents take for granted.

Onzoinz Case,Manezement

Case management in the North Carolina FASP projeCts consisted of a

combination of tricking and fostering each refugee family's progress

toward self-sufficiency and case management in the broader sense of

keeping informed about (and responding to) each family's overall living

situation and need for services. In Charlotte, designated case, managers

visited each refugee household at least once every week for this

purpose, usually accompanied by a staff interpreter. Such visits were

used, for example, to make sure that a refugee vas taking medications on

schedule, to find out if the landlord ever fixed the-broken window, to

check up on reports that a child was having a,problem with neighboring

children, or to find out why someone stoppwl attending ESL classes -- in

addition to responding to special requests for help with finances, food

stamps, or a job - related problem. In Greensboro, because of the smaller

staff size, such home visits did not occur quite so frequently.

Instead, PASP refugees were encouraged (and reminded often) to ask for

help when needed, with the result that by March 1984 the most

successfully - resettled families were not often in contact with agency

staff. Communication between service staff and refUgees often took place

without an interpreter, or by utilizing whatever bilingual skills were

available in the household or the neighborhood. The staff interpreter's

time was closely scheduled and usually involved interacting with an

outside party, such as an employer or a doctor or a landlord, where

language was more of a barrier than it was between staff and refugees.

In both North Carolina cities, ongoing case management consisted

largely of responding to health care needs, mental health crises, and
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employment-related problems. Health care needs -- ranging from routine

or preventative care to minor illnesses to major surgery -- were by far

the most frequent and time consuming. Each project had at least one

mental health episode which was serious enough to varrant.inpatient care

and the involvement of outside professionals. Staffif both. cities

wished that the '"mainstream" mental health systuvere.better,prepared

to deal with the special needs of CamboAian-refugeenendbirilioreitilling

to understand the cultural differeiceivhich imekeff#Ctiviiiantervention
, ,

in mental health crises difficult. Other crises included-such .simple.

matters as clearing up a misunderstanding between an 406yer I4 a FASP

refugee, unstopping a stopped drain, or getting:the:hut turned' on for
z

the winter. 'In addition, lase management includeirii
" tiiRiei such as

responding to (or attempting to prevent) LDS iliteivenEion .in the

resettlement process, explaining to families the reasons why they should

think twice about moving to another city or state, etc.

FASP RESETTLEMENT VERSUS "RESETTLEMENT AS USUAL"

Although the resett:ement and service practices observed in the

North Carolina FASP sites were not dramatically different from resettle-

ment and service practices in many parts of the U.S., a number of

factors made the FASP experience uniqua fir the staffs of the two spon-

soring agencies:

The Cambodian FASP refugees had more difficult

adjustments to make in order to be successfully resettled

than had any previous group of refugees arriving in these

sites. Even though CSS in Charlotte had previously

resettled a smaller group of Cambodiansithis earlier

group had far more education, English language skills,

and experience living in an urban environment than the

FASP group had. TheCSS Administrator believes, in

retrospect, that key CSS staff persons were unprepared to

cope with the urgent needs of the FASP Cambodian

population.
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The experience of resettling a large group of ethnically-

similar refugees, and the need to foster a sense of

community among thee, led to a large number of organized

activities that were unique to FASP. 'Examples were the

development of elluddhist tempfeli Charlottelrequent

"community sestina"' in Greensboro; and -efforts in both

cities to assist with special e*ents and group

celebrations. Such efforts hvie,exceededthe involvement

in "ethnic community building" that is nOrMitlie-pirt of

refugee resettlement activities and-were:unprecedented in

the experience of these two agencies.

The MIS-related reporting requirements under FASP were a

new burden for resiettlemeni:agen4istaff. This burden did

not pay off during the FASP year by providing them with

any information that was useful to them, and often

created conflicting demands on their time, in combination

with the provision of direct services.

The cAperience of being part of a nationwide

dlmonstration added to the usual urgency felt by agency

staff to produce positive outcomes. The need to minimize

both refugee dependency on cash assistance and secondary

out-migration led t, a strong focus nn employment

services and on documenting the effectiveness of those

services.

The need to plan for the post-FASP year has led to

efforts on the part of both agencies to seek innovative

funding strategies. In order to maintain the level of

service that was developed during title FASP year,

(particularly in Greensboro, where this service level

represented an expansion of agency activities) both CSS

and LFS have looked for sources of continuation funding.

LFS has written proposals for grant funding for a new

Cambodian MAA, as well as for foundation funding for a

cultural center. CSS is tentatively exploring ideas for

new demonstration projects. Both agencies are facing a
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continuing urgent need for eervices (both for the FAO

refugees themselves and for the nearli;erriving families

who are joining their FASP relatives) comiiined with

declining ORR social services funding the state level.

Thus, they have an.unusuallretreng 2.nceitive *develop

their grant - writing capabilititeifr

e !

How FASP Daplepenistion,Altered lesettlemeit mancvlellyervsf
=

Reception asd Recipient Se s4

In both Otailotte and_GreensbOzothe large volume of FASP arrivals
=

during the first six months (E1983 strained ,resettlement agenci

capabilities. As a consequente, stiff'4ofieilid not have-tiao to "gat to
. .

know" each arriving refugee-as quickly or; ee completely as they would

have liked. In Greensboro, even'thongh Lutheran Tastily ServiCes had

shifted somewhat during 1982 toward more agency involvement in providing

services than is usual for an LIRS affiliate (given the agency's policy

of utilizing congregational sponsorships), 1983 was the first year of

full agency sponsorsh4. The .sheer nuaber and timing of FASP arrivals

and the intensity of their needs meant that the agency had to depend

almost exclusively on its own staff to provide services, while

continuing to rely on congregations throughout the area for valued

voluntary support. Volunteers were hardest to find during the summer of

1983, which was the time of the heaviest concentration of arrivals and

the most intense need.

How FASP

The major differences between FASP social services and ongoing

social service delivery at the local level in North Carolina were rela-

tively minor. They consisted principally of stor intensive and more

individualized case management than had been possible prior to FASP, and

perhaps even more intensive and more focused (on early employment and

eelf-sufficiency) efforts to deliver social services. The differences

were primarily attributable to the characteristics of the Cambodian

FASP refugees. In general, North Carolina's Cambodian FASP refugees

presented a great challenge to resettlement and service workers for a

number of perceived reasons:
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3, 4-

a high rate of illiteracy among the Cambodian FASP group;

e a level of English language facility that was lover than

any encountered -iosoneprevious refusee4tOups; ,

frequent need forienithservigss,cauted in part by camp

conditions, emauutriiion ind-yeareiof inactivity;.

e lental heelthr_Prohleie;4ual/y4AraceabWito,the horror,

loss of-familvmemberi, end sometimes torture undergone

during the preTcamp period;
e-

a teidetcy to depend *on others, formed out of the. habits

acquired during camp and prior to camp, when submissive,

behavior patterns were farmed,

a lack of transferrabl&ormarketable work skills among

the largely-rural FASP Cambodian population;:and

expectations (based.. on, pre-arrival second-hand

information) that life in the U.S. would be easy or that

"the sponsor" would do everything for them.

4.

These differences meant primarily that a great deal more individual

staff time was spent working with each refugee than had been required in

prior years. Because of the tremendous variation in the degrees of

their exposure to urban life and their ability to understand American

life and expectations, different refugee families often had unique needs

that agency staff had to respond to on an individual basis. Group

discussions were frequent, though, as were workshops on topics such so

budgeting and housecleaning. North Carolina's Cambodian FASP refugees,

perhaps more than most groups, have also needed ti learn to trust

persons in positions of authority. Establishing and asintaining that

trust, while encouraging refugees to learn and change and become more

"American" and more independent, required a great deal of time and

skill.

In both Charlotte and Grensboro the task of serving FASP refugees

Jas interrupted a.-.4 cnmpiicated, as no previous resettlement effort had

ever been, by the extremely time-consuming efforts on the part of

Catholic Social Services and Lutheran Family Services staff to counter-

rot the influence on FASP refugees of LDS missionaries' proselytizing
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activities. This effort diffused agency staff energy and kept them from

concentrating fully on more constructive activities. This problem is

discussed in more detail below in the section which covers migration

outcomes.

How FASP Implementation Altered State R fu e Pro am Adminiitration

One of the most important departures of FASP from ongoing refugee

resettlement efforts is in the extent to which coordination and coopera-

tion among state, federal, and local actors was achieved.' The involve-

ment of state (and local) officials in the FASP planning process -- and

the very existence of that process -- contributed to an improvement in

the communication and information flow for everyone involved. At all

levels, the feeling of being centrally involved in resettlement

activities and decisions facilitated the joint efforts of public and

private actors and led to smooth implementation of FASP.

The most direct effect of FASP on state administrative activities

was seen in the effort to design and implement the statewide FASP

management information system (MIS) in North Carolina. This effort was

time'-consuming and frustrating and in the end was generally not

perceived as having been worth the effort. North Carolina's Department

of Human Resources, Division of Social Services, has an existing

automated Services Information System (SIS) which documents each unit of

service delivered to each recipient of social services in the state, and

which produces aggregate reports by service provider and by type of

service. The FASP MIS was considered by the state as an adjunct to (or

subprogram of) the SIS information system, even though it required an

entirely separate input document and contained substantially different

information than does the SIS. At the time of the initial BPA field

visit, several start-up steps had been accomplished:

(1) The FASP MIS input forms had been designed;

(2) Charlotte's CSS Refugee Office staff had filled out the

forms for each FASP case;

(3) The input form had undergone a revision deleting

information about camps of residence and about receipt

of cash assistance (since cash assistance information
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WAS available in a separate system) and precoding the

form for direct keypunching;

(4) Charlotte's CSS Refugee Office had filled out the

revised input forms for each FASP case, thus

partially duplicating their prior reporting effort;

(5) LFS staff in Greensboro had partially completed the

process of filling out the revised input forms; and

(6) The initial programming effort -- needed so that the

existing information system would accept the new

information -- had begun.

By the end of the FASP demonstration year, however, no significant

progress had been made toward full FASP MIS implementation. The res

ponse of the state Department of Human Resources was not as -ely as

the State Refugee Coordinator would have wis'aed; keypunching of input

forms had not been completed. In addition, no program had yet been

written to analyze the information. The State Refugee Coordinator had

received no direct requests from local or federal officials specifying

the types of analysis desired, and state programmers 'lad not had the

time needed for the project.

By the time of the second BPA visit, several further steps in MIS

implementation had been completed:

a supplement to the initial instrument had been designed,

in order to gather information about refugees' use of

food stamps;

the food stamp supplement had been completed by both

agencies and submitted to the state;

keypunching of all input forms had been completed;

a "dump" of all the raw data had been printed out; and

the State Coordinator had submitted to the programmers a

list of analyses to be performed and had specified the

format for the report to be produced.
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The analyses were finally produced about three mouths after the end

of the FASP year. They consisted of simple frequencies on a number of

data items:

whether or not the refugee received orientation

information while overseas;

the DOS-ACVA code assigned to each case;

educational attainment, for employable adults;

number of weeks of ESL.and vocational ESL instruction

attended while in the camps/processing centers;

level of English proficiency attained prior to arrival in

the U.S.;

types of jobs held prior to 1975, between 1975 and the

date of exit from Cambodia, and while in the refugee

camps;

relationship of closest relative in the U.S.; and

state of residence of the closest relative in the U.S.

In addition, the MIS listed for each refugee the date of entry, dates

and amounts of Food Stamp receil ?t, the dates of health screening, types

of health problems, and employment information (dates of placement,

types of jabs, wages, termination dates, and reasons for termination)

and information.on any out-migration that occurred.

Given sufficient time and resources, the system could have produced

some analyses which would have been useful for the purpose of evaluating

different resettlement approaches. Examples of such potential data

summaries and analyses are:

average (mean) number of weeks between arrival date and

initial job;

average number of weeks refugee families were dependent

on Food Stamps;

crosstabulations of length of time unemployed (and/or

starting wage) by characteristics such as:

educational attsinment;

type of previous training and/or work experience;

ESL level at arrival;

adl
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family size; and

amount of orientation received in camps;

crosstabulations of the same sets of characteristics by

migration outcomes; and

crosstabulations of employment outcomes (including wages)

by migration outcomes.

Several MIS implementation barriers accounted for the fact that analyses

such s, these were never performed. One such barrier was the fact that

startup was slow, and that a great deal of time was reqcired for forms

design and completion, combined with tae one-year Limitation on the

length of the demonstration year. Realistically, it would have taken

more than one year to design and implement a new MIS from the ground up,

given the other constraints found *!.thin this particular system. Other

barriers were related to the design of the system itself:

The FASP MIS vac designed as an Pjunct to the sate

agencies' services information system (SIS), thus

relying on the agency's mainframe computer, rather than

as a freestanding microcomputer-based system, which would

have allowed for more flexibility add faster turnaround5;

The FASP MIS had to compete with the agency's other

information and reporting needs, since the MIS was built

into North Carolina DRR's computer system;

The FASP MIS was not fully integrated into the SIS, so

that a number of potentially interesting crosstabulations

(such as types of services received by outcomes) were not

feasible.

The income maintenance MIS is a completely separate

system, so that cash assistance dependenci information

could not be analyzed together with information on

individual and family characteristics.

The other severe problem with North Carolina's FASP MIS relates to

missing data. It was not possible to ascertain whether the considerable

data gaps were caused by incomplete reporting or by faulty data entry.

Furthermore, efforts to update the information ceased (by financial

necessity) a short time after the end of the demonstration year.
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Compared to the intonation available from agency files and from

interviews with agency staff, the information in the MIS (particularly

the information related to employment and wages) is perceived to be so

incomplete as to be misleading.

The State Coordinator also observed that local case managers proba-

bly already had "in their heads" more information about FASP refugee

characteristics and outcomes than the MIS would have been able to

produce. Therefore, the usefulness of the MIS was perceived at the

outset to be limited to providing information to state and federal

evaluators, rather than helping the local agencies themselves.

In summary, MIS implementation was a frustrating proe:eas which

continued past the end of the program year and for which the $25,000 ORR

allocation was not sufficient. Frustration was felt both at the state

and local levels, while the cost difficulties were felt principally at

the state level. About 60Z of the $25,000 allocation was used to reim-

burse the resettlement agencies for the additional staff time needed to

complete and update'the FASP MIS documents. Programming and processing

the information have turned out to be more costly than originally an-

ticipated. However, most of the problems encountered in North Carolina

may be attributed to the difficulty of starting up a new system. The

feasibility of implementing an MIS for subsequent FASP project* will

depend upon the level of cooperation of state-level systems staff and

the level of sophistication and adaptibility of existing state systems.

CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPERIENCES OF THE FASP REFUGEES

The total number of FASP arrivals in North Carolina, both planned

and actual, is summarized in Table 9. Both North Carolina agencies

resettled a larger number of individuals thanihad initially been

planned, though Lutheran Family Services in Greensboro exceeded its FASP

commitment by more individuals than did Catholic Social Services in

Charlotte.

Description of Data Sources

The data for this report were taken from several sources:

the handwritten FASP MIS input documents, as they were
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Table 9

Total Number of North Carolina

FASP Refugees

Total Cases

'lanned Arrival Levels:

Charlotte -- 300

Greensboro -- 200

II

Arrival Levels

I Charlotte

Greensboro

69

42

305

220

Total North Carolina
Arrivals 111 525
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submitted by CSS in Charlotte and LFS in Greensboro to

the State Refugee Coordinator. Both agencies made

available copies of the full set of those documents to

the BPA research team;

the income maintenance information system from the North

Carolina Department of Human Resources;

the FASP MIS analysis completed in March, 1984;

agency case records and employment lists;

interviews with resettlement agency staff; and

interviews with FASP refugees and American friends.

The data on some refugee characteristics were tabulated and

analyzed manually for a random sample of 22 FASP cases for each site, as

well as for the initial 18 families who moved away from Charlotte.

Sample cases were chosen in such a way that refugees entering throughout

the arrival period were represented. Cases were listed by order of

arrival, and every third case (Charlotte) or every other case

(Greensboro) was included in the sample.

Characteristics of FASP Arrivals

By comparison to Arizona, there were very few FASP cases in North

Carolina that consisted of a single person. Charlotte seemed to have

received more widows with children than did Greensboro. There were

about the same number of employable adults per case in Greensboro as in

Charlotte, and the characteristics of individual adult refugees appeared

comparable.

Table 10 summarizes the characteristics of 44 randomly-selected

FASP cases (22 in Charlotte and 22 in Greensboro). About 22% of the

sample families consisted of three or four personi, while nearly twice

as many had five or six persons. The remaining one-third of thee:

families were either smaller than three or larger than six persons.

Over one-half of these families were intact families with children,

while the next largest group consisted of families with children but

with one parent missing. The Greensboro sample consisted of a higher

proportion of large families with both parents present than was found in
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Table 10

Characteristics of a Sam le of FASP Cases

North Carolina

Characteristic Charlotte Greensboro

Family Size

1 person 3 1

2 persons 2 1

3 persons 3 1

4 persons 4 2

5 persons 3 8

6 persons 5 3

7 or more persons 2 5

Total 22 22

Family Composition

Single Person 4 1

Childless Couple 2 2

Intact Family 7 19

Missing Parent 6 0

Family Fragments 3 0

Total 22 22
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the Charlotte sample. There also appeared to be a large number of very

young babies and expectant mothers among the groups in both cities.

Table 11 shows the characteristics of all "employable" adults in

thy: sample. Not ail of these were in fact employable because of poor

health, advanced age, or child care responsibilities, but they were all

entered as employable adults in the data system.6 Only 4% of these

persons had ten or more years education in Cambodia, while over 40% had

three or fewer years education, and many of those had none at all. Nine

of the 92 persons appeared not to have had any ESL instruction even in

the camps, while another 17 were assessed at the lorest level. The

remainder were spread about evenly among increasing ESL levels. Data on

overseas ESL enrollment were incomplete, with over half of the 92 sample

persons unaccounted for or assumed not to have been enrolled. Most of

those for whom data were reported were enrolled for between 11 and 20

weeks.

For comparison with the sample data above, data on all North Caro-

lina FASP refugees from the FASP MIS are presented in Table 12 (number

of years of education in Cambodia), Table 13 (ESL and VESL in camps),

and Table 14 (English profi,iency at arrival).7 These figures show

patterns similar to those presented and discuesed above for the sample

cases included in this study. The large amount of missing data made

this an unsatisfactory data source.8

History Prior to Leaving Cambodia

North Carolina's FASP refugees had little experience in Cambodia

that would have prepared them for their life in this country. The vast

majority had never worked for wages, but only in their own homes or on a

farm. Table 15 summarizes the prior work experience of the North

Carollna FASP group, to the extent that it was documented on the MIS.

Those data, though fragmented, show that there were few marketable

skills among the refugees in this group. Over one-fourth of the sample

adults had been farmers prior to their crrival at the refugee camps,

with another 10% having been housewives. After 1975, nearly oft-fourth

were entered in the military. While in the camps half of these persons

had no job. A small but significant number, though, acquired their
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Table 11

Characteristics of a Sample of FAS? Adults

North Carolina

Charlotte Greensboro

Years of Education

None: 17 5

1-3: 11 7

4-6: 10 7

7-9: 5 0

10 or more 3 1

Unknown 3 26

Total 46 46

ESL Level at Arrival

None: 8 I

Level A: 12

Level B: 8 7

Level C: 7 7

Level D 8 3

Unknown: 3 23

Total 46 46

ESL Weeks in Como

None or unknown: 22-- '6

1-10: 3 --

11-20: 19 20

21 or more: /_ --.

Total 46 46

EST COPY AVAILABLE 106
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Table 12

Number of Years of Education in Cambodia

All North Carolina Adult FASP Refugees

Number of Years

Charlotte Greensboro

Number Percent II Number Percent

None 42 32% 10 13%

- 5 57 44% 20 26%

6 - 10 20 157. 8 10%

11- 15 6 5% 0

L6 or more 0 0

Unknown 5 4% 39 51%

Total 130 100% 77 100%

Source: FASP MIS

107.I.,r. . tt , tht vo .-1 , ,,
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Table 13

ESL and VESL* Received in Camps

All North Carolina Adult FASP Refugees

Number of Weeks of ESL

Charlotte Greensboron
PercentNumber Percent Number

C - 10 13 10% 2 3%

11 - 15 33 25% 20 26%

16 - 20 30 23% 17 22%

21 or more 1 1% 1 1%

Unknown 53 41% 37 45%

Total 130 100% 77 100%

Number of Weeks of VESL*

16 12% 20 26%0 - 10

11 - 15 5 4% 1 1%

16 - 20 6 5% 1 1%

21 or more 1 1% 3 4%

Unknown 102 78% 52 68%

Total 130 100% 77 100%

*Vocational English as a Second Language

Source: FAS2 MIS

SST COPY AVAILABLE
lq 8
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Table 14

Level of En lish Proficienc at Arrival

All North Carolina Adult FASP Refugees

Level

Charolotte Greensboro

Number Percent Number Percent

A 48 37% 11 14%

B 18 14% 15 20%

C 23 18% 11 14%

D 7 5% 4 5%

E 6 5% 0 --

Unknown 18 21% , 36 47%

Total 130 100% 77 100%

Source: FASP MIS

16-
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Table 15

Previous Job History

All North Caro?ina Adult FASP Refugees

Charlotte j Greensboro

Pre
1975

-

1975
Exit Cams

Pre
1975

_

i975
Exit Camps_

Farmer 43 40 2 8 27 0

Student 32 19 5 0 0 0

Military 4 29 0 15 3 0

Vehicle Mechanic 0 1 4 0 0 8

Driver (Taxi, Bus) 3 1
1 2 0 0

Carpenter/Builder 1 0 5 1 1 3

Textile Worker 2 0 5 1 0 2

Homemaker 6 18 4 0 0 1

Office Worker 0 0 1 0 0 1

Administrator 1 2 0 1 0 0

Stevedore 0 0 0 0 0 0

Small Business
Owner 1 2 0 0 0 0

Electrician 0 0 0 0 0 0

Teacher 1 C 5 0 0 0

Held No Job 1 4 84 2 0 5

Other 5 5 3 2 2 6

Unknown 30 9 11 45 44 51

rotal 130 130 130 77 77 77

Source: FASP MIS

(EST COPY AVAILABLE
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first training or experience in a skilled occupation while they were in

the camps.

Perhaps of more importance in explaining some of the problems that

have been encountered in resettlement were the experiences that led

these persons to escape from Cambodia at considerable risk to themselves

and their families. Loss of family members - spouses, parents, sibling,

and children - was universal, and often occurred under traumatic

circumstances Many Cambodian FASP refugees do not know whether or not

close relatives are alive.9 Starvation and enforced work *ere the rule,

both for children and adults. Torture was frequent, especially when it

was discovered or suspected that one had been a soldier. Fear was

universal. As a result of both their pre-camp experiences'and the

amount of time spent in camps, North Carolina's FASP refugees were

fearful, reluctant to trust anyone in authority (or anyone outside their

own family), often malnourished and in poor health, and in a few cases

severely emotionally disturbed.

Refugee Camps and Overseas Orientation Experiences

The Cambodian Pali refugees spent, on average, more than three

years in refugee camps and processing centers. Conditions there varied

from situations in which one had to struggle to get enough food and

water to survive (it is said that one reason many children lied about

their age was to increase their food ration) to "merely" primitive.

As was true for Arizona's FASP refpgees, pre-arrival orientation

appears not to have been very meaningful to the North Carolina FASP

refugees. Many of them, once reminded that there had been slides,

remembered that they had seen them. A smaller number remembered the

written information that was circulated. One refugee in Charlotte,

however, proudly produced the Khmer document that provided information

about North Carolina, having kept it for several months. A re-transla-

tion of that document into English showed that it had been faithfully

translated, and that the refugees had received factual information about

Charlotte and Greensboro, except that the number of pre-existing Cam-

bodied refugees had been somewhat exaggerated. However, many FASP

refugees were not able to read this document, and many others appeared

111
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not to have noticed it in the flurry of forms and papers that preceded

departure.

The prevailing notions about North Carolina in the camps seem to be

that it is sometimes cold there and that there are plenty of jobs to be

had. More active rumors seem to have circulated about California (per-

haps as much in North Carolina as in the comps). Refugees seemed

curious about California, but usually nodded agreement with comments

that California is crime-ridden, crowded, and expensive.

Refugee and former refugees also reported that rumors in the camps

about resettlement experiences in the U.S. are widespread and frequently

misleading. Previous groups of refugees had written to friends and

relatives in the camps, exaggerating the favorable qualities of life in

the U.S. Sometimes these reports were accompanied by snapshots of

families standing next to automobiles or nice houses, even when an

automobile or house had to be "borrowed" for the purpose of taking the

snapshot. It was sometimes said that refugees in the U.S. are the

guests of the government for the first 18 months, that one doesn't have

to work, but can go to school and learn English. Rumors that the

sponsor will pay for a house, or will supply refugees with food and

clothing, sometimu, overstate what a sponsoring agency can do. Though

these rumors were counteracted by the more official message that is

given through cultural orientation classes, the question remains: whom

did the refugees believe? In fact, aeveral of North Carolina's FASP

refugees arrived it this country with misconceptions about what could or

would be done for them by their sponsor. This has led to

misunderstandings between the refugees and resettlement agency staff.

The FASP Coordinator in Greensboro reported that, despite their small

staff, LFS intended to conduct an extended orientation session with each

arriving refugee family, making sure that they understood the areas of

sponsor responsibility and the things that they must do for themselves.

x eriences after Arrival in North Carolina

Perhaps the most general impression of refugee experience soon

after arrival in North Carolina has to do with their being overwhelmed

by their interaction with various government officials (such as in the
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.Social Security office, the Food Stamp office, and the welfare office).

Many of their initial experiences involved filling out forms, standing

in line, and dealing with public officials. They seemed to appreciate

the help of their sponsoring agency in getting through this maze, and to

value the companionship of their new Cambodian friends and neighbors.

Few of the refugees interviewed during the initial IPA site visit had

ever been to an American home, with the exception of the homes of agercy

staff and some especially active volunteer families in Greensboro. In

)articular, refugee children appeared to be ,overwhelmed by the

experience of the first few weeks in school and to have stayed pretty

much to themselves. Younger children playing outside their homes during

the day tended to stay within about ten feet of the front door.

Almost all FASP refugees have lived in two different apartments

since their ,urival. They were initially moved into temporary quarters,

whether grouped into the large Welcome Some in Greensboro with other

newly-arrived families, or quartered in the temporary apartments (dubbed

"the hotel" by CSS staff) in Charlotte. Permanent apartments were then

located, though this process took as long as several weeks in Greensboro

when housing conditions were tight. Most refugees have remained in this

second residence, as finding new housing was difficult and would have

involved breaking leases.

Many of the employed refugees had to commute some distance to work

(as far as fifteen or twenty miles) since some of the clusters of

industry are in neighboring cities.10 There was some discussion of

relocating some of the Greensboro refugees in order to be nearer to

their work, but the idea was dismissed quickly. Moving would have meant

difficulty vetting to ESL classes and being too far away from agency

staff in case of emergency. In addition, only the designated "magnet"

schools in Greensboro have a special ESL program for children outside

the regular classroom, which also allows them to continue with "main-

stream" classes. Toward the end of the demonstration year, the commute

to work became less of an issue, since many refugees had acquired cars.

The remainder worked out convenient carpooling arrangements, either with

other refugees or with American co-workers. Several employers have been

helpful about providing daily transportation to their FASP workers.

1 1 3
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It is difficult to summarize the overall experiences of North

Carolina's FASP refugees, as they have varied on a case-by-case basis,

depending upon the background of each family and on a number of circum-

stances in which they have found themselves since their arrival. The

following observations are thus not universally applicable, but emerge

from interviews with resettlement agency staff and from refugees them-

selves.

North Carolina's FASP refugees have struggled to survive

economically. For the majority, this has meant adapting to a very

foreign work environment, using machines to make or process products

which they had never seen prior to arrival in the U.S. It has meant

learning how to be on time every day. After many years of inactivity

and waiting in the camps, time had little significance. It has required

learning to take initiative, when self-initiated action was useless in

the camps and punished severely before that. For some, it has meant

learning to cope with a bewildering public transportation system, or

learning to fix a broken-down bicycle, or trying to learn to drive a

car. It has often meant learning lessons from the unfortunate

experiences of others -- such as the man who was fired because he didn't

know how to turn on the bathroom light and therefore left the door open,

or the man who wrecked his moped while intoxicated, or the man who

refused one job offer and then struggled for many weeks only to be

forced by economic necessity to accept a job raat was less desirable

than the one he had originally turned down.

For some FASP refugees (particularly those in Charlotte who now

have friends in CaLlornia), economic survival hes meant making the most

of the welfare system. Some of these refugees have seen how unforgiving

the welfare system can be when their benef its ha4re been cut off after

they missed an appointment for eligibility recertification, or when they

had to pay back a benefit check received after they were employed. One

man wile had been here for many months steadfastly refused to understand

why his food stamp benefits were cut by $30 when he received a $60

increase in earnings from his job. Most North Carolina FASP refugees

have had to learn to ration their Food Stamps so that they don't go

hungry at the end of the month.
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An unusually large number of North Carolina's FASP refugees have

experienced considerable health care needs, which has meant interacting

with perhaps the most bewildering system of all -- hospitals and health

clinics -- where language and cultural barriers cannot be overcome

easily. One young girl, on her way to North Carolina from overseas, was

rushed from the Atlanta airport to the hospital for an appendectomy,

before knowing where her new home was to be. Several have faced

childbirth under unfamiliar and frightening circumstances. Others have

worried about sick children, especially in the middle of the night with

no easy access to a telephone, and little knowledge of what to do if

they did have a telephone.11 However, American neighbors and friends

have often proved helpful at such times.

Ongoing needs for healt.. care combined with the difficulty of

finding jobs with fully-paid health insurance coverage have sometimes

acted as a barrier to employment. The most striking instance of this

problem was a family in which the wife had been treated for cancer. Her

husband had also needed surgery after arrival, but by March of 1984 he

was healthy and anxious to begin working. He did begin his job search,

but was concerned about the possibility that his wife might need further

extended medical care for which he would have no way of paying without

Medicaid.

Some interactions with the health care system have beet more posi-

tive, though nonetheless frightening. The mother and a five-year old

son in a family of eight, each blind in one eye, recently underwent eye

surgery to prepare them to receive glass eyes. As they were taken away

to the hospital, the husband (father) was furious, convinced that they

would never return home. When they arrived home two days later, both

the mother and her son were surprised that the piocedure had not been

painful and had left them ready to resume their active lives. The

husband was relieved, though exhausted after two days of both working

and caring for the five remaining children. Other medical "miracles"

such as the lens implant which has restored the sight of a blind older

woman, are slowly increasing the FASP refugees' level of confidence in

the health care system.
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Finally, North Carolina's FASP refugees have begun to feel at home

in their new surroundings. They have learned to operate -- though they

still marvel at -- basic household appliances. They have, for the most

part, learned to maintain t.):eir households sufficiently well to meet

American standards of acceptability. They have been taught to knock on

the door before entering someone else's home, to greet Americans with a

handshake, and to say "no" when necessary. They have developed

friendships with some Americans. In Greensboro, LFS staff and American

volunteers and neighbors have been their strongest supports. In Char-

lotte, and more recently in Greensboro as well, those American friends

have sometimes been members of the Mormon Church. And for the most

part, FASP refugees have learned through experience to trust their

sponsors (resettlement agency staff) to act in their long-run interest,

even though they have not always immediately understood the reasons for

some of the decisions staff have made.

Refugee Satisfaction and Intention to Stay in North Carolina

Overall, the FASP refugees in North Carolina show signs of being

remarkably well-adjusted and happy in their new homes. They greet their

"sponsors" with smiles and hugs; they prepare Cambodian food for their

American friends; they join enthusiastically in planning for special

celebrations such as Cambodian New Year. As they begin earning and

saving larger amounts of money, they take increasing pride in their

surroundings, their cars, and their jobs.

When interviewed in March of 1984, many FASP refugees discussed

thCx principal goals: saving money, buying a car, improving their

housing, and being able to help their relatives who will soon arrive

from overseas. They saw North Carolina as a favor4bie location in which

to work toward these goals. There were still a few FASP refugees who

simply did not want to work for a living, or who were not

psychologically ready to work. Such tendencies were perhaps encouraged

by the rumors in the camps and by communications from friends in

California about "the easy life." Staff in Charlotte were convinced by

March 1984 that those refugees who were most susceptible to the lure of

welfare benefits had already moved away. The group that remained in
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Charlotte appeared to be stable, setting longrange goals for

themselves, and advancing steadily. Though it was difficult to predict

whether refugees in either city would remain permanently, the Cambodian

communities appeared to be assimilating into the overall community.

FASP OUTCOMES

Employment Outcomes

In North Carolina, employment outcomes may have been achieved

somewhat less rapidly than they have been in Arizona, but they have been

achieved consistently, in spite of multiple barriers to employment. In

Greensboro, all but about ten refugee families hd at least one adult

employed by September 1983. The exceptions were families in which

health care needs or advanced age precluded employment, families who had

been in the U.S. for less than six weeks, and one case in which the head

of household had tried two jobs and had been unable to perform

adequately in either of them.

The sources of employment information on FASP refugees in North

Carolina were:

the input documents for the FASP management information

systes. which were received from both CSS in Charlotte and

LYS in Greensboro and which represented case statue as of

September 1983;

case files from the resettlement agencies; and

detailed lists of employers, starting dates and wages

maintained by the employment specialists at both

agencies.

More detailed anecdotal information about the employment of selected

refugees was gained through interviews with agency staff and refugees in

both cities.

For the 44 randomly selected cases (22 in aarlotte and 22 in

Greensboro), Table 16 shows the length of time between arrival and

emplcyment for the 32 adult Charlotte FASP refugees and the 34 adult

FASP refugees from Greensboro who were employed, or had been prior to

March 1984. These 66 individuals with some employment experience since
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Table 16

Length of Time_Beween Arrival and First Job for Sample FASP Refugees

North Carolina

Time Between Arrival and Hire Charlotte Greensboro

1 6 weeks 13 6

7 12 weeks 7 10

13-18 weeks
3 6

19 24 weeks 5 6

25 or more weeks 4 6

Total 32 34
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arrival represent 742 of the 89 employable adults in the random sample.

.towever, the number of employable adults is exaggerated since it

includes persons with insurmountable obstacles to employment and those

with significant child care responsibilities.

All of the 22 sample cases in Charlotte,-with the exception of one

woman who moved sway soon after arrival, have had at leas4 one family

member employed since arrival. Two men were advised to delay obtaining

employment because they had pregnant wives and needed to wait until

after their children were born in order to retain Medicaid eligibility.

Five households had two working adults, one household had three, and a

third had four employed family members.

Of the 23 adult refugee individuals in the sample who have remained

in Charlotte and have held jobs, nine have experienced turnover at some

point. One left for health reasons, three have been laid off, three

have left for better jobs, and two were fired because they couldn't meet

production expectations. Ali but one of the persons who were laid off

or fired have since found new jobs. In addition, seven persons quit

jobs in order to move away.

In Greensboro, all of the 22 sample families had at least one

employed adult by March of 1984, with the exception of one woman who

moved away. Four heads of household are currently holding two jobs, and

one family has three employed adults. Secondary wage earners were

slower to find employment in Greensboro than in Charlotte; the

employment specialist's emphasis was first on getting one person per

household employed, on upgrading those jobs to an acceptable level, and

on finding replacement jobs for those few individuals who had lost their

jobs (four of the sample, both re-employed within a few weeks). Of the

47 adults in the sample, 34 were working, one had 'inoved away, ten were

not looking for work (one because of age, the other nine because of

child care responsibilities - there are seven families with very young

babies).and three had said that they might be interested in working.

Each of the three had, however, turned down a job that was offered or

had declined to go on at least one interview. During one week in March

1984, the employment specialist reluctantly turned down twelve

employers who were seeking Cambodian workers.

1 1 9
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The starting wages of FASP refugees are shown in Table 17. Nearly

half (47%) began at or near minimum wage, while about one-si=th had

hourly wages of $3.75 or more. However, this information does not

represent refugees' actual total earnings, even initially. Many of the

minimum wage and $3.50 per hour jobs had a provision for production -

based pay, which allowed reftsees very quickly to be earning more than

$4.00 per hour. In addition, Reny jobs included opportunities for

overtime work. March 1S14 wages of FASP refugees were summarized in

Table 18. Over three fourths of these workers were earning more than

$3.75 per hour, with nearly two-thirds earning more than $4.00. An

examination of the difference between these and the wages at which the

refugee started reflects the progress that they made in adjusting to

their work situations, as well as an overall improvement in economic

conditions.

In both Charlotte and Greensboro, employers have been so pleased

with their Cambodian workers that they have often requested additional

Cambodian employees. Both resettlement agencies by March 1984, were

running out of people to refer. One employer was extremely upset when

his Cambodian worker gave notice - the worker had found another job with

more advancement potential. The employer immediately offered the worker

a $.25 raise, invited the entire family to his home for dinner, and took

the refugee worker on a'fishing trip. The worker decided not to accept

the new job, and so another FASP refugee took it instead. Another

employer asked the Greensboro employment specialist for a referral of

two teenagers to do some odd jobs one weekend. They were so productive

that the employer has been consistently "finding" odd jobs for them to

do after school, and weekends ever since, and has promised them summer

jobs at $4.00 per hour.

There is not a great deal of variation among the jobs held in Char-

lotte. As of March 1984, two-thirdu of all employed FASP refugees were

textile workers; four did maintenance work, two worked in restaurants,

and others had found jobs as teacher aide, glass installer, carpenter,

bakery worker, steel industry worker, and electronics industry worker.

In Greensboro, the most frequent jobs were found in the furniture

manufacturing industry. These jobs included upholstery work as well as
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Table 17

Starting Wages of Sample FASP Refugees*

North Carolina

Wage -------
Charlotte Greensboro

$3.35 - $3.49 12 19 **

$3.50 - $3.74 14 9

$3.75 and over 6 6

Total 32 34

*Many of these persons have had wage increases since they began
work; others earn substantially more than minimum wage through
overtime or production-based pay.

**Of these persons, two are holding two jobs.
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Wages of FASP Fflugees

March 1984

Wage Lerel Charlotte
a

Greensboro
b

$3.35 - $3.49 2 4

$3.50 - $3.74 14 7

$3.75 - $3.99 5 13

$4.00 - $4.24 8 20

$4.25 - $4.49 3 6

$4.50 - $4.74 9 3

$4,75 - $.99 9 0

$5,00 and Over 16 2

Total Number Working 66 53

Average Wage $4.69 $4.13

a
Charlotte FASP refugees' wages are calculated based on actual earnings,
including earnings for overtime work, divided by the number of hours worked
(averaged over a period of four to six months) so that they represent an
accurate estimate of actual refugee earnings.

bGreensboro figures do not include several "supplementary" jobs which
refugees hold in the evening in addition to their primary jobs. In

addition, the majority of Greensboro's FASP refugees earn substantially
more than the hourly wage indicates, since they are frequently offered
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assembly and packaging. Maintenance (often janitorial) work was

relatively easy to find, butiusuaiIy servedEes a "stepping,stone,to

another job with better hours and working conditions, or as a second

(moonlighting) job in evenings: Lumber yards,,,haVe proved a good

sourceof jobs. In both cities, the types of jobs soeght.indfOuneheye.

grown more' diverse over the life'of the 111Wproject. The typea,of,jobs

obtained, along with the time needed to obt4a::thesr'and:the- wage

history, are shown on a one-by-one basis for all sample adults,in Tabies

19 and 20.

Almost all the North Carolina FASP refugees 4he hive obtained

employment, have been referred, to their jobS,'hy the resettlement agency,

employment specialists. There were onalOr two exCeitionsi. such es one

Charlotte refugee who refused ijcit that was offered to him without

sufficient cause (at least in the view of the agency staff). Be was

told to go on his own to interview for three-jobs, and that after he

searched on his own, CSS staff would again help him to find a job.

However, one of his three interviews produced a jOb offer, which he

accepted.

Welfare Outcomes

About nine-tenths of all FASP refugees in North Carolina have been

on AFDC of refugee cash assistance atone time or another. Both agen-

cies took it for granted that a family would spend a montn to three

months on welfare upon arrival, but both worked very hard to find jobs

for them and thus to make sure that each family was self-sufficient by

the fourth month.12 The exceptions to that policy occurred when a family

had a forseeable need for Medicaid benefits and would not be likely to

have sufficient medical benefits from employmeU. Examples of such

situations are pregnancy and a need for surgery that would not be

covered because of a Ice-existing conditions' clause in an employer's

group insurance policy. In such cases -- and they occurred fairly often

a family remained dependent on welfare for several months until their

medical needs were resolved.

Table 21 shows the duration of cash assistance dependency among

North Carolina's FASP refugees and points to some interesting
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Table 19

Summary of Employment

Random Sample of 22 FASP Cases in Charlotte

" January1983 - Mardi 1984 -

Number in
Household

Description of
Employable
Individuals)

Length of Time
Till, Employment
obtained Occupation ' Was*

Services
Utilized in
Obtainine,Job Still employed?*

5 Female, 45 Not employed'- refised ji, moved 4may.g' ,,' . "' ,,,, ..,,,,

4 Female, 29 6 weeks TextiliOioximr ,$3.50 40 No, moved to CA.

1 Male, 25 4 weeks. Teacher aide 4.07'7 CSS No; mowia.to WA

-.
.

2 Female, 32 01: 4 weeks TexCile-workei 3.35 CSS- No, health
02: 13 weeks Textile worker l'. 3.35 CSS No;'-quit

03: 3 weeks Textile woriir - 3.55 CSS Yes

3 Female, 30 3 weeks Bakery

-

4.25

-

CSS , Yite

4 Male, 38 20 weeks Textile 3.50 CSS- Yes $5.05)

Female, 36 13 weeks . Textile 3.35 .CSS Yes ($5.20)

6 Female, 45 Not employed (health) Moved

Male, 23 13 weeks Electronics 3.50 CSS No, moved .

Male, 20 7 weeks Textile 3.35 CSS Yes ($4.91)

3 Male, 28 Textile 3.35 CSS Yes ($4.00)

Female, 23 10 weeks Textile 3.55 CSS Yes ($4.89)

6 Male, 38 30 weeks (health) Textile 3.55 Yes

Female, 38 Not employed (health)

1 Male, 54 01: 22 weeks Production worker 3.35 No, left for 02
02: Production worker 3.55 Yes ($8.79)

6 Male, 48 01: 35 weeks 01: Maintenance 3.35 CSS No, fired
02: 10 weeks #2: Textile Yes ($3.55)

Female, 45 #1: 20 weeks 01: Textile 3.35 CSS No, laid off
02: 1 week 02: Textile 3.35 CSS Yes ($3.65)

5 Female, 29 7 weeks Restaurant 3.35 CSS Yes ($4.79)

Male, 24 01: 5 weeks 01: Construction 3.50 CSS No, laid off
02: 10 days 02: Textile 3,50 CSS Yes ($4.06)

Female, 19 01: 7 weeks 01: Textile 3.35 CSS No, laid off
02: 10 days 02: Textile 3.50 CSS Yes ($3.95)

1 Male, 28 14 weeks Maintenance 5.62 CSS No, moved to CA

4 Male, 33 4 weeks Maintenance 3.35 dSS No, moved to CA

Male, 22 4 weeks Maintenance 3.35 CSS No, moved to CA

Female, 28 Not employed

6 Male, 36 20 weeks Steel worker 4.00 CSS No, moved to CA

Female, 29 Not employed (Young children)

2 Female, 30 8 weeks
Not reemployed

Production worker
(New baby)

4.25 CSS No, couldn't do
work

5 Male, 26 13 weeks Textile 3.55 CSS ?

Female, 26 Not employed (Young children)

It was not always possible to distinguish from agency records whether or not changes in jobs had occurred.
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Table 19 (continued)

!IrMn-NOVIN.g.:=45q

Number in
Household

Description of
Employable
Individuals)

Length of Time
Till Employment.
Obtained Occu ation Wage,

Services
Utilized in
Obtaining Job Still Employed?*

II Hale. 43 20 weeks -FarnitUre repair $4.50 CSS Yes ($5.00)

Female, 42 Not employed (New baby)

3 Hale, 29 9 weeks Textile 3.55 CSS No, moved to CA

Female, 30 Not employed (New baby) -

3 Male, 29 5 weeks Textile 3.50 CSS Yes ($3.50)

Female, 23 9 weeks Textile 3.35 CSS Yes ($3.35)

9 Female, 59 Not employed (age)

Female, 22 II: 6 weeks Textile 3.50 CSS No, left for 02

02: -- Production worker 3.35 CSS Yes ($4.52)

Female, 20 01: 4 weeks Production worker 3.50 CSS No, left for 42

02: -- Textile 3.50 CSS Yes ($4.61)

Female, 19 4 weeks Production worker 3.50 .CSS Yes ($4.93)

Male, 31 6 weeks Textile 3.55 CSS Yes ($4.50)

6 Male, 46 26 weeks Textile 3.55 CSS Yes ($4.70)

Female, 35 10 weeks Textile 3.35 CSS Yes ($4.65)

*It was not always possible to distinguish from agency records whether or not changes in jobs had occurred.

Source: FASP MIS and agency records
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Table 20

Summary of Employment

Random Sample of 22 FASP Cases in Greensboro

January 1983 - March 1984

Number in
Household

Description of
Employable
Individual(s)

Length of Time
Till Employment
Obtained Occupation

.Services

Wage
Utilized
Obtaining Job Still Employed

5 Male, 46 20 weeks Furniture industry $3.70 LFS Yes ($4.00)

Female Not employed :',(May be looking) s

3 Male, 27 01: 10 weeks fl:Furniture industry 3.35 LFS- "No, left for 02
02: 20 weeks 02:Jeweler 4.00 LFS Yes ($4.25)

Female, 26 Not employed ,(New baby)

6 Male, 27 10 weeks Jeweler 3.35 LFS Yes ($F.25)

Female, 26 22 weeks Jeweler 3.35 LFS Yes ($3.50)

Male, 58 Not employed (Not looking)

7 Male, 43 11 weeks Furniture industry 3.35 LFS Yes ($6.00)

Female, 42 26 weeks Miintenanct worker 3.35* LFS Yes

5 Male, 30 34 weeks (disabled) Furniture industry 3.70 LFS Yes ($3.50)

Female, 26 Not employed (New baby)

6 Male, 50 17 weeks (medical) Furniture industry 3.70 LFS Yes ($4.00)

Female, 37 Not employed (New baby)

7 Male, 36 12 weeks Maintenance worker 3.49 LFS Yes ($3.84)

Female, 41 Not enjoyed (Young children)

6 Male, 40 20 weeks Furniture industry 3.35 LFS Yes ($4.25)

Female, 35 33 creeks Maintenance worker 3.35 LFS Yes

5 Male, 28 01:39 wks (school) Upholsterer 3.75 LFS No, /eft for 02
02: -- Upholsterer 4.00 LFS Yes

Female, 26 01:39 wks (school) Industrial sewing 4.00 LFS No, left for 02
02: -- Industrial sewing 4.25 LFS Yes ($4.25)

Male, 24 10 weeks Upholsterer 4.00 LFS Yes ($4.50)

Male, 18 20 weeks Yard work 3.35 Summer CETA
Program

Yes, part-time
after school

5 Male, 33 01: 13 week.; 01: Factory worker 3.35 LFS No, plant closed
02: 4 weeks
03:

02: Lumber yard 3.40
03: Maintenance wkr. 3.35*

LFS
LFS

Yes 04.01
both

Yes ($3.50)

Female, 38 Not employed (May be looking)

4 Male, 46 01: 10 weeks
02: 26 weeks

01: Maintenance wkr. 3.35*
02: Leather industry 3.35

VS
IFS

Yes ($3.50)1
both

Yes ($3.50)

Female, 38 01: 9 weeks #1: Furnitureindustrv3.50 LFS No, left for 02
02: -- 02: Metal worker 3.35 LFS Yes ($4.00)

7 Male, 48 11 weeks Metal manufacturing 3.35 LFS Yes (44.00)

Female, 49 01: 17 weeks 01: Maintenance ukr. 3.35* LFS No, left for 02
02: -- 02: Furniture indus. 3.70 LFS Yes ($4.00)

. Male, 18 10 days Maintenance worker 3.35 LFS No, school

1 Female, 29 6 weeks Furniture industry 3.50 LFS No, moved to NH

*Indicates part-time
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Table 20 (continued)

Number in
Household

Description of
Employable !

Individual(s1

,

Till Employment
Obtained - Occupation Wage

Services
Utilised in
Obtaining Job

LFS
LFS

Still Employed

No, leftfor v2
Yes ($4.00)

4 Male, 28

Female, 29

01: 4 weeks
#2: --

Not employed

#1: Furniture indus.
02: Metal worker

(Not looking.yet)

$3.50
3.35_

5 Male, 36

Female, 30

ft: 13 weeks
02: 6 weeks

Not employed

01: Lumber industry
s2:Lumber industry

(New baby)
t 1.1'

3.35
3.35

US
LFS

No, laid off
Yes ($3.75)

S Male, 39

Female, 33

#1: 4 weeki
16 weeks

#2: 18 weeks
03: --

Not employed

#1: Furniture indus.

Maintenance-I:kr.
#2: Leitherindustri
03: Futniturs,iMdui.

4:
(May be looking)

4.00
3.35*
3.35
3.70

LFS
?ZS
LFS
LFS"

No, health
Yes ($3.50)
No, plant c sed
Yes ($4.00) both'

.

2 Male, 39

Female, 32

13 weeks

Not employed

?
Furniture industry

(New baby)
.,

3.35 LFS Yes ($6.15)

Male, 43

i'emale, 33

5 weeks

Not employed

.s

Maintenanaiworker
industry

(Not looking yet)-

3.35*
3.70

1.1,S-

LFS Yes ($3.50)) bon{!
Yes ($4.00) -

.
Male, 42

Female, 42

4 weeks

Self-employed

Furniture industry

(Day care in home)

3.35

?

LFS

Self

Yes ($3.75)

Yes

8 Male, 55

Female, 35

#1: 26 weeks

02: 20 weeks

Not employed

#1: Lumber industry

#2: Furniture indus.

(Young children)

3.40

3.70

LFS

LFS

No, couldn't do
work
Yes ($3.90)

,

2 Male, 37

Female

10 weeks

16 weeks

Mechanic trainee

Teacher

3.75

3.48

LFS

LFS

Yes t$6."s)

Yes

5 Male, 35

Female, 30

?1: 7 weeks
#2: --

Not employed

01: Leather industry
#2: Furniture indus.

(sot looking)

3.35
3.70

LFS
LFS

No, plant closed
Yes ($4.50)

*Indicates part-time
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Table 21

Duration of Welfare. Benefits

A11 North' Carolina FASP Refugees

_March 1984

Duration

Charlotte Greensboro

Numbei Percent of Number :Percent Of

Cases
Indivi.-

duals Cases
Indivi
duals Cases

''Indivi-

duals _Cases
l'i tr, Indivi-

duals-

Never received I I I% 10 50 18% 23%

1 month 2 10 2% 3% 0 0

2 months 26 69 28% 23% 6 31 11% 14%

i

3 months 24 56 26% 19% 9 38 16. 17%

4 months 17 80 19% 27% 1 8 31 14% 14%

5 months 6 33 7% II% ,2 10 4% 5%

6 months 5 18 5% 6% 5 12 9% 5%

7 months 2 9 2% 3% 0 0 -- --

8 months 0 0 -- 3 16 5% 7%

Over 8 months 1 4 1% 1% 1 8 2% 4%

Ongoing (March) 81 19 9% 6% 13a 26 23% 12%

Total 91b 198 100% 99% 571b 220 1.102%c i00%c

Source: Agency records..and Income Maintenance MIS

a
Of these 21 cases, 12 consisted of individuals within households where other
family members were working, but where the family comOsttion means that they
are eligible for a supplementary cash grant (four in Charlotte, eight in

Greensboro). The remainder consists of families in which the only "employable"
adults have medical barriers to employment (two in Charlotte, three in Greens-
boro) or cannot work because of child care responsibilities (two in each city).

bThis.i=3 larger than the number of FASP families resettled because of the pro-
cedure for "splitting" households for cash grant purposes when family composi-

tion permits.

c
Figures do not add to 100% because of rounding.
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differences in agency resettlement practices. In Charlotte, virtually

every FASP refugee received welfare. at some aim, though the vast

majority were self- sufficient by the fourth month after arrival. It was

the practice of CSS to help refugees apply for cash assistance within

days after arrival. In that, way, the agepey was able to'utiliie USCC

grant funds to assist each family with reit end utility piqiients once

they had a job and were becoming self-sufficient. In Greenaborg, on the

other hand, by using the Welcome House,:l.FS was sible,to,feed and hinie
new arrivals in an economical way for several weeks! atter arrivali--and

so the application for cash assistance was usually delsyed until each

family was moved to a permanent residence. For this raison, ten of

their 42 FASP families never received any cash assistance, since they

were employed soon after arrival.

Of the 21 cash assistance cases still open in March Of 1984, only

nine included heads of household. These consisted of widows with very

young children and families with adults who were either too old, or ill,

or disabled to be expected to work. Some of these will soon become WI

cases, a few others were expected to be employable, within a few months.

The twelve remaining open cases consisted of individuals within

households (such as teenagers attending school full time and older

family members) whose cash assistance grant acts as a supplement to the

family's earned income.

Of the 18 families that moved away from Charlotte prior to Septem-

ber 1983, all but one bad previously been on welfare. Only three of

those had their benefits terminated because of employment prior to

outmigration. Seven of these eighteen families showed no record of

having received Food Stamps (the date of application was recorded, but

no amount was entered). This may be because they moved soon enough

after applying that stamps were never actually received.

Of the 19 sample families who remained in Charlotte, the only one

with no record of receiving cash assistance was a new arrival. At least

15 of the 19 families had received Food Stamps (though others may have

received stamps but combined into a single allotment with another family

living in the same household). No ending dates for Food Stamps were
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5 irSrre

shown on the FASP MIS input form, since even those refugees who were

employed were often still receiving a Food Stamp supplement.

Migration Outcomes

Of the 111 FASP families who were resettled in Borth Carolina,

eighteen (or 77 persons) had moved to another state at the time of the

initial BPA site visit'in September, 1983. Secoddary migrants included

approximately 14% of FASP refugees. The-patterns of:(and reasons for)

this early migration require further exploration, which brings to light

several key factors:

All eighteen of these early migrant cases were initially

resettled in Charlotte. The Greensboro site had

experienced no outmigration at all until after the end of

the FASP year.

The circumstances under which Charlotte's FASP refugees

migrated away were notable. Thirteen 9f the eighteen

families were known to have been assisted and encouraged

in their migration by representatives of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS or Mormon church).

Most of the ether cases appeared to have been influenced

by contacts with earlier migrants, who in turn were

influenced by the Mormons. The details of the refugee-

LDS problem are discussed below.

There were no significant differences in the

characteristics or employment experiences between those

refr;zes who left and those who remained. An analysis of

all early migrant cases compared to the random sample of

(19) FASP families who remained in Chariotte appears

below.

Between the time of the first and second BPA field visits, another

sixteen families (or 81 persons) moved away from Charlotte, for a total

outmigration of 158 persons or 52% of all Charlotte FASP refugees. The

later cases all moved to California; CSS staff believed strongly that

the lure of welfare benefits was the principal reason for migration,

though the refugees stated they were going to join relatives or friends.
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Several large groups traveled together, and they have applied for wel
fare since arrival in California.

Two cases of migration from Greensboro occurred between the end of

the FASP year and the second BPA site visit. Both moved to join

relatives in other states, though in one case a contrihAing factor may

have been the possibility of increasing the family's income through more

generous welfare benefits.

At the same time, Greensboro appears to be a target for a

substantial amount of secondary in migration. By 'March of 1984; ten

Cambodian families (33 individuals) had arrived-in order to join friends

or relatives there, and additional cases were being each week.

The Effects of Mormon Influence on Monition

One circumstance in particular created an unprecedented challenge

for resettlement agency staff in the FASP demonstrations in North

Carolina: the conflicts caused by the missionary activities of the

Church of ;emus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS or Mormon church). The

details of these activities have been exhaustively documented in letters

and memoranda from the two resettlement agencies to ORR, as well as

internally within ORR. LDS missionary activities in Charlotte began

early in 1983, while in Greensboro sporadic 1983 contacts with refugees

were unsuccessful, but were followed by more intensive activities during

1984. LDS missionary activities, as observed and reported by other

refugees and occasionally by resettlement agency staff, consisted of

going from door to door, often with the help of their own Cambodian

interpreter. Some of the refugees who were frightened by this contact

from strangers later reported to resettlement agency staff that the

Mormons had offered gifts and had tried to corvinceithe refugees to rely

on them (rather than on the sponsoring agency) for assistance, while at

the same time recruiting them as potential new church members. Some of

the reported missionarles' statements to the refugees seemed

specifically designed to undermine refugee trust in resettlement agency

staff. In fact resettlement agency staff reported increasing

difficulties communicating with some of the families who had become

Mormon church members.
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During the spring of 1983, which was the period of heaviest LDS

activity in Charloite,.13 families moved aw*y from Charlotte. The first

eight of these left secretly, without letting Catholic Social Services

staff knew that they were leaving;'often in the middle of the night, and

always (according to reports from other refugee observers) lath the

assistance of the LDS. missionaries, Whcydreve the* terthe bus station

and paid for some of their travel expenset. Agency-staff were' limited

(both legally and by a policy of religious non-interference) in what

they could do to counteract the perceived -destabilizing influence of

refugee contact with Mormons. Staff veil: frustrated by. the amount of

time and effort it had taken to try to discourage LDS invelveient with

the FASP refugees. Gradually, toward the end of the FASP demonstration

year, tensions between the Mormon FASP refugees and Charlotte agency

staff eased, (though many more of these refugees had ,moved away), and

the group which remained in Maczh of 1984 were working, saving money,

taking pride in their families' accomplishments, and planning for the

future.

Comparison of Hizretting and Non - Migrating Families

Examination of the characteristics and experiences of 19 non-

migrating FASP families in Charlotte (the 22 randomly selected families

with the exception of those three families who moved) and the 18 initial

migrant families who moved away prior to October 1983 shows very few

significant differences between the two groups. Table 22 summarizes

case characteristics and shows that family size and composition were

similar in the two gronps. Table 23 compares the education, English

language proficiency, and employment history of t4e two groups. In

general, the migrant group was the better-educated, but had slightly

lower English language attainment and fewer adults with experience in

skilled occupations than did the non-migrant group.

Table 24 shows that comparable numbers of migrants and non- migrants

were employed within three months of arrival. A larger percentage of

migrants than non-migraata were employed as textile workers, which was

the predominant area in which entry-level job opportunities were avail-

able in Charlotte. The wage patterns were substantially similar for the

I iHATAvA Y903 ray
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Table 22

Case Characteristics of Samples of Migrating and NonMigrating, FASP Families

.Charlotte. north Carolina

Family Size: Migrants Non-Migrants

1-2 persons

3-4 persons

S -6 persons

7 or more persons

Total

4 ,

6

6

-,

4

7

6

1-

13 19

Family Composition:

Single person: 2 3

Childless couple: 1
1-

Intact Family: 7
.

4

Missing Parent: 7 7

Family Fragments: 1 3

Total 18 19

133
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Table 23

Characteristics of FASP Adults

Samples of Migrants and Non=Migrants

Charlotte, North Carolina

Years of Education: Migrants Non-Migrants

None

1-3

4-6

7-9

10 or more

Total

7

11,

9

3

4

15

11

10

5

34

ESL Level at Arrival:

None 4 3

Level A 12

Level B 4 S

Level C 5

Level D or above 5

Unknown 4 3

Total 34 43

Pre-Camp Work Experience

Farmer
8 10

Student/military 13 't

15

Skilled occupations 1

Professional/Administrative
Occupations 3

7

None or unknown 9

Total 34 43

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 24

U.S. Employment Experiences

Samples of Migrants and NonMigrants

Charlotte, North Carolina

Time Between Arrival and Hire: Migrants Non-Migrants

1-6 weeks

7-12 weeks

13-18 weeks

19-24 weeks

6

6

0

1

9

7

4

3

25 or more weeks

(Not employed) 20 21

Total 3.1 43

Occupation:

Textile worker 11 13

Other manufacturing 0 3

Maintenance 0 4

Restaurant 1 1

Other 2 1

Total 14 22

Wages:

$3.35-3.49 7 10

$3.50-3.74 6 9

$3.75 and ov4r 1) 3

Total 14 2

3A115\VA Yr103 T218
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two groups, though patterns of production-based pay within the textile

industry make it impossible to ompare actual earnings.

One other factor that is usually thought to affect migration pat-

terns 1.s the existence of relatives in other states. In Charlotte, the

known differences between the 'migrant and non-migrant groups were too

minor to Account for the migration observed. One person from each group

had a brother or sister living elsewhere. In addition, two of.the

migrant group bad cousins living in other states.

In most cases, families' decisions to migrate were reported to be

influenced not only by LDS contact, but also by other factors. The

actual assignment of computer codes to the "reason for leaving" category

in the MIS was a combination of staff judgment as to the reasons and the

stated or documented reason. Half of the families were perceived as

having been attracted by higher welfare benefits, one-third stated that

they were going to join relatives (sine of whom had not been listed oa

their biodata sheets), and one went to be near a friend. Two Thirds of

these families (or 12 families) went to California, two went to the

state of Washington, and others migrated to the states of Utah, Con-

necticut, Georgia, and Minnesota.

The first instance of secondary migration occurred in mid-March,

about six weeks after the migrating family had arrived in Charlotte.

The elapsed time between arrival and departure for those who migrated

prior to October 1983 were the following:

Less than 1 month: 3 (17%)

1-2 months: 5 (28%)

3-4 months: 7 (39%)

More than 4 mouths: 3 (17%)

Of the 18 early migrant families, 17 applied fr welfare in their

destination state. The one remaining family returned to Charlotte, and

the head_of household was able to find employment, though he had not

been employed before leaving.
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Outcomes Related to the Relationship Between tike Refute. and Laren Com-
. .

=unities in CharlotWend-Grienpboro

FASP agencies; With-the'concurrence of the state and the Regional

Director, adopted i.cerisciodepolicy of keepiM'e'the FASP iiOject out of

the limelight, in ordif'to avoid any'ilegiii4ipublicAeaceibe diet might

accompany an overly visible project. They else Made specie I' to
A ,g

keep community relationships with FASP refugees,positive% Such efforts

included attention to coverage of refugee -rented iszneelii4the )coal

media. A few newspaper articles ii Greensboro stresietWthe positive

nature of refugee resettlement over-the past:several-yeiraand, foCused

on several "human interest" storiesjnvolving'Imembers-MV,thelASP group.

One such story was about an elderly woman who had beentotal101ind-for

over two years, for whom a surgeon and hospital haCdoeited the

necessary surgery and services to restore her sight: Newspaper attention

La Charlotte was direc'ed for the most part at the tensions between

Catholic Social Services and the-LDS church. A more positive event in

Charlotte which caught the attention of the media appears to'havebeen

important as a factor in stabilizing the local ethnie'community. The

organizing and opening of a new Buddhist temple via encouraged and

facilitated by the CSS Refugee Office, in response to a genuine need in

the community, but also in order to increase the cohesiveness of the

Cambodian group and thus the success of the FASP demonstration. The

official opening of the temple took place during a Buddhist festival

time, and was the occasion for a visit to Charlotte from a revered

leader of the worldwide Cambodian Buddist community. A committee of

FASP and former refugees were responsible for the organizational effort

which brougkt about the temple, though they received a great deal of

help and support from Catholic Social Services. This committee'elected

a leader and took on significant responsibilities, not the least of

which was the responsibility for assuming rent payments on the temple
site.

In Greensboro, a strong effort of Lutheran Family Services has been

to build a cohesive community of Cambodian refugees. One concrete step

was establishing a "Welcome House" for newly-arrived FASP refugees.

This house served as the initial residence for all or nearly all FASP

ow/
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families. During the weeks when many families arrived and the search

for permanent housing lagged, the Welcome Mouse was home to aciany'as

four or five families. These familiai had the opportunity to get to

know each other -- who was expert' at repairing bicycles, -who had good

enough English to communicate With the sponsor,-who wail's good cook, who

had children the same age, etc. -- before settling into theirrespectiie-
,

apartments. LFS also made conscious attempts to arrange housing so'that

each FASP family had an apartment within the sake block-as one or more

other FASP families and so that ieveral such: houses were within easy

walking distance of each other. This arrangement facilitated carpooling

to and from jobs. It also' meant that, as time went by and alimPASP

families obtained telephones, it became easier to transmit important

messages by telephone to and from agency staff:

Another continuing effort was to hold community meetings every few

weeks, usually on Saturday afternoons. All FASP refugees attended

these meetings (which were still occurring regularly long after the

demonstration year was over). These meetings solidified the sense of

community among the FASP group itself and facilitated communication

between agency staff and refugees., LFS in Greensboro also assisted in

the formation of a Cambodian MAA, primarily for the purpose of seeking

grant funding for continuing employment services. In addition, they

applied for a foundation grant to establish a cultural center. Both of

these efforts, if successful, will further strengthen the local Cam-

bodian community.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FASP DESIGN FEATURES IN NORTH CAROLINA

As was mentioned in Chapter II, the specific ?FASP design features

to be examined include (1) resettlement in large ethnic "clusters," (2)

designation of free cases, (3) selection of "favorable" alternate sites,

(4) pre-existing refugees of the same ethnic group to be resettled, (5)

overseas orientation, (6) additional social service allocation, (7)

collaborative planning, (8) the MIS, and (9) an emphasis on case manage-

ment. The extent to which each of these design features contributed to
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the success of FASP resettlement efforts varied between the two North

Carolina sites.

(1) -Resettling a single ethnic group in large number over a short

period of time was generally viewed isiming,a good: idea, facilitating

thebuildingofasense,acommunity among FASP refugees and enhancing

the overall quality of their resettlement eXperience. The timing of

Arrivals and the size of the FASP group, while creating staff shortages

and stress during the times of heavy influi, did allow for advance

planning of workloads and accurate projectiona'of nead'to.oti;r service

providers in the community. CSS in Charlotte,didstate that, on a day-

in and day-out basis, they felt sometimes,,unable:to exert sSffiCient

control over the flow and the characteristics (family compaaitioi) of

arriving refugees. The size of the FASP group medeit necesaiii for LFS

in Greensboro to shift from its traditional emphasis on congregational

sponsorships, so that the agency provided, for the first time, the full

range of social services. Nowever,'LFS maintained strong ties with

local churches of all denominations_ and benefitted from the volunteer

talent and donations that these churches (along with other volunteer')

made available to them. For CSS in Charlotte, FASP did not bring about

any noticeable shifts in the volume or nature of their resettlement and

service efforts.

(2) Neither agency expressed particular problems associated with

the resettlement of free cases with distant relatives in other states,

though this was one minor factor which contributed to Charlotte's

outmigration. The Program Administrator in Charlotte emphasized,

however, that reunification of FASP families with their relatives still

overeas should receive more attention in order to meet the most critical

psychological needs of refugees -- both those already resettled and

those still overseas.

(3) The selection of target communities for FASP is acknowledgvd

to be extremely important. In addition to the adequacy of housing and

entry-level employment opportunities, staff in both agencies stressed

the importance of a receptive local community -- favorable media

coverage, supportive "mainstream" social service providers, and a

network of volunteer talent that can be tapped. Refugees stated that
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the availability of good jobs was the most important factor in making

North Carolina a good place to live.

(4) Staff in the two agencies did not subscribe to the notion of

the critical importance of a pre-existing group of refugees of the same

ethnic background as FASP arrivals. CSS had initially believed that

group of Cambodians resettled in Charlotte during- 1981 would-act as a

useful support system for the new arrivals. Nolkiief; in retrospezt,

they felt that they benefitted only moditratalijrom the voluntary
2,r

assistance Of the Cambodian "old- timers. "-The tiro groups..were very
different in economic and 'social-,:charactertitiek: Except -for some

individual ties farmed' through living is the same: neithboihood' or joint

involvement in Buddhist temple-related activities;.. the 'ewe groups Aid

not integrate thoroughly. ISS in Greeniboro stated that- the =sense of

community that they were Wile to establish-among the FASP group itsOlf

far outweighed any benefits that might have aeerbeefioiChaving an

already-resettled group of Cambodians in the community. The refugees

themselves were more interested in concrete hilp with Food Stamps and

jobs than in building an ethnic community; though their participation in

planning for ethnic and religious celebrations was enthusiastic.

(5) As was true in Arizona, the effects of any overseas

orientation which took place were hardly noticeable in either North

Carolina site. Of the North Carolina arrivals, it appeared that the

refugees who arrived during early months did not see the prepared slide

presentation. Of the later arrivals, often only heads of households saw

the slides. Even then, many refugees appeared not to have absorbed very

much of the information. Overseas orientation did not contribute as

much to the FASP projects as had been envisioned, though resettlement

agency staff felt that a meaningful orientation vluld have made their

task easier. Perhaps the answer is that a more individualized approach

to overseas orientation is needed, if that is possibl e and if there is

enough time between refugees' notification of their selection for FASP

and their actual departure. This appears to be a design element for

which more documentation is needed, based on 1984 and subsequent FASP

experience.
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(6) The infusion of additional social service doliars into the

FASP community was reported es.being absolutely essential to the rapid

resettlement and selfsufficiency=of the arriving. refugees. It is

perhaps because of the charicteristict of North Carolina's particular

group of FASP refugees -- largely4ruraOwith little educational attain-

ment or employment experience and frequent-needs forleelth,services and
,sometimes mental health services -- that their service needs were (and

still are) urgent. Neither. agency could-have or would -have taken on the,

responsibility of resettling this group' without- adeguate resources to
-$,;

respond to their needs. The only reason that resonrces
Zcame,close

to

being adequate was because CSS in_Charldtte was.ableppcoibine theASP
allocation with its existing social service (RAP) Coitractici.thAhe

state, and could thus "give'! the majority of the FASP :allocation toLPS
in Greensboro (where there was no supplement until 1984 from state

social service funding). ,The state has also responded further by

directing some of its 1984 social service dollars to these two agencies

for the post-FASP period (though at a reduced level in Charlotte). In

other words, the FASP social service allocation by itself would-have

been far from sufficiedt.

(7) Collaborative planning is seen as one of the most important

design features of the FASP demonstration. Inclusion of the state as a

partner in the planning process has not only benefitted the local

agencies, but also facilitated communications at all levels. Likewise,

collaboration between the resettlement agency affiliates and other local

officials, service providers, and volunteers has been essential to

smooth project operation.

(8) The design and implementation of a FASP MIS to track refugee

outcomes has been discussed above. During FASP implementation in North

Carolina, the most noticeable part played by the MIS was to increase

reporting burden. More time is needed to determine whether the useful-

ness in other states of a differently-designed system (benefitting from

the lessons learned during 1983) will eventually outweigh the problems

that were encountered during the etaxt-o phase.

(9) The importance in these two sites of a FASP design emphasis on

case management should not be over-emphasized. The two agencies
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developed and used sound case management practices, but these practices

were more a result of their own policies than they were a response to

any external FASP design mandate.' The one factor cited by ItleS in

Greensboro as the most Important determinant of their success was

staffing for the project. The purposeful ,recruitment of individuals who

would willingly and cheerfully "give 150T" Who would be case managers

24 hours a day has contributed more than anything, else to their low

outmigration rate and their success in helping the-FASP group become

employed and successfully adjusted. The effectivenels ,of such a small,

almost overly-dedicated staff must be weighed against the threat of

staff burnout.
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CHAPTER III FOOTNOTES

111.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980 Final Count.

2-
.S. Bureau of the Census, State and Metropolitan' Area Data Book

1979 0 Statistical Abstract Supplement).

3
North Carolina fact sheet prepared for overseas orientation of

FASP refugees.

4LF8 had haefitatewide responsibility ,for unaccompanied' minors, and
thus had developed the needed relationship with the State Refugee
Coordinator.

5
In fact, the State Refugee Coordinator believes; in retrospect,

that that the MIS might have been a benefit rather. than a hindrance to
the program, if it had used microcomputers, with l.ocal data entry and
centralized analysis. Such a disirmyould have enabled the Coordinator
to request or perform some of the analyses himself, rather than being
wholly dependent upon the agency's programmers.

6
Greensboro only reported detailed characteristics such as

education and previous work experience for heads of household. Thus,
the tables show missing information for other adult household members.

7These same data were submitted to ORR in the report from the North
Carolina State Refuge Coordinator in March, 1984.

81t should be noted that the employment specialists in both
agencies gathered and kept informally a great deal more information
about previous experience and skills than was reflected in the FASP MIS
data.

9
Some FASP refugees have discovered that relatives have entered the

refugee camps, but are in "undocumented" status. This means that if
they are discovered by the Thai soldiers, they will be sent back to
certain death in Cambodia.

"This is sometimes accomplished through carpools, with refugees
sharing the cost. Employers and American cr-workers have been
particularly helpful in Greensboro, often providing transportation to
and from work on a daily basis.

11LFS
in Greensboro devised a special emergency procedure. Each

refugee carried a small card with the home telephone numbers of all LFS
staff, and a message something like the following in English: "My name
is . I do not speak English. This is an emergency. Please call
one of these numbers and tell them where I sm. Thank you." This system
was used successfully on several occasions. Thus, all LFS staff wcre on
call at all times. CSS in Greensboro has a 24-hour hotline, and staff
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rotated the "on call" responsibility.

1%01-sufficient" is used here to mean earning an income. Though
AFDC or RCA grants as soon as one family member was employed, most
families continued to receive some Food Stamps, even though one or two

adults were earning an income.
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IV. FINDINGS FROM TUE FIRST PILOT DEMONSTRATION OF FASP

THE SUCCESS OF FASP IN FURTHERING POSITIVE OUTCOMES FOR

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

Methodological Issue

In order to assess how successful the first round.FASP projects

have been in achieving the stated project goals of (1) reducing welfare

dependency rates, (2) increasing the ability of refugees at the FASP
4

sites to become self-sufficient within a short period of time, and (3)

reducing outmigration to impacted areas to the lowest possible level, it

is necessary not only to look at. the Outcomes of resettlement for the

FASP refugees, but also to compare their status to some other reference

group or groups (e.g., other refugees entering the FASP locations during

the same period or during earlier time periods, other refugees with

similar characteristics in other sites around the country, or statistics

from national research studies).

A comparison with other refugees who have been resettled in the

first round FASP sites was dUficult to accomplish because FASP refugees

Lade ty the majority of all refugees entering these sites during 1983.

Previous refugee flora in these sites were often of a different ethni-

city (e.g., in Arizona, where the predominant arrivals during 1981 and

1982 had been Polist. and Cambodian, rather than Vietnamese) or else the

previous resettlement outcomes were not sufficiently documented (as in

the Khmer Guided Placement project in Phoenix and an informal previous

Cambodian cluster project in Charlotte). Furthermclre, comparisons with

other resettlement outcomes at the same locations as the FASP projects

would overlook the fact that a large part of the FASP design for effec-

tive free case resettlement has to do with selecting local labor markets

with favorable characteristics, unich would be duplicated for the

comparison subjects.

Thus, in assessing whether the observed FASP outcomes are distinc-

tive, we have compared them to several national or multi-site studies of



refugee resettlement outcomes. These include preliminary findings from

the Southeast Asian Retulee Self - Sufficiency Study, conducted by the

University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research for the Office of

Refugee Resettlement, which has examined the resettlement outcomes for a

sample of refugees who have been resettled in, five sites around, the U.S.

between 1979 and 1982;1 and findings on Re4itgan'Utii---

tion of Financial Aasistance Programs by' David North at the Center for

Labor and Migration Studies at New TransCentury koUndation,2 based on

Social Security files on tax3ble earning* of a 1975 cohort of Southeast

Asian refugees, as well as estimates of the full range of assistance

programs utilized by refugees who have arrived in the U.S. during dif-

ferent time periods since 1975. In addition, we have compared FASP

outcomes to the preliminary findings from the 1982 Annual Survev of

Southeast Asian Refugees, conducted for the Office of Refugee Resettle-

ment by Opportunity Systems, Incorporated (OSI). In making each com-

parison, it is important to consider how the FASP refugees are similar

to or different from these broader samples.

Empinvment Outcomes

The employment outcomes reported for the refugees resettled under

FASP in Arizots and North Carolina demonstrate that the project was an

unqualified succLss in securing employment for the FASP refugees within

a short period of time after arrival. In all sites, at least one family

member in each FASP household was employed within three to four months

after arrival3 (in Phler:x, the average length of time until employment

was obtained was one month to six weeks; in the remaining sites, two to

three months was more usual).

Furthermore, by the time of the return site 'grunt in March of 1984,

it became apparent that FASP households were progressing towards full

economic self-sufficiency by having employable adults enter the labor

force at a high rate and by working long hours. By March 1984, it was

common for more than one adult per household to be working full time.

It was also not uncommon for a single individual to hold more than one

job, and for individuals to work significant numbers of voluntary or

mandatory overtime hours at a single job. By March 1984, job turnover
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had occurred for a significant minority of ?ASP refugees, as :hey took

the opportunity to move to an occupation more to their liking or with

more opportunities for overtime work. In many cases, the second or -

third job was obtained by the refugee him- or herself, without assis-

tance from a service agency.

The most frequent types of employment obtained included textile

factory work (Charlotte and Phoenix), furniture making (Greensboro), and

product assembly, including electronic assembly (Tucson): A wide range

of jobs were held, however, ranging from termite control sprayer to

construction worker to working in a bagel bakery. MiniMum watemploy-

ment was most common at first, and small but steady advances'in salary

levels through regularly scheduled pay increases or increases in

production-based pay were apparent by the time of the return visit in

March 1984.
. -

The distinctiveness of the FASP employment outcomes becomes,

apparent upon comparing these outcomes to statistics from other studies.

The University of Michigan's Southeast Asian Refugee Resettlement Study

found that the percentages of refugee households with at least one

employed member during the first year after arrival did not exceed 35%.

Similarly, the 1982 OSI survey found that only.25% of refugee indivi-

duals age 16 or older participated in the labor force during the first

year after entry.

Despite the clearly outstanding success of the FASP experiment, it

is important to recognize that, while the FASP outcomes described above

are a tribute to the design of the FASP program, with good employment

opportunities available in the local labor market, .s well as to the

industriousness of the FASP arrivals, they are also, in large part, a

reflection of the lack of attractiveness of "the welfare option" in the

particular FASP sites. As we shall see in.a later section, a

substantial minority of FASP arrivals in three of the four sites decided

to pursue a less self-sufficient life style, and moved to a state with

more generous welfare payments (usually California) in order to do this.

t
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Welfare Outcomes

Not surprisingly, there was a strong association in both Arizona

and North Carolina between the high rates of employment and low rates of

welfare dependency by the end of the %2-month FAR demonstration
period.4 Thus, the North Carolina, and Arizona FASP'projects both ex-

hibited much lower welfare participation rates than the typical refugee

experience suggested by our comparison surveys. .By early 1984, welfare

participation rates for FASP individuals in the first round states
) , 4

ranged from a low of less than 11.in Phoenix to 11 in,Charlotte, 01 in

Greensboro, and 27% in Tucson.5 In manicasei, these,grantswere,sup-

plements to earned income. These welfare dependency ,outcomes'are dis-

tinctly divergent from the 4typiCal" refugees experience, as Suigeited
,

by the 1982 OSI survey, which found that 821 of all survey respondents

received cash assistance at some time during their first year in the

U.S. and 75% of all respondents received cash assistance at some time

during their second year after arrival. David North's astimates of 1983

cash assistance participation rates by year of entry show similarly high

rates through the second year (80% welfare participation the first year

and 64% the second year).

It is important to note that the FASP sites achieved their low

welfare dependency outcomes by applying widely different philosophies

and practices about the utilisation of welfare as an interim stage in

the adjustment process. In both North Carolina sites, the interim

receipt of cash assistance (and the associated medical assistance) was

taken for granted, and most FASP refugees were assisted in enrolling in

public assistance programs soon after arrival.6 In Arizona, a more

cautious approach was taken towards the interim receipt of cash assis-

tance. Attempts to avoid enrollment of FASP refugees in cash grant

programs was made possible in Arizona because the'state off,:i refugees

access to a refugee medical assistance program which is operated inde-

pendently of ..4e cash assistance system. In Phoenix, the resettlement

agencies strenuously avoided welfare receipt for FASP clients by

obtaining employment for them before the agency's or congregation's

reception and placement funds were exhausted. This effort was almost

totally successful. In Tucson, refugees who were not able to obtain
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employment by the end of the second or third month after arrival were

assisted in signing up for cash assistance, and between one-fourth and

one-third of the FASP arrivals utilized'AIDC or RCA grants at some time

during the first year after arrival. Whichever approach to welfare

receipt was used, welfare dependency appears to have been onli-a,short-

term transitional stage for most FASP households. Food Stash)s have

continued to supplement earned income for sods of the larger sikSP fami-

lies over a longer period of time.

While the welfare outcomes for FASP ,refugees clearly demonstrate

achievement of project goals, it is important-to note that the low

welfare participation rates in Arizona and North Carolina are heavily

influenced by the low level of benefits available under the AFDC-and RCA

programs in these states. Thus, the differences between the FASP study

findings and the more "typical" experience of newly-eiriving refugees

are, at least partly, a result of the environments in which the FASP

demonstrations occurred, and would probably not be reproduced in.a state

with higher welfare benefits.

Migration Outcomes

Accountability for migration outcomes is one of the most highly

charged issues for resettlement agencies participating in FASP, perhaps

because it is the outcome over which they feel they have least control.

The resettlement agency staff who participated in FASP were adamant that

the program's success should be judged on what it accomplished for the

refugees who stayed in each site, not on the number of refugees who

left. In this section, after presenting a summary of the secondary

migration outcomes, we suggest some perspectives from which to assess

the impact .f the outmigration outcomes on the ov'erall success of the

FASP Oemonstration.

FASP secondary migration outcomes as of February 1984 can be sum-

marized as follows:

Greensboro:

Charlotte:

Tucson:

Phoenix:

3% of FASP arrivals,

52% of FASP arrivals,

27% of FASP arrivals, and

45% of FASP arrivals.
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The vide divergence of secondary migration outcomes between FASP sites

in the sme states is apparent, is is the considetable rate of outmigra-

tion from Charlotte and Phoenix.

Our observation of the /ASP projects and discussions with refugees

as veil as project staff suggest that the outmigration phenomenon

occurred in two somewhat distinct phaas. The'first phase of secondary
A

outmigration occurred early in the resettlement experience of the FASP

refugees (within the first three months after arrival)' and was almost

always influenced by a desire to join friends.or relatives in other

locations in the U.S. In Charlotte, this-early-outaigration was

complicated by the activities of aissionaTies from the Church of the

Latter Day Saints (Mormons) who assisted refugees to move. In Arizona,

a number of FASP arrivals left after one or two months to join relatives

(aome of whom had not been listed in their biodata).

The second phase of secondary outmigration was comprised of FASP

refugees who had been in the FASP sites for a longer period (four to 12

months) before they moved. Many of these households appeared to outside

observers to be stably tesettled, with jobs and achievement of at least

partial self-sufficiency. Although most FASP refugees who left the FASP

sites at this stage still reported that they were going to join friends

or relatives, a potent lure in many of these cases appeared to be the

opportunity for improving the household's financial status by moving to

a state with generous. welfare benefits (most often California). A small

number of secondary migrants left to take advantage of better job oppor-

tunities elsewhere, but the majority, resettlement agencies said,

applied for welfare in another state after they arrived.

The remaining questions of key interest for this study are:

Whf.t caused the differential rates of outligration from

the different sites, and can anything be learned from the

first round FASP sites about how to minimize secondary

migration from future FASP sites?

How should the outmigration rates be assessed, and what

do they suggest about the overall success of the FASP

demonstration projects?
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Our observations and responses by resettlement actors in the dif-

ferent FASP sites did not enable'us to isolate the definitive factors

which explain the different outmigration rates from the different FASP

sites. However, hypotheses include the following:

that outmigration from,, Phoenix was greater than from

Tucson because of the greater opposition,to transitional

welfare receipt on the part of the resettlement agencies

in Phoenix;

that the unquantifiable quality of personal staff

relationships with individual FASP refugees makes a

difference, and that, in Charlotte, the establishment of

these personal relationships was made more difficult by

the "competition" from Mormon missionaries. In addition,

resettlement rules and practices were more formalized in

Charlotte which had,a long track record of agency

sponsorship, compared to Greensboro, which had a new

resettlement staff and the excitement of doing agency

resettlement for the first time; and

that, in each state, lower outmigration from the smaller

city with fewer public transportation difficulties

(Tucson and Greensboro) suggests that a "small town"

atmosphere is more conducive to the development of a

stable refugee community.

Staff in resettlement agencies which used congregational or individual

sponsors also offered the Jervation that, no matter how wonderful the

sponsor, their experience suggested that sponsor relationships could, at

most, delay but not prevent outmigration by a FASP 'household.

With respect to the second question of now to evaluate the level of

secondary migration which did occur under FASP, we would suggest three

evaluation perspectives: (1) whether the outmigration rate was higher

than usual secondary migration rates within the first year after refugee

arrival in the U.S., (2) whether outmigration from the FASP sites endan-

gered the viability or stability of the ongoing ethnic community of FASP

refugees, and (3) how the outcomes for individual refugees varied from

Yit
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the outcomes that could have been expected under either a "dispersed"

model of free case resettlement or-a mloUcentrated" resettlement of free

case refugees in areas which alrcady had refugee populations.

Comparison to statistics on xeCOUdarymigiation rates from other

studies suggests that the outsigrifion experienced under FASP was

unusually high in Charlotte and Phoenix and unusually low in Greensboro.

An analysis Of data on the states vtich issued Social Security numbers

to refugees who are currently receiving,cash issittince7-suggests that

25Z of all welfare dependent refugees are living in a different state

from the state in'which they first arrived. Theigqata also 'support the

notion that outmigration is higher for those -states with restrictive

welfare eligibility criteria (i.e., no APDC=U iirogrisi) or lower

benefits, such as North C'relina and Arizona. OSI survey data for 1982

also suggest relatively low secondary migration rate nationwide (24Z of

refugee respondents living in a different state from the state in which

they were placed initially).

Another comparison point for the rate of secondary migration was

offered by the national office of USCC, which says that it experiences

202 outmigration of USCC refugees from their initial resettlement site

during the first 12-months after arrivs,1.8 Finally, the resettlement

agencies at the FASP sites themselves report that outmigration rates

under FASP have been lower than under the Cambodian cluster resettlement

projects carried out in 1981.

Despite the fact that outmigration from at least iwo FASP sites

occurred at a rate higher than the average secondary migration rate, the

extent of outmigration that has occurred does not appear to have

threatened the viability of the remaining ethnic support community in

any of the four sites studied. In fact, the ethnic lommunities in these

sites appear to be targeted for growth through both secondary in-

migration from other sites (especially in Greensboro) and new refugee

arrivals through family reunification with FASP clients. The family

reunification process is occurring quite rapidly in North Carolina, and

will take a longer time in Arizona because most relatives there still

reside in Vietnam and need to go through the Orderly Departure Program

(ODP) in order to leave Vietnam legally.
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Finally, any effort to project what the welfare dependency rates

and employment rates among the FASP clients would have beenin the

absence of FASP indicates that, most likely more refugees would have
.

entered cash assistance caseloads, more would have stayed on.welfare for

an extended period sad fewer would have been employed at the fiend of 12
1k

months after arrival under either a scattered fretOise reseitlaient

pattern or a cluster resettlement in impacted isites than was the case

under FASP. Thus, rather than seeing thihiii:oistmigrataii rates in two

of the four FASP sites as evidence of the failure of the FASP de*Oisstra-
,

tion, it makes more sense to see the program as being successful in

giving the majority of refugee participants.both the desiie and the

opportunity to become self-sufficient more rapidly than is usually the

case.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFLUENCE OF FASP DESIGN FEATURES ON THE SUCCESS OF

THE DEMONSTRATION

In interviewing national, state, and local FASP actors and in

observing the outcomes of the FASP demonstrations in the initial four

sites, a central focus was on assessing the contribution of the major

FASP design features to the success of the demonstration projects. The

eight design features which have emerged from this study as key elements

of the FASP program include the following:

planned "cluster" resettlement of a defined ethnic group

in a single location over a short period of time;

the careful choice of FASP resettlement communities;

the allocation of additional resources to FASP sites for

employment-related social services;

the coordination and cooperation of key actors at all

levels;

flexibility in the details of the FASP demonstration

design;

an emphasis on employment and on case management (service

coordination) strategies;
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the preerrival orientation process; and

the emphasis on accountability and the implementation of

a FASP management information syste! (MIS).

Cluster Resettlement

Perhaps the single most important element in the success of the

FASP demonstration was simply the decision to resettle free case refu-

gees in distinct, ethnically-grouped clusters-over i relatively short

period of time. Cluster resettlement allows riNees to retain. their

cultural identity; it gives them at /east a chance at devsloping,the.

type of support within the community that is particularly needed Since

they do not have the support of anchor relatives. The Buddhist temple

in Charlotte and the numerous ethnic celebrations and feitivals in all

four sites are manifestations of the growth of stable communities that

can be expected to serve as a magnet for future resettlement and

secondary in-migration.

Cluster resettleient also appears to be efficient. It offers

economies of scale in a time when relatively few free case refugees are

arriving. The arrival of at least soot minimum number of refugees -- a

"critical mass" -- ensures that the needed resettlement and service

staff will be present to assist arriving refugees to attain rapid self -

sufficiency.9 Those voluntary resettlement agencies that adhere

strongly to the individual or congregational sponsorship model of

resettlement (or that are facing difficult resource allocation decisions

associated with cutbacks) may see cluster resettlement as a disruption

of their practices, since the volume and timing of arrivals generally

require that the agency take on formal sponsorship responsibility.

However, in the first round FASP states, those agencies that combined

sponsorship responsibility with the extensive (and coordinated) use of

individuals and congregations as volunteers during the FASP year found

that this combination benefitted the arriving refugees while allowing

for agency accountability for service outcomes.

1'54-
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Other Critical Devi= Features

Several other elements of the FASP design appear to have been

central factors in the projects' success. First of all, FASP communi

ties were chosen with great care. ORR looked beyond the official unem
ployment rate and assessed the availability of particular types of jobs,

namely entrylevel jobs without an immediate need for English language

skills, into which previous refugees had been successfully hired and

assimilated. That care has paid off, as virtually every FASP refugie

who is willing and able to work was employed by the time of thefinal

field visit. Attention to the supply and cost of available housing vu
important, but perhaps even more crucial was attention to less tangible

factors having to do with the communkes receptivity to-arriving refu-

gees -- factors such as the historical media coverf!ge, absence of inter

group conflict, and capacity of the local voluntary structure. 4
Maintaining good community relations has also been a focus of

considerable effort on the part of resettlement and service agency

staff, but it was important to start out in a supportive overall envi

ronment.

The success of the FASP demonstration also clearly hinged on the

availability in each demonstration site of sufficient resources to

support the service staff to provide the intensive, comprehensive, and

individualized assistance the refugees needed in order to become self

sufficient soon after arrival. The per capita social service allocation

that went along with FASP was indispensible. In three of the four first

round FASP sites, the special social service allocation was supplemented

by support from the state refugee social service funding structure. It

would be questionable whether FASP incentive funditg at its present

level would be sufficient by itself to support 62e necessary social

serAces to ensure successful client outcomes. It appears, though, that

the extra resources invested in the FASP demonstration sites were well

spent and have clearly contributed to the reduced welfare dependency and

sucessful employment outcomes observed for FASP arrivals.

A third critical element in FASP success was the fact that a strong

coordination effort was built into the design of tbe project -- coordi

nation among federal agencies and national voluntary resettlement agency
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officials, with the state refugee coordinators, and among the key actors

at the local level. The sense of shared purpose that accompanied this

coordination contributed to the projects' success. Particularly in

Arizona, where FASP resettlement and service responsibility were shared

by many different actors at the local level and where the state's role

was particularly active, the beneficial effects of FASP coordination

appear likely to last well beyond the demonstration year.

Another crucial FASP design feature was the flexibility of the

demonstration guidelines to allow for differing local circumstances and

practices. This flexibility took a number of different farms and was

important in several ways:

Though it was initially deemed important to link FASP

resettlement efforts to a group of already-resettled

refugees of the same ethnic group as the new arrivals,

FASP planning allowed for local variation about how and

to what extent this should occur. In fact, the

importance of the pre-existing refugee community appeared

to vary from site to site. In Arizona, these earlier

refugees were important as volunteers and friends. In

North Carolina, one site found that the earlier group did

not become involved with the FASP arrivals, while the

other site neither had nor needed a pre-existing refugee

group. More important appeared to be the sense of

community that the resettlement agencies were able to

build among the FASP refugees themselves.

Likewise, the type or extent of specific involvement of

mutual assistance associations (MAAs), was left up to

each state. Thin meant that in Arizona, were MAA capa-

bility was strong, it could be used effectively. In

North Carolina, on the other hand, there was no existing

MAA capability, and therefore no defined MAA role.

Rather, the agencies relied on those resources that were

available. As a result, in both North Carolina sites, MAA

capability is now growing and appears to offer promising

resources for future resettlement efforts. In Arizona,
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MAAs played both a normal service provider role as well

as a less formal role in assisting resettlement agencies

with reception and placelent services,

Finally, there was flexibility in the choice of rP ettle-

went practices and service model's. This flexibility

allowed agencies to build on their own successful experi-

ences and to be responsive to the unique circumstances in

each local area:, For example:

one site was extremely successful with a reception

center ("Welcome House") approach;

the agencies developed different ways of coordinating

volunteer efforts;

one site used an effective refugee vocational training

program; and

some sites relied on existing job placement services

while others relied upon their own staff's job

development capability.

An important FASP design element was the emphasis on employment and

self-sufficiency along with a focus on case management, i.e., the indi-

vidualized tracking of service needs and the planning and coordination

of services to meet those needs. In order to respond to the strong

overall mandate to assist refugees in achieving employment outcomes, a

number of different service strategies and service coordination methods

were used effectively, and nearly universal elployment among employable

adults was the result. Case management in some sites took the form of

periodic interagency meetings to review those cases that showed signs of

needing assistance to overcome employment barriers. In other sites,

daily interaction among service staff was supplemented by weekly staff

meetings at which individual service planning took place. Case

management was undertaken more as an integral part of agencies' own

efforts than it was in response to the FASP design. Nonetheless, it

clearly contributed to the success of the demonstration.

One FASP design feature that appears to require further

consideration is the special overseas orientation for FASP refugees.
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Many refugees in both states had difficulty remembering or describing

orientation materials. Some refugees never received the information;

others may have had difficulty absorbing the information. 'Resettlement

agency staff in both states generally believed that'refugees would
benefit from knowing more about their future homes and about what to

expect upon arrival, and that this FASP element should not be

dropped, but rather should be the subjeit of further planning and
development. One suggestion was that a more individualized way of

presenting the information. would make it more meaningful to the

refugees. Another observation Was that overseas orientation must be

supplemented by on-site orientation soonafier arrival in the FASP site.

The final design element that was specifically built into the FASP

demonstration was a set of procedures for accountability and the

development of a management information system (MIS) to track refugee

characteristics, services, and outcomes. The focus on accountability

was beneficial in several ways:

the focus on accountability (along with the "self-

consciousness" that stems from being part of a national

pilot) stimulaied service agency staff awareness of the

importance of achieving positive outcomes for each

refugee household;

the reporting requirements that accompanied the MIS

likewise increased the awareness of outcomes and caused

each agency to collect complete and comparable

information about each refugee; and

the state monitoring function appeared helpful, ensuring

that each agency's procedures for gathering and reporting

information were adequate.

The automated management information system themselves were more

problematic. They consumed a great deal of time and effort at both the

state and local levels. In Arizona, that effort may eventually pay off,

as the system was recently expanded to include all refugees in the

state. In North Carolina, everyone involved agreed, that the MIS was not

worth the effort; it was discontinued as soon as possible after the end
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of the FASP demonstration. In neither state was the MIS able to produce

during the demonstration period the summary analyses that had been

anticipated, such as analyses of the relationships between refugee

characteristics and observed outcomes or between services received and

outcomes.

The disappointing performance of the FASP1US may mean onlythat it

takes longer than a year to build an MIS "from the ground up". It

should be possible for future FASP sites to benefit from 'Ariaames and

North Carolina's experiences and therefore to get a head start in

building a system that will be useful in future efforts, State-level

actors also observed that it is important to consider the characteristic

of the state ;:-ency's information system, if a FASP MIS is to be

incorporated into such a system, and that a free-standing system using

microcomputers may prove more flexible and easier to implement. There

appears to be a need for a way of consolidating and passing along the

lessons to be learned from the development of the FASP (and perhaps

other refugee-related) MISs.

LESSONS FOR FUTURE FASP RESETTLEMENT EFFORTS

After meeting at the national level to plan for the design of ae

1984 FASP projects, a number of the actors involved in FASP agreed on

the need for several program design refinements. These included: (1)

the need to make sure the capacity of any single resettlement agency was

not exceeded in future FASP plans. Specifically, it was agreed that 200

arrivals in a six-month period per resettlement agency was likely to be

a maximum limit, and that a commitment to resettle 300 FASP arrivals

might be "asking for trouble"; and (2) the need to imrmit states to pass

along a portion of the incentive social service dollars to resettlement

agencies to support their added costs in tracking refugees' status. A

remaining concern on the part of some national resettlement agencies and

their local affiliates is how to maintain sufficient staff to provide

necessary follow-on services to FASP refugees after the demonstration

project is officially over. This c'suld become an ,expensive proposition
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for resettlemett agencies, if the number of new arrivals is sharply

reduced after FASP ends.

Experience with the FASP program in the first two pilot states has

also revealed the tremendous importance of the characteristics of the

FASP refugees themselves in influencing project outcomes, The FASP

clients in North Carolina and'Arizona were sharply dissimilar. In

Arizona, Vietnamese FASP arrivals had been in refugee camps,between ten
N

months and two years. They were often single young maleivithotit fami-

lies to support (at least, in the U.S.). Serieils health conditions were

infrequent among Arizona's.FASP refugees. In contrast, the Cambodian

FASP arrivals in South Carolieehad; on average., been in-refugee'camps

for at least three years. As a result, they had more need for intensive

health services and perhaps greater habits of dependency when they

arrived. North Carolina's FASP cases were also most often families with

children, including female-headed families with children. These

differences in refugee characteristics iffectelknot only the number of

households where one or more adults was available for work, but also the

minimum earnings necessary to support the household. Because of the

importance of these particular client factors, those planning future

FASP projects should be careful about the extent to which the findings

from these first FASP sites can be generalized.

THE SUCCESS OF FASP IN FURTHERING THE NATIONAL PLACEMENT POLICY

OBJECTIVES

In addition to examining the effectiveness of the FASP resettlement

approach for individual FASP refugees, it is important to assess the

effectiveness of FASP as part of the larger strategy for implementing

refugee placement policy (i.e., influencing the nationwide distribution

of refugees by avoiding impacted sites for resettlement). When tb,-, FASP

design was first suggested, it was seen as closely related to the deci-

sion to stop placing free cases (including refugees with distant rela-

tives in the U.S.) in impacted areas such as California. The idea was

that FASP sites would open up alternative locations for resettlement of
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those refugees with distant relatives, in impacted areas who are no

longer eligible for family reunification with their relatives.

The FASP demonstration projects, have,, eproved successful., in absorbing

the flow of free cases undert*e expanded definition;of,iree ease:. It

is sometimes argued, though, that, such projects*miy,o longer be essen-

tial in order to absorb the current volume of free,scases-giten reduced

volumes of refugee arrivals. Arguments for continuing FAO under

reduced refugee flows are that. it is probably most ,efficient andAore

effective to continue to resettle free cases WclUsters,,imceites with

good job opportunities, with attention to local resettlement agency and

social service provider capabilities, and in liheenOugh,grOups that

the new arrivals will develop a sense ofecommunity,among themsiiyes and

with pre-existing refugees. The expectation is that-under these circum-

stances, free case refugees will be less lihely.:tei Migrate to impadted

areas than if they were to be settled in less "planned"' patterns.

Arguments that FASP is no longer necessary in the current situation

were advanced by some national resettlement agency representatives,

particularly those who preferred using congregational models of

sponsorship (which are not easily adaptable to the large volumes of

refugee arrivals commonly associated with FASP). Yet even those reset-

tlement agencies which are less than enthusiastic about participating in

new FASP projects wholeheartedly supported at least two of the FASP

design features: (1) utilizing the potential of resettlement sites which

offer good employment opportunities; and (2) coordinating resettlement

efforts at both the national level (through advance pluming involving

ORR, the State Department, and ACVA) and the state and local levels

(through advance planning involving states, resettlement agencies, ser-

vice providers and voluntary groups).

A second objective for FASP which is related to national placement

policy goals was to begin to develop a larger number of stable refugee

communities which would ultimately result in a more decentralized geog-

raphic pattern of refugee populations. One way in which the FASP demon-

stration appears to have furthered this objective (albeit on a small

scale) has been to maintain and develop stable ethnic communities of

refugees in alternate sites. Over the long run, these alternate sites
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are likely to become magnets .for additional refugees, either those

already residing in the U.S., or those- who will enter of family reudifi-

cation cases related to the 1983 wave of FASP refugeeig. ..In* North Caro-

line, a large family reunification flow generated by PUP is-expected

during the coming year: 480 individuals are expected in f,s ily reunifi-

cation cedes during. 1984. This has raided the issue of boil-to 'maintain

the local resettlement and social service capacity to accommodate these

new arrivals. In Arizona, although nearly every FASVcase has close

relatives still in Vietnam, the reunification pracasi will take much

longer, because of the delays involved in the Orderly Departure Program

processing.
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FOOTNOTES

1Draft of an unpublished study conducted for ORR, which examined
the post-resettlement outcomes for a sample of refugee arrivals in five
sites: Cook County (Chicago), Illinois; King County (Seattle),
Washington; Orange County, California; Harris County (Hauston), Texas;
and Suffolk County (Boston), Massachusetts. Ethnic groups included in
the study were lowland Lao, Vietnamese, and Sino-Vietnamese.

2Paper prepared for presentation at Wingspread Conference on
Refugee Adaption and Integration in the Unites St Mara 1984.

3The only exceptions were single-parent housenolus where the adult
needed to remain home to care for young children or instances where
medical or psychological health problems created employment barriers.

4
In both North Carolina and Arizona, full-time manisma-wage employ-

ment is sufficient to disqualify most households from recent of ongoing
welfare grants, except for households with large number of dependent
children and only a single wage-earner.

5It is perhaps significant that the two sites with the lowest
outmigration of FASP refugees (Tucson and Greensboro) also lad slightly
higher rates of welfare dependency at the end of the 12-month demonstra-
tic= period. It seems possible that these sites succeeded in retaining
even those households which had a hard time 'Snaking it" on minimum wage
or low-wage employment, or who lacked an employable adult, whereas the
two sites with higher rates of outmigration (Phoenix and Charlotte)
"lost" these cases to other localities.

6
In Greensboro, one-fourth of FAS? families never received cash

assistance, while in Charlotte, all FASP refugees received cash
assistance for at least a brief interval.

7Susan Forbes, Refugee Policy Group, in a paper delivered to the
Wingspread Conference on Refugee Adaptation and Integration in the
United Stated, March 1984.

8
Geraldine Owens, personal communication.

9The size of this "critical mass" has been the topic of some dis-
cussion. Some agencies' experience would suggest that it takes a group
of approximately 200 refugees to generate the resources needed to build
sufficient staff capability, and that this number is also appropriate
for building a stable, cohesive ethnic community. However a number of
fact;rs need to be taken into consideration:

the number of refugees of the same ethnic group already
living in the community;
the extent to which the mainstream state-funded refugee
social services are already available in the community;
and
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whether resettlement and service responsibility. is to be
given to a single agency or shared among several agencies
and service providers.

Thus, it appears that the appropriate size fora FASP project could be
as small as 100 (with pre-existing refugees and social service capabili-
ties) or a great deal larger (with shared resettlement and aervi.ce
responsibility). Other decisive factors night be the extent of the
local connunity's receptivity to newly-arriving refugees and the availa-
bility of jobs and housing.
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS: STATE OF ARIZONA REFUGEE PROGRAM,
ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OFECONOMIC'SECURITY

Regina Murphy-Darling, State Refugee Coordinator

John Hausmann, Administrative Assistant.toltate Refugee Coordinator

Luba Chlivniak, Program Specialist, Refugee:Program

Gene Hanson, MIS Specialist, Block, Grants Division, Arizona
Department of Economic Security

Guy Mikkelsen, Program Administrator, Block Grants Administration,
Arizona Department of Economic Security

1
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LIST OF RESPONPENTS: TUCSON SITE

Catholic Community Services, Tucson

Cathy Keane, Administrator, Resettlement Program

Chuck Mull, Resettlement Director

Bao Ngoc Nguyen, Resettlement Program Caseworker

Cong Truong, Resettlement Program Caseworker

Mach Chu, Caseworker, Refugee Assistance Program
(Currently Supervisor, Refugee Job Service, Northside Job Service
Job

Klem Thi Truong, Caseworker, Refugee Assistance Program

Tri Tien Phan, Resettlement Worker and RAP caseworker

Gail Lbbons, Case Manager

Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services

Evie Trone, Campus Christian Center

Other Service Providers

John Trilling, Refugee Education Project, Pima County Adult
Education

Thanh Van Vo, Refugee Education Project, Pima County Adult
Education

Tai Nguyen, Tucson Refugee Consortium

Chieu Dang, Northside Job Service Office

FASP Refugees (names in Vietnamese form)

Ta Van Lai

Le Thi Boa

Nguyen Thi Hoa

Dao Thi Nhuan

Tran Minh Quan



Tran Anh Tuan

Nguyen Thi Hien

Le Duy Hoi

A

Phuong Van Binh

Tram Van Toan

Pham Minh Triet

Luong Van Hung

Vo Van Long

Lu Cuong Loi

Sponsors of FASP Refugees

Don Klein

Pat and Fred Klein

Evy and Pat McNamara

Francesca Madonia

Janne Hart

Pat Dell

Alison Jameson



LIST or RESPONDENTS: PHOENIX SITE

Catholic Social Services

Sister Maureen Webster, Coordinator, Refugee Program

Mary Jo Irelan, Resettlement Caseworker

Christine Gautama, Resettlement Casevorker

Loi Quach, Social Adjustment Worker, Refugee Assistance Program

Thac Nguyen, Social Adjustment Worker, Refugee Assistance Program

Lutheran Social Ministry

Ed Naylor, Director, Refugee Program

Hilda Ngon, Resettlement Caseworker

Sarah Naylor, Director, Job Mart (Employment Project operated by
Lutheran Social Ministry)

Tolstoy Foundation

Daryl Kinney, Director, Resettlement Program

Ai Tang, Resettlement Caseworker

Van Abbel, Resettlement Caseworker

World Relief Resettlement

Huy Phan, Resettlement Caseworker

John Parsons, World Relief Regional Director

Debbie Mitchell, Case Manager

Other Service Providers

Chea Ng, Cambodian Association of Arizona

Ray Herrera, Lan Wheeler, Linh Nickels, Paul Kmon, Job Service

Linda Bacon, Nancy Meyers, Link V'FoRSS (ESL Program)
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Other Community Actors

Tao Nguyen, Vietnam Veterans Association

Refugees (Names in Vietnamese Form)

Nguyen Dinh %anti

Vu Thi Tho

Nguyen Ngoc Diep

Huynh To Ha and Huynh Ha

Ngo Van Nhung

Ngo Viet Oai

Ln Cuong Loi

Tran Van Diem

Truong Van Xuan.

. Nguyen Van Tien

5

,
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APPENDIX B:

'to

List of Respondents, North Carolina
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS: CHARLOTTE SITE

Catholic Social Services

Sister Frances Sheriden, Program Administrator

Barbara Bazluki, Administrtive Assistant

Rosalie Holzinger, Social Worker II (Case Manager)

Barbara Latimer, Social Worker II (Case Manager)

Cira Ponce, Social Worker I

Huong Nguyen Ly, Health Specialist

Say An Chheng, Health Aide

Thai Kry Tan, Translator/Drivers' Education Coordinator

Kry Por, Translator

Kuong Chea, Translator

Linda Weller, Phase I Worker

Sonia Hayden, Volunteer Coordinator

Carol Hassel, ESL Coordinator

Nan Walker, Tutor Trainer

Jay Reynolda, Coordinator (out-of-county)

Cthers

Joanie Mills, Food Stamps Eligibility Worker

Mary Teeling, Division of Social Services

Kay Mitchell, Coordinator, Bilingual Education, Charlotte/
Mecklenburg Schools

Refugees (Cambodian Order)

Lok Phay

Sen Ny

1
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Chham Ya

Thy Yav

Ngear Si Noeun

Ngear Kim

Tith Phaly

Sem Vorn

Khieu Proeun

Beak Sreu

Neang Nath

Ear Changan
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS: GREENSBORO SITE

Lutheran Family Services

Virginia Soberg-Rhyne, LIRS Regional Consultant (Director)

Kathleen Quinby, FASP Coordinator

Celia Shankle, Housing/Home Management Specialist

Ben Matkins, Employment Specialist

Janet Berry, Health Specialist (CSS staff)

Ohm Sokum, Interpreter/Caseworker

Becky Shore, Volunteer Coordinator (LIRS)

Lisa Airoldi, ESL Instructor

Others

Marti Outlaw, ESL Instructor, Cone Elementary School

Fran Hayes, Guilford County Health Department

Charles Zimmerman, Pastor, First Lutheran Church

Dr. Mesenbrink, Principal, Smith High School

Bill Issler, ESL Instructcr; Smith High School

Ron Oberoi, Adult ESL Instructor (and Volunteer)

Ken Cox, Owner/Presient, Savoy Leaser

Sherri Kelly, Volunteer

Ann Martin, Volunteer

Diane Gatlin, Plant Manager, Hag USA

Refugees

Khiev Yo

Khon Phim

Khat Khorn

Ouk Rem

3
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Ley Bunthan

Keo Sokan

Yann Kunthea

Sokha Mao

Dy Sary

Soeung Phou

Long Sothear

Long Sopeap

An Meng

Oeun Mann

Tuy Suong

1 75
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OTHER RESPONDENTS

Bob Edmundson, State Refugee Coordinator

Austin Connors, Governor's Office

Lillian Fountain, Church World Service, Charlotte

y4-----7---.Ner-r----,fnm77747777777777*-

(Other members of Refugee Resettlement Committee, North Carolina
Council of Churches)

Butane Brooks, Director, ORR Region IV

The Venerable Mahe Ghossananda

5
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APPENDIX C:

Detailed Description of Local Refugee Resettlement Actors

and Respolisibilities in Phoenix and Tucson .
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION cla2,..jggirglammuraggAggs

AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN PHOENIX AND TUCSON

PHOENIX _AgREFUETTLENENT ORS

Catholic Social Servim has operated a refugee resettlement program

as the USCC affiliate in Phoenix since 1975. At various times over this

period, the agency has also operated ongoing social service programs for

refugees, including mental health networking, social adjustment ser-

vices, and job development services. At the present time, Catholic

Social Services' Refugee Program staff are divided about evenly between

the agency's State Department-funded reception and placement activities

where staff include a Resettlement Director, two full-time resettlement

caseworkers, a volunteer coordinator, and a part-time resettlement case-

worker, (who works with the agency's Polish program) and the refugee

assistance program (RAP), which has four social adjustment workers who

do ongoing casework with all refugees in the local area, it just USCC

clients. A half-time state-funded case manager (the same individual

who is the part-time Polish caseworker) is responsible for submitting

all required paperwork to the state.

The agency represents a combination of "congregational" and

"agency" styles of sponsorship, since a number of refugee new arrivals

are given a congregational sponsor, but all newly arriving refugees are

also assigned to a resettlement caseworker, who holds the financial

pursestrings for the R & P grant funds. The current situation repre-

sents an effort to encourage congregational participation by emphasizing

a broad range of volunteer roles ranging from full sponsorship to dona-

tions of furniture or transportation to medical appointments.

Two resettlement caseworkers have been assigned to work with the

FASP refugees. The same caseworkers are also responsible for all other

..outheast Asian refugee arrivals. One caseworker is Vietnamese; the

other is an American who has worked with USCC's refugee program for four

and one-half years. In order to facilitate the provision of social

1
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services to USCC refugees, a number of refugees have been placed in

housing close to the USCC Office in the northern area of Phoenix.

Contact between the USCC resettlement workers and,new refugee arrivals

continues via follow-up contacts. for a full 12-month period. Initially,

this contact occurs at least once a week (more if no sponsor is

involved); after employment is obtained, contacts' are made at least once

a month to stay in touch. Cases which appear to need a lot of ongoing

help are referred to the RAP social adjustment caseworkers for their

assistance. During the FASP demonstraion, Catholic Social Services

resettled 129 FASP clients in a total of 69 cases.

Lutheran Social Ministry, the Phoenix LIRS affiliate, also started

resettling refugees in the Phoenix area in 1975, though it has always

resettled smaller volumes than Catholic Social Services. Lutheran

Social Ministry follows a congregational sponsorship model, and thus

maintains a smaller in-house staff, which includes a Resettlement Direc-

tor (an American) and a half-time caseworker, who is Cambodian. A core

group of a dozen Lutheran congregations statewide are the faithful

standbys for sponsoring refugees, which have each sponsored multiple

refugees over the years. For FASP, Lutheran Social Ministry has located

some new sponsors as well as a number of repeat sponsors. During FASP,

the agency resettled 41 FASP refugees, falling slightly short of their

goal of 50 due to an inability to get more congregations to commit

themselves to sponsorship.

While most of the other regettlevent agencies perticipating in FASP

utilize the job placement servicez available through the state refugee

social service contract with Job Service, Lutheran Social Ministry

follows amore "self-contained" service model, preferring to rely on

congregational sponsors or their own in-house Job Mart program (operated

by Lutheran Social Ministry, but not targeted specifically to refugees)

to find employment for refugee clients.

Tolstoy Foundation began operations in Phoenix in February 1982.

During its first year of refugee resettlement operations (prior to

FASP,) the agency affiliate had resettled a total of 150 to 200
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refugees, most of whom were Poles, other Europeans, and Afghans. Fewer

than 50 Indochinese had been resettled,by Tolstoy in Phoenix prior to

FASP. Lot.l agency staff at .start of the FASP project included a

Resettlement Director, a Vietnamese caseworker,a volunteer coordinator

and a half -tine Polish caseworker. Part-way through the demonstration

the Polish caseworker left, and was replaced by another fill-time

Vietnamese caseworker to meet the needs of the ?ASP arrival*. -.In

addition, the agency hired a pa=t-time staff person to do paperwork in

advance of refugee arrivals.

Like a number of the other resettlement agencies in Phoenix, Tol-

stoy Foundation decided to utilize a broad range of volunteers in its

resettlement program, to offer assistance and social contacts to newly

arriving refugees, rather than trying to get commitments for full spon-

sorship. Over fifteen volunteers have been active with the program

during the FASP demonstration. So long as the Tolstoy Foundation had

two bilingual resettlement caseworkers, they did not often need to call

op the RAP workers at MCC for ongoing casework with their clients. By

September 1983, however, the staff had been reduced to one bilingual

worker, and they were facing the reality that they would probably need

to start tapping into the RAP State-funded refugee social adjustment

service. During FASP, Tolstoy Foundation resettled 121 FASP

individuals, who comprised 70 separate cases. This constituted the

entire volume of Vietnamese free cases assigned to Tolstoy Foundation

nationally during the demonstration period.

World Relief and Refugee Services started operations in Phoenix in

1 981 without a paid local staff under a congregational sponsorship

model, with large amounts of time volunteered by the individual who

ultimately became the paid Director of the World Relief Office. This

office is currently located in a space donated by a church in Tempe,

which is 15 miles east of Phoenix. Originally, World Relief began by

resettling Cambodian refugees as part of Phoenix's Cambodian cluster

project. Thus, in addition to resettling FASP refugees during 1983, the

agency has also had some Cambodian family reunification cases. Through-

out most of FASP, World Relief has operated with a Resettlement Director
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and a Vietnamese caseworker. The agency has'relied on an active volun-

teer support community of Vietnamese and Americans to help find refugees

jobs and to provide social contacts and other assistance. Beginning in

September 1984, the Phoenix World Relief Office reverted' back to a

congregational sponsorship model, in order to avoid fOrthor "burnout" on

the part of the agency'staff. During the FAST. demonstration, the agency

resettled 83 FASP refugees. An unanticipated leave of absense by the

local agency director during the FASP project contributed to .the agency

falling short of their commitment of resettling 125 individuals for

FASP.

The DES Refugee Job Service has been in operation for three years,

and was part of a conscious effort to create a comprehensive employment

service program that would be available to clients of all resettlement

agencies. Originally housed in the office of Catholic Social Services,

the Job Service refugee program is now located in local Job Service

field offices. During the FASP demonstration, the Phoenix program

consisted of a Job Service supervisor (who reports both to the Director

of that Job Service office and to the State Refugee Coordinator)1 and

three bilingual job developers (2 Vietnamese, 1 Laotian). Each job

developer is assigned a particular caseload, with whom he or she works

until the refugees are employed or until the program loses contact with

the client. Employers who are contacted by the job developers

frequently hire more than one refugee over time. Thirty, sixty, and

ninety day contacts with employers are used to follow-up once job

placements are made.

In order to adjust to the expected service demande of the FASP

caseload, the Phoenix Job Service program added a new position (the

second Vietnamese job developer) and, partway through the year, assigned

or of the job developers to be outstationed in a Job Service office in

near Tempe, in order to be able to service the FASP arrivals resettled

by World Relief.2

Link Self - Sufficiency the

refugee ESL program, suffered a budget crisis in the middle of the FASP
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program year, which has forced its staff to be reduced from three full-

time professional ESL teachers, each of whom supervised from four to ten

volunteer teachers, to a more limited paid professional staff and a more

focused volunteer program. Currently, part-time paid ESL teachers,

together with 13-15 volunteers (who are teaching ESL as-partof their

graduate program in Intercultural ColimunitY Studies at Arizona-State

University) provide ESL-classes at six different 'cites in both Phoenix

and Tempe. Each site offers classes two nights per week. One site also

offers day-time classes two days per week.

The Refugee Assistance Program (RAP) in Phoenix is operated through

a state-funded social service contract with Catholic Social Services.

As part of this contract, four social adjustment workers are available

to meet the ongoing social service needs of all refugees in the Phoenix

area. Two of the RAP workers, both of whom are Vietnamese, (but one of

whom also speaks Chinese) are assigned to work with Southeast Asian

refugees. These staff visit refugees mostly in their homes.9 Two days

each week, a RAP worker is outstationed in Tempe, in order to be acces-

sible to World Relief cases. The types of problems with which the RAP

workers assist refugees include everything from child abuse problems to

assistance with, access to, and interpretation for medical services. By

January of 1984, the number of RAP staff available to serve Vietnamese

cases had been reduced to one caseworker, and on-site office hours in

Tempe bad been deleted.

The Cambodian Association of Arizona was contracted by the State of

Arizona (funded partly with an ORR national grant to strengthen the

capacity of MAAs as service providers and partly with state funds) to

provide "work adjustment" training to all new arrivals in Phoenix

between February 1, 1983 and December 31, 1983. Ironically, the compo-

sition of refugee arrivals throughout this period was predominantly

Vietnamese. In order to provide this service to FASP refugees, the

Cambodian Association hired a Vietnamese instructor. The 20-hour

training session, which is taught in the refugees' native language,

covers job interview techniques, information about the local job market,
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and other information on obtaining a job for the first time as well as

job upgrading techniques.

Finally, Phoenix also has a variety of informal Vietnamese Associa-

tions, none of which are currently formally incorporated, but which do

play an important role in the social and cultural life in.the Vietnamese

community. Among these associations are the Vietuamese.Friendship Asso-

ciatiou, an association of Vietnamese Catholics, an association of

Vietnamese Buddhists, and the Vietnamese Veterans ssocistion, which is

open to any man who fough*. in the military, during the Vietnam mar. A

Vietnamese Women's Association is currently in the process of forming,

and during the September site visit, they sponsored an all-day Viet-
,.

namese Mid-Autumn Festival, which was very well attended by the Viet-

namese community. Interest is starting to crystallize around the idea

of developing a Vietnamese cultural and activity center in Phoenix.

Beginning in 1984 a Vietnamese Mutual Assistance Association became the

recipient of the state contract to provide work orientation training.

TUCSON REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT ACTORS

Catholic Community Services (GCS) in Tucson opened its doors as a

refugee resettlement program in 1975. Originally following a mote stan-

dard congregational mode of resettlement, the agency has devoted

substantial energy during the past three years to developing interest

among families throughout all strata of the Tucson Community in Hspon-

.wing" CCS refugees. Though Vie sponsorship arrangements designed by

CCS do not include financial responsibility for the new arrivals, they

are designed as a serious (and on occasion humor-filled) commitment on

the part of the sponaorc to work (and play) with their refugees to help

them smite a good life for themselves in Tucson.

The paid resettlement agency staff includes a Program Administra-

tor, a Refugee Program Director, and two resettlement caseworkers who

work with Southeast Asian refugees. The FASP caseload of 210 arrivals

during 1983 constituted roughly 65% of Catholic Community Services'

total caseload during the year. Other refugee arrivals during 1983

include family reunification cases, Orderly Departure (ODP) case, from
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Vietnam, seven free cases who have not been part of the FASP program,

and a number of non-Southeast Asian refugees, ranging from Ethiopian to

Polish. CCS' resettlement caseworker's generally Work with, their

clients for up to 90 days before "closing the case.' After this: point,

although' the resettlement caseworker will still get involved, if)lisces-,

sary, the case is transferred to the RAP program wor'ter, who tendi to

work with "problem cases" on an ongoing basis.

The Refugee Education Proiect operates the Tucson ESL program for

all refugees, under a state social service contract. part-time ESL

teachers offer ESL classes in two different locations (a third location

was also available during the first part of the FASP period). Morning

classes are offered in the basic English needed to get through a job

interview; afternoon classes are offered for students at all levels, in

order to accomodate a number of refugees who work swing shift; while

evening classes are offered at two distinct levels -- beginning and

advanced.

The Refugee Education Project also operates a vocational training

program, which develops training positions with employers, offers

employers a partial subsidy (averaging $250 per training slot) for a

training period lasting up to a month, and matches refugees' skills and

interests to the available training positions.

The Refugee Assistance Program (RAP), like its counterpart in Phoe-

nix, is operated by Catholic Community Services, but is available to all

refugees in the Tucson area. Although there is substantial flexibility

in the work load distribution between the RAP workers and the CCS reset-

tlement caseworkers, in general the RAP workers will open a case file in

order to serve refugees who have already been in tile U.S. 90 days. The

most common co' _ns with which the RAP staff assist'refugees include

health problems, and the need for health interpretors. By six months or

one year after arrival, the cases who still need help are a smaller

number of "problem" cases.

The Refttee.Se-ice placement program in Tucson is located
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about five blocks from the CCS Refugee Canter. The refugee program

staff during 1983 consisted of a Job Seriica avoervisor, a Laotian job

developer, and a Vietnamese job developer. The Vietnamese job developer

has been very busy since the FASP project started, since they didn't

expect that so many of the 210 FASP arrivals in Tucson would be%aingle

beads of households in need of assistance in finding a job." _By January

of 1984, the Job Service supervisor position bad beet refilled by a

bilingual individual with previous experience as a RAP caseworker, thus

expanding the staff available to provide direct services to RASP clients

as well as other Vietnamese refugee clients.

The Tucson Refugee Consortium is also housed in the same building

as Catholic Community Services and the Refugee Education Project. The

part-time paid staff person for the consortium is a former USCC case-

worker with twc years resettlement casework experience. He oversees a

staff of four part-time instructors who teach work orientation classes

in Vietnamese, Laotian, and Cambodian. In addition, during 1983, the

Refugee Consortium helped sponsor and provide prevocational training to

refugees interested in entering the electronics field.
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APPENDIX C FOOTNOTES

'Since the State Job Service and the State Refugee Office are both
part of the Arizona Department of Economic Security, the State
Coordinator has been designated as the functional supervisor for these
job service staff.

2By the tme of the oeptember site visit, this was not yet
considered a workable arrangement, since the World Relief refugees were
not coming into the Mesa Job Service office and consequently this staff
member was being under-utilized. Subsequently, the staff member vas
reassigned to the Phoenix Job fiervice office.

3Few recent refugees in Arizona have telephones in their homes,
because the installation charge and deposit are very expensive
(approximately $185).
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DESCRIPTION OF LOCAL ACTORS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: NORTH CAROLINA

Description of the Maior Actors in Charlotte

Catholic Social Services (CSS), the USCC affiliate'in Charlotte,

has resettled over Z,000 refugees in Western North Carolina betWeen 1975

and 1983. Most of their refugees are resettled within the Charlotte

metropolitan area, using a "church/agency" model of resettlement. The

refugees resettled in the remaAnder of the 46-county area which com-

prises the Diocese of Charlotte are required to have individual sponsors

and/or relatives who will take responsibility for them. Staff in the

Charlotte office include Phase I (USCC-funded reception and placement)

staff and Refugee Assistance Prograni (RAP) staff. RAP is the refugee

social services contract with the state, which has been in effect since

July of 1980. Under the RAP contract, CSS served over 1,000 refugees

between August 1982 and July. 1983, most of whom were in Mecklenburg

Couaty (the Charlotte metropolitan area).

In late 1981 and early 1982, CSS undertook the resettlement of

approximately 100 Cambodian refugees. Tte agency's success in helping

these refugees obtain self-sufficiency, and the ongoing close relation-

ships between these Cambodians and "their sponsor" (as refugees often

refer to CSS staff) meant that CSS undertook FASP resettlement with

enthusiasm and with the knowledge that the existing Cambodian residents

were available to assist them as volunteers.

CSS originally agreed to resettle 300 FASP refugees in the

Charlotte area. The actual number of Cambodian refugees resettl %d

through July 31, 1983 was 342 (of which 304 were FASP and the remaining

38 were family reunification cases), with a few cases arriving after that

date. These included some relatives of the original FASP group and the

previously-resettled Cambodians who were accepted as family

reunification cases. During the latter part of 1983, additional

Cambodian family reunification cases are being resettled.

In Charlotte, staff of Catholic So:dal Services (the USCC affiliate

and sole resettlement agency with responsibility for FASP refugees)
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include the following:

Refugee Program Administrator;

Administrative Assistant;

Phase I Worker (USCC)

"Limited Service" worker;

Employment Specialist;

Driver Education Coordinator;

ESL Coordinator;

ESL Tutor Trainer;

Medical Translator;

Health Specialist

Volunteer Coordinator (USCC);

Two Case Managers;

Three Cambodian Interpreters/Case Aides; and

Other staff responsible for resettlement and services

outside of Mecklenberg County.

CSS staff is relatively stable; most were on board prior to FASP.

The major change in their activities has to do with working with this

particular population of refugees, who have a greater cultural adjust-

ment to make than any prior group of refugees have had. The Administra-

tive Assistant, who is part of the overall management team headed by the

Program Administrator, also had the direct .lase management responsi-

bility for the earlier Cambodian group and is one of the agency's pri-

mary links to utilizing these earlier arrivals as volunteers.

The Phase I worker is responsible for initial reception and housing

for new arrivals. She works with the Volunteer Coordinator to make sure

that the initial needs of new arrivals (furnishing, household items,

clothing, food, etc.) are met. The two case managers each have a case-

load of 150-175 refugees, principally FASP refugees. Their backgrounds

are in psychiatric social work and wide-ranging social services for

disadvantaged persons. They and their interpretors are responsible for

day-to-day contact and problem-solving with refugees and for

coordinating other social services individually for each refugee family.

The employment specialist position was in transition during the time of

the BPA site visit, as the long-standing person in that role had decided
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to pursue post-graduate studies. The Medical Translator and one of the

.interpreters (who was also beginning to assume some employment responsi-

bilities along with coordinating the driver training program) are a

husband-wife team of Cambodians. Catholic Social Services RAP staff

directly provide employment (pre-employment, job development, and

follow-up) services. They also coordinate driver training (actually

provided through a subcontract). and health services. Staff also provide

home management, social adjustment, ESL (using both staff and volunteer

tutors) and transportation services.

Funding for the staff providing these services is a combination of

CSS's ongoing Refugee (RAP) contract with the North Carolina Department

of Human Resources and the FASP social services allocation in addition

to the USCC funding for initial resettlement. There is a clear separa-

tion in functions between Phase I (initial resettlement) and RAP service

activities, though the daily activities of individual staff persons may

sometimes combine these two types of functions.

Cne impressive feature of the CSS system is the way in which they

have organized volunteer activities, which are largely related to ini-

tial resettlement and are coordinated by a USCC-funded staff person.

Several Catholic churches in the area have been identified as willing to

undertake voluntary responsibilities. Each parish is assigned a speci-

fic area of responsibility, such as colleCting and sorting donated

clothing, collecting donated furniture, accompanying newly-arrived refu-

gee families to the "warehouse" to select and try on clothing, accom-

panying newly-arrived families to the grocery store for the first time,

setting up apartments prior to the arrival of each new family, etc.

Each parish has a coordinator of volunteer activities, who receives a

stipend or part-time pay. That person is responsible for maintaining a

list of volunteers within the parish and notifying each volunteer of his

or her responsibilities. In most of these parishes, a different person

or family is "on call" during each week of the year so that responsi-

bilities rotate among volunteers. Those volunteers engaged in activi-

ties which involve contact with refugee families often become friends

with the families and continue the relationship beyond the week to which

they were "assigned." This system of organiziL% volunteer efforts
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appears to have been very successful, largely because it is well

organized and allows for a limited or flexible contribution of time from

a large number of persons.

One especially strong area of volunteer involvement in Charlotte is

in ESL tutoring for those refugees who cannot leave. their homes to

participate in classes. Volunteers are asked to commit themselves to

six weeks of ESL tutoring to a specifid refugee family. A written

curriculum is given to each volunteer along with tutor training, and the

volunteer is able to observe the first of the six lessons, given by the

ESL coordinator, as a further orientation. Many tutors sign up for

several six-week "tours of duty."

One aspect of the Charlotte project which was particularly

emphasized by the Administrator is the shared responsibility for

outcomes. Though different staff persons have defined areas of

responsibility, they all act as case managers when appropriate.

Communication among staff is frequent; the designated case manger for

each refugee family is hept informed of situations that may require her

attention, but all staff are available to help individual refugees as

needed.

Additional agencies in Charlotte which are instrumental in working

with refugees are(l.) the Division of Social Services (county welfare

office) which has designated a contact person for CSS who facilitates

the processing of refugee applications for assistance, (2) the Food

Stamps ofZice, which has a parallel arrangement, (3) the County Health

Department., where initial health screenings take place, (4) the Bilin-

sual Education Program in the MeckleaburA School District, which has

developed a comprehensive multinational ESL program, orientation

materials in several Indochinese languages, including Khmer, and a

comprehensive program of working with limited-English students in all

schools which maximizes their contact with the "mainstream" teacher and

classmates while providing individualized ESL on a daily basis. This

program has been the recipient of several special grants which have

allowed for development of related programs, such as a prevocational

curriculum for high school students, (5) Central Piedmont Community

College, the traditional provider of ESL to adults (though budget cut-
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backs forced them to curtail services during the first half of 1983),

and the YWCA, which provided ESL during the time that the community

college course was unavailable.

Description of the Maior Actors in Greensboro

Lutheran Family Services (LFS), the LIRS affiliate in Greensboro,

has been in existence since 1979. Until 1982, this office, like many

LIRS affiliates, 'adhered strictly to the congregational model of

sponsorship. After ongoing discussions with the local congregations

that had been most active in providing sponsorships, the agency shifted,

during 1982, to a church/agency program. The shift took place primarily

because congregations had become reluctant to take on the full responsi-

bility of sponsorship, which has become increasingly demanding over the

past four years as newly arriving groups of refugees need more and more

services. Churches provide many donated goods, clothing, and furn:',t3re

needed for initial resettlement; they also provide volunteer tutors,

assist refugees with transportation and shopping, and develop

friendships with individual families that contribute to the emotional

and cultural adjustment of the new arrivals. The agency takes responsi-

bility for employment, housing, transportation, and other social

services. Until the beginning of the FASP project, these services could

be delivered only to the extent that LIRS funding would allow, since LFS

did not have a RAP contract with the state. LFS did have the statewide

Unaccompanied Minors contract, and so the State Coordinator was aware of

the resettlement and service capabilities of the agenf:y. The initial

FASP commitment was for 200 persons. All but two families had arrived

as of mid-September 1983. One of those families: was designated ae FAS?,

but will be joining FASP relatives already in Greensboro. The other

family was delayed in the processing center because of a medical hold.

The H.nal FASP count is expected to be 216 refugees.

Project staff in Greensboro consists of the following persons:

Project Coordinator;

Housing/Home Management Specialist;

Employment Specialist;

Health Specialist (this is actually a CSS Charlotte staff

5
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person on loan to the LFS project);

one Cambodian Interpreter; and

an Administrative Assistant.

The Project Coordinator who was recruited especially for the FASP

project, has a refugee program background in the context of both over-

seas ESL and orientation and domestic resettlement programs. The

Cambodian interpreter was also new to both LFS and to Charlotte. The

housing/home management specialist was the sole LFS staff person, other

than the overall LFS Director (an LIRS Regional Consultant) and the

Unaccompanied Minors caseworker, during 1982. This was the first year

in which the agency took on the major part of the sponsorship

responsibility. The health specialist is a Catholic Social Services

(Charlotte Refugee Office) staff person on loan to the Greensboro

project. The Administrative Assistant was initially hired part-time but

later became full-time. She takes responsibility for recordkeeping and

consolidating the individual service reports from all staff to be sub-

mitted monthly to the North Carolina Department of Human Resources/State

Refugee Coordinator.

One additional (part-time) staff person is funded by LIRS but

works a great deal with FASP refugees; the Volunteer. Coordinator was

hired a few months before the end of the FASP year, after serving as a

volunteer. She is responsible for recruiting and staying in touch with

congregational and individual volunteers. LFS also benefits from a

university student internship program, which has provided "volunteer"

assistance throughout the FASP year. The Employment Specialist was

hired several weeks after the beginning of the FASP project, after a

change in the initial plans which called for an outside CETA contract

for delivering employment services.

FASP project staff persons all act as case managers. In many

contexts, these staff persons' functions are interchangeable. All are

involved in directly delivering home management and cultural orientation

services to refugees in informal situations. All deliver transportation

services to refugees when needed. However, there is specialization when

possible. In particular, employment and health services tend to be the

exclusive responsibility of the respective specialists in those areas.
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Other actors in the community with refugee involvement, very much

parallel to agencies' participation in Charlotte's service program, are:

the health clinic and the local hospitals. They have

been extremely cooperative, attempting to train their own

staffs to serve the Cambodian group more effectively.

the ESL instructors in the schools. Greensboro has two

"magnet" elementary schools to which all non-English-

speaking children are directed. The children's school

day is split between ESL and their regular classrooms. A

local high school has also provided ESL to its Cambodian

students. The local community college at first served

Cambodian refugees in their regular classes. This

initial arrangement was less than ideal. The instruction

was geared to increasing reading and writing skills,

rather than focusing on the survival-oriented spoken

English skills most needed by the FASP group. After the

end of the FASP year, LFS facilitated an alternate

arrangement ofr ESL which has been we,.comed

enthusiastically by the FASP refugees. LFS recruited an

ESL instructor (who had worked with FASP teenagers during

the summer of 1983), arranged for donated classroom space

in a local church (along with a van for transporting

refugees to and from classes); and persuaded the

community college to hire the ESL instructor to provide

two separate ESL classes on an ongoing basis. The

daytime class meets three times per week for three hours;

the night class meets five nights per week for two hours.

Each class has nearly twenty students, though enrollment

is informal. Both classes are well-attended and make

good use of American volunteer assistants for

individualized instruction and informal group discussion.

a one- time orientation and ESL program which was con-

ducted over the summer of 1983 for

students; and

the Employment Security (Job Service)

welfare and Food Stamps offices.

7

high-school-age

offices and the
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APPENDIX E:

Case Profiles of FASP Refugees in Arizona

These case profiles represent refugee cases resettled by all the reset-

tlement agencies which participated in FASP in Tucson and Phoenix. In

order to protect client confidentiality, client resettlement agency, and

city identifiers hrve been removed.
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Case 1 consists of a single male aged 20 who arrived in Arizona on

March 1, 1983. His family was still in Vietnam, but he had an American

friend -- a Catholic priest in Portland, Oregon, whom he had known in

Vietnam, and who had sponsored some other young Vietnamese refugees.

Althogh his biodata said that he was willing to be resettled anywhere,

as soon as this young man arrived in Arizona, he said that he waited to

go to Oregon. After telephone calls to the priest to confirm that he

would take res.ionsibility for assisting the refugee once he got to

Portland, the resettlement agency agreed to help him move to Oregon.

They did this with the conviction that the youth would be better off

with his friend in Oregon taking care of him than he would be in Ari-

zona.

On March 21, 20 days after arrival in the U.S., he left for Oregon.

Information which has trickled back since that time indicates that the

youth is on welfare and is going to school is Oregon.

Update as of February, 1984: The resettlement agency in Arizona

has had no contact with this youth since he left the state.
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Case 2 consists of a 44 year old single man who had been a comman-

der of special forces in Vietnam prior to 1975. This previous experi-

ence makes him somewhat of a hero to other refugees. Although his

English comprehension is excellent, his previous experience is not

directly transferrable to employment opportunitiAs in Arizona.

Finally, through the assistance of the president of the local

Vietnamese Association, the refugee obtained a job at the sofa factory,

but he reportedly felt that this job was beneath him. When a friend

from Texas sent him a plane ticket to come to Texas, and said that he

could find a better job for him in an aircraft factory, he moved to

Texas. This happened in September, a few days before the site visit.

Updae as of February, 1984: The resettlement agency in Arizona

has no new news of this case.
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Case 3 consists of a 24 year old single woman, her 16 year old

brother, and he eight year old nephew. The "principal applicant" had

no work history prior to coming to the U.S. Her English on arrival was

poor, according to the case worker. She had completed the sixth grade

in Vietnam.

Less than one month after arrival, the 24 year old got a full-time

job at a manufacturing plant paying minimum wage. The job was located

for her by the Refugee Job Service. Once she started working, the

household moved so that she would be closer to her job. The refugee

attends ESL classes in the afternoon before going to work at 3:30 p.m.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is still working night

shift at the same manufacturing job. Her brother is attending high

school, alv4 working half-time as a dishwasher. The head of this

household is no longer attending ESL classes, since she often works

nvertime. She receives AFDC grants for her two dependents (her nephew

and her brother) but was determined not to be on welfare herself. Shy

has not yet purchased a car, as she is afraid to drive.
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Case 4 consists of a 31 year old female and her four children, one

of whom was born after she arrived in Arizona. The other children are

ages seven, eight, and ten. The head of this household, which arrived

in Arizona on April 20, 1983, is a widow whose husband was missing in

action in the war in Vietnam. She has a boyfriend from Vietnam who was

in the same refugee camp with her and is the father of her youngest

child. Ec was resettled in Texas, but has migrated to Arizona to join

her.

Because she has a newborn baby, the household head is not currently

working outside the home. She is, however, babysitting two children of

another FASP couple who are both working full time. (These children,

who are three or four years old, were starting to invent their own

language to communicate with each other, and were refusing to speak

either Vietnamese or English. Now that they are receiving more atten-

tion, they are beginning to speak Vietnamese.) She does plan to begin

working a job on the night shift after her baby is six months old.

The older children in this family are attending school.

The boyfriend/fiance is currently living with the family and is

helping to support them. The resettlement agency helped him to get a

job with an electronics company at $4.30 per hour. He was a fighter

pilot before 1975 in Vietnam. He has been able to purchase a car. The

family is still receiving Food Stamps.

The resettlement agency would be "happier" if there had been a

wedding day set for the refugee and her fiance. So far, no mention has

been made of an actual marriage.

Update as of February, 1984: Since September, 1983 the household

head got a "home industry" job, with the assistance cf the resettlement

agency, doing piecework in her home hand-packing various products for

sale.

In October, however, all the members of this household decided to

move to California. According to resettlement agency staff, the head of

household went to California one month ahead of time and applied for

welfare, then returned to Arizona during the one-month "waiting period"

and finally moved to California on October 22, 1984. The household

head's fiance quit his job in order to move to Californa with the family.
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Case 5 consists of a 21 year old single man who arrived in Arizona

on January 13, 1983. This refugee had completed eight years of

schooling in Vietnam. Prior to 1975, he was a student; after 1975, he

was a rice farmer. Within the first week after arrival, the refugee

registered with the refugee project at the Job Service office to obtain

a job. However, within several weeks, he started talking about moving

to Georgia to join his uncle who lived in Marietta. His sponsors, an

older couple who have sponsored a number of refugees, say that he was

under pressure from both his mother (in Vietnam) and his uncle to move

to Georgia. After sending a letter to his uncle, and receiving a reply

stating that he would like his nephew to join him, the resettlement

agency took him to the bus station and helped him buy his ticket. On

February 24, 1983, the refugee left Arizona.

The uncle in Georgia had not been listed on the youth's biodata,

where he stated that he was willing to be resettled anywhere in the U.S.

Update as of February, 1984: The resettlement agency staff report

that this refugee is still living in Georgia where he is working at two

different jobs. He has applied to bring %is relatives from Vietnam to

the U.S.



Case 6 consists of a young married ethnic Chinese couple with no

children, who married while they were in the refugee camp. Both husband

and wife are 24 years old. The husband had five years' work experience

in Vietnam as a meatcutter and mechanic, while the wife worked as a

dressmaker for five years before leaving Vietnam. Both family members

haC: good English skills on arrival in the U.S. (The husband was rated

at level "D" and the wife at level "E" by the refugee processing

center.)

Upon arrival in Arizona on June 23, 1983, the family was provided

by the resettlement agency with an apartment which they shared with

another couple. Within two weeks, the husband had obtained a job on his

own, working in an oriental food market at minimum wage. The wife

secured a job at the beginning of August (five weeks after arrival) with

the assistance of the Refugee Job Service. Her job is with a local

sewing company which has hired a number of refugees, at ;3.80 per hour.

After obtaining employment, the family moved on their own to a neighbor-

hood in which many Vietnamese refugees have clustered. They share their

present apartment with two other "families" -- two single women and one

single man.

When the family first arrived in Arizona, they said they would like

to move to California, where there is a larger ethnic Chinese community.

They had friends in California, and perhaps also distant relatives. The

resettlement agency caseworkers encouraged the family to stay in Ari-

zona, and the fardly appears to be happy with their situation now.

Although both husband and wife attended the joint FASP orientation

provided by the resettlement agencies, neither one has chosen to attend

ESL classes since arrival. (This may not be inappropriate, since they

spoke English well upon arrival.) They are using English language tapes

to study English on their own at home.

Both husband and wife still have close relatives overseas. The

husband's family is in Saigon, while the wife's parents and siblings are

in Hong Kong.

Since September, this couple decided to move to California to join

an uncle, who said he would give them jobs. According to resettlement

agency staff, at the time they moved they had good English skills and
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were emotionally, socially, and financially selfsufficient.

Resettlement agency staff warned them that a distant relative in the

refugee camps who was scheduled to join them in Arizona would not be

allowed to be resettled in California, but they say they don't think the

refugees believed this. The family has applied for welfare since

arriving in California.
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Case 7 consists of a 39 yecr old man whose wife and threechildren

remained behind in Vietnam when he escaped. This refugee finished the

eleventh grade in Vietnam and then served in the military. After 1975,

he became fA painter and tire recapper. After arriving in Arizona on

June 22, 1983, he was placed in an apartment with a 19 year old FASP

refugee, with whom he gets along very well.

After one week in the U.S., this refugee obtained a job at minimum

wage as a night custodian working at a car dealership. At first, he did

not get along well with his coworker, a black man; however, after his

coworker quit, he got along fine with the new person. Although he is

working hard at his job, the refugee would like very much to get a

daytime job instead of a night shift job.

This refugee arrived in the U.S. with "fairly good English" and has

been working hard practicing English with his sponsor. He is saving his

money so that he will be able to sponsor his wife and family under the

OP program. He has been self-sufficient ever since obtaining his job

the first week -- he never even applied for Food Stamps. He has a good

sense of humor, which was evident during a visit with the refugee and

his sponsor.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is still working at the

same job. He is living with his sponsor's family where he is now "one

of the family."
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Case 8 consisted of two brothers, ages 32 and 20, who arrived in

Arizona on February 21, 1983. Both brothers had had formal schooling in

Vietnam; the older brother had worked as a rice farmer. They spoke very

English very well when they arrived in the United States.

An individual sponsor nad been arranged for this case by the reset-
.

tlement agency. The brothers announced when they arrived that they

wanted to start working right away; they didn't want to sign up fol Food

Stamps, until the agency explained that that wouldn't hurt as a tem-

porary support.

Refugee Job Service found both brothers jobs about cne month after

their arrival, doing maintenance work at the same resort. The older

brother worked day shift, while the younger brother worked night shift.

Both jobs paid $3.50 per hour.

The two brothers had left most of their famil.y behind in Vietnam.

This included not only their mother and two siblings, but also the older

brother's wife and seven children. They did have, however, one relative

already in the United States -- an elderly aunt in Bellevue, Washington.

This aunt had tried to sponsor them from the camps, but they had chosen

to go elsewhere as free cases, in order to have more independence from

this older relative. After they arrived is Arizona, the aunt began

calling them and insisting that they move to Washington to be with her.

At first, they didn't want to go. Finally, they gave in. The resettle-

ment agency tried to dissuade them from moving. Both brothers wanted to

go to college, and the agency staff advised them to stay in Arizona for

one year so they could enter school at resident tuition levels. Agency

staff else) let them know that when the welfare office in Washington

called to check on their history, they would have t: let them know that

they had quit jobs in Arizona, which would delay their ability tc

receive welfare. When it became clear that they couldn't be dissuaded,

they gave the sponsor one month's warning, and gave the sponsor money to

give them for gas for the trip. They finally moved to Washington in

June 1983, four months after arrival in Arizona.

Update as of February, 1984: The resettlement agency has had no

further contact with this case.
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Case 9 consists of a single woman, 24 years old, who arrived in

Arizona on March 29, 1983. She is ethnic Chinese, and speaks Cantonese,

but not much Vietnamese. This refugee had experience vorLing as a cook

in Vietnam. Resettlement agency staff say she may be slightly mentally

retarded. At any rate, she appeared to have some difficulty getting

along with the young woman with whom she shared an apartment, and with

the other young people who would gather together to party at their

apartment.

An incident occurred in which the young woman claims she was sex-

ually assaulted by one of the visitors to the apartment. Medical exami-

nation die riot substantiate her report. Whatever the truth of the

incident, the refugee was fearful after this took place, and migrated

briefly to California, where she had a relative (perhaps a cousin) who

was not listed on the "biodata."

Upon her return to Arizona three weeks later, she found a job in a

drugstore, and, after about a month living on :-.er own, moved in with a

Vietnamese family who had been in the U.S. since 1975. Her situation

appears to be stable now.

Update as of February, 1984: Since September, this individual quit

her job and tried a job working in a sewing factory. However, she

didn't like this job and went back to her first job. She is doing well,

is financially and socially independent, and will be joined next month

by her two sisters from a refugee camp.
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Case 10 consists of a 30 year old single man and his 20 year old

niece who arrived in Arizona on August 4, 1983. Before leaving Vietnam,

the man had been a student and Lad completed one year in college

studying law, then been an air cadet in.the military. After 1975, he

spent three months in a reeducation camp and worked as a cook.

After arrival in Arizona, the niece entered the Job Corps. She

returns home on weekends and stays with a family near her uncle and

visits him. The uncle is living in an apartment with other single FASP

men. On September 19, about six weeks after arrival, the refugee

obtained ajob at a bagel bakery where one of his friends also works.

This job was negotiated as a training position, with the Refugee Educa

tion Project subsidizing part of the salary during a brief training

period.

Update as of February, 1984: Resettlement agency staff report that

this refugee is now selfreliant. lit ..as laid of from his bakery job,

but obtained another job at an electronics assembly plan. He is sharing

an apartment with two friends. The niece is still enrolled in Job

Corps.
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Case 11 represents a success story, according to resettlement

agency workers. The case ,Nmsists of a family of six people who arrived

in Arizona in May 1983. The family includes a 32 year old man, his

wife, their two children aged four and two, and the man's two brothers

aged 17 and 18. The head of household was a television repairman in

Vietnam.

The first job obtained by the head of household, within two months

after arrival, was a job in a warehouse paying $3.35 per hour, which was

obtained for him by Job Service. He found himself another job working

for an electronics firm paying $4.50 per hour several weeks later. The

wife is currently working two Part-time jobs. The first job is a 15-

hour per week job for a sewing company at $3.50 per hour. The second

job is doing alterations for a dry cleaning shop ten to 15 hours per

week.

The 18 year old brother has wanted to enroll in Job Corps, and was

called in September to let him know that he can enter the J'o Corps.

The 17 year old brother is enrolled in high school.

The family is continuing to improve their language skills. The

head of household already has excellent English skills. The wife and

one of her brothers-in-law ride bikes three miles two evenings a week to

attend ESL classes.

This family is saving money with the hopes of ultimately being able

to buy their own home in Arizona. They have already purchased a car,

which they financed partly through loans from friends. They would also

like to be able to help relatives who are still in Vietnam or in refugee

camps. Except for a small amount of Food Stamps, they are already

financially self-sufficient.

The family is not interested in moving to California, as they have

heard that it is "too crowded" there. There is a prospect for secondary

migration in the other direction, since the head of household has a

brother in San Jose who is planning to move to Arizona.

Update as of February, 1984: The wife in this family now has a

full-time job working night shift in a knitting factory. Since her

husband works day shift, they are able to take care of their two young

children without outside care. The husband is now making $5.00 per hour
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at his job. He regularly works 16 hours of overtime each week (by

working seven days per week).

The uncle in San Jose decided not to move to Arizona since the rest

of his family in California was not interested in moving with him.
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Case 12 consists of a single male, 25 years of age, who arrived in

Arizona on March 17, 1983. His parents, brothers, and sisters remain in

Vietnam. Shortly under one month after arriving, he migrated to Cleve

land, Ohio, to join a friend who had come to the U.S. as a refugee in

1975. After talking to the friend by telephone; the caseworker was

convinced that his friend would be able to take better care of him than

the agency would and that it would be better for him to go.

Update as of February, 1984: The resettlement agency staff have had

no contact with this client since he left Arizona.
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Case 13 consists of a 31 year old woman, her ten year old son, her

five year old daughter, and her husband's brother, who is 26 years old.,

They arrived in Arizona on May 7, 1983. The head of household's husband

is still in Vietnam. The head of household had worked as a tailor in

Vietnam, while the brother-in-law had worked as a vendor.

The brother-in-law was the first Cmily member to obtain employment

in a sewing factory, one month after arrival. He is not very happy with

the job. The head of household got a job after about three months.

Before she finally found her job, the sponior wanted to assist her in

signing up for welfare, because the brother-in-law was not sharing his

money with the family completely. He was willing to pay only half the

rent, since if he paid the rent and electric bill, that would take his

entire paycheck. The resettlement agency staff instead arranged to loan

money to the head of household that she will be able to pay back, and

arranged for her to receive emergency utility assistance funds from

another source.

The members of this household visited California with another

family, but decided to return to Ariiona because the woman realizes that

she will be eligible for family reunification only if she is employed,

and she is anxious to be reunited with her husband.

Update as of February, 1984: The 26 year old brother-in-law of

this household head had quit his former job since September, and is

currently working for a distribution warehouse, making $4.50 per hour.

He speaks English very well now, according to the resettlement agency

staff. The head of household did not get along with her brother-in-law

and finally decided to move to Louisiana in January 1984 with her son

and daughter, while the brother-in-law remained in Arizona. She had a

friend in Louisiana, and also said that she wants to go to school there.

The resettlement agency says they have had no inquiry from the welfare

agency in Louisiana yet, inquiring about this client.
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Case 14 consists of a 31 year old an whose wife and children

remain in Vietnam. He graduated high school in Vietnam, and served for

four years as a combat officer in the military. Prior to 1975, he also

had experience as a swimming instructor and doing newspaper layout in

his father's business. After 1975, he spent three years in a reeduca-

tion camp, and was not permitted to hold any job after he was released,

so he started trying to find his way out of the country.

Upon arrival in Arizona in July 1983, h..1 was eager to find a job

right away so he could start saving money to send back.to help support

his wife and children. He is also eager to apply to bring them to the

United States. The refugee obtained his first part-time job two days

after arrival. He subsequently obtained a full-time job at a bagel

bakery, where his position was first subsidized by the Refugee Education

Project as a training position, and later made permanent and unsubsi-

dized.

This refugee has relatives and friends of his father who were among

the 1975 wave of refugees to California. However, he is angry at these

relatives for not doing more for his immediate family since they left,

and he has made no attempt t; get in touch with them. He also has

friends in Seattle and in Florida, and indicated on his biodata that he

would prefer to be resettled in Seattle, although he was willing to be

resettled anywhere. At any rate, since arriving in Arizona, he has

apparently not planned to move anywhere else.

The refugee gets along well with his sponsors, and usually visits

them in their home once a week, where he often cooks dinner for them.

Update as of February, 1984: This individual was laid off from his

bakery job when the store changed ownership. He was upset and thought

about moving away. Instead, he went to Job Service which helped him get

another job at a construction company after about ten days, where he now

makes $4.00 per hour. He is studying English at the local community

college.



Case 15 consists of a 37 year old man and his two stepbrothers,

ages 15 and 17. The adult brother had served in the Vietnamese Air

Force, and had spent two years in the U.S. previously, while receiving

training for the air force. After the fall of Saigon, he spent six

years in a reeducation camp in Vietnam. When he escaped, his parents

asked him to take his two stepbrothers with him.

After arriving in Arizona on May 17, 1983, the family was provided

with an apartment by the resettlement agency. Within two weeks after

arrival, the head of the household obtained a job with a local elec-

tronics firm. The job required good English skills, whic4 he had. This

same firm is currently planning to open a new plant is a nearby town for

which they plan to hire up to 90% Southeast Asians to make up Lhe work

force. The resettlement agency staff speculates that this refugee will

be in a good position to be promoted to a supervisory position when and

if this happens. He has already received a pay increase and currently

makes $4.25 per hour.

The two younger brothers, who are both enrolled in the same grade

in high school, are also doing well at learning English.' Because the

high school closest to their home does not offer ESL, they commute to a

high school further away from home. The older of the two stepbrothers

just got a part-time job in September 1983. One complaint expressed by

this family was disappointment that the oldest brother's job meant that

the two schoolage brothers were disqualified from receiving free bus

passes for transportation to school. At the time of the site visit, the

family as planning to move in several days' time to a larger, nicer

two-bedroom apartment, which their three-person household would share

with three other adults.

This family is eager to have other family members who are still in

Vietnam join them in the U.S. and has already begun the paperwork for

the Affidavit of Relationship, which is the first step in the process.

Although the head of household says he has relatives in California, they

must be distant relatives, as he does not appear to be in close contact

with them, or to be making plans to move or visit them.

Update as of February, 1984: The head of this household is still

working at the same job, but has received raises increasing his hourly



wage to $5.23 per hour. He has a very positive attitude about working,

and wants to continue working while going to school parttime to upgrade

his skills. His two stepbrothers are rapidly improving their English

while attending high school. (The older brother is now completely

in mainstreamed classes and has American as well as Vietnamese friends).

Both stepbrothers have parttime jobs in addition to attending high

sckcol. The household is still very eager to have his wife and children

come to the U.S. from Vietnam.
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Case 16 consists of a 23 year old single man with previous exper-

ience as a student (before 1975) and a rice farmer (after 1975), who

arrived in Arizona en January 13, 1983. Immediately after arrival, he

shared an apartment with his sponsor, an American lawyer,, who is a

bachelor. The refugee'.c, brother and the brother's wife were in a refugee

camp at the same time and were originally planning to be resettled with

the wife's relatives in Spring Valley, California, but instead ended up

coming to Arizona as a family reunification case. The brother and his

wife are now living in the same eesnment with this refugee (who moved

out of his sponsor's apartment after four and a half months).

About two months after arriving in Arizona, the refugee obtained a

job as a termite control sprayer. The job was originally organized as a

vocational training job by the Refugee Education Project, paying $:.;.57

per hour, but it has now become a permanent job, and the wage has

increased to $4.00 per hour. The refugee likes his job and is good

friends with his coworker, an American.

The refugee's long-tar= plans are to go to 'lie university. In the

slightly shorter run, he has been saving his Lioney to purchase a car,

and at the time of the site visit, wre about to buy a car several days

later at an auction of old county cars, with the help of his sponsor.

Shortly after arrival, the refugee studied English by listening to tapes

prepared for him by his sponsor. He now is attending ESL classes at

Pima College every night.

Although he doesn't like the hot summers in Arizona, the refugee

plans to stay in Arizona for the time being. Unlike many other refugees

whose families would like to come to the U.S. to join them, this refugee

says that, except for his brther who is already here, his parents and

brothers and sisters don't want to come to the U.S. They want to stay

in Vietnam, even though all their land has been taken away from them by

the government. This refugee left because he didn't want to be forced

to fight in Cambodia.

Update as of February, 1984: The major change occurred for this

refugee when his brother and wife moved to California so they could get

access to Chinese medicine for the wife's health problems. When his

brother left, this refugee quit his job and obtained his brother's

former job as a construction worker making $4,50 per hour. He may decide

to join his brother in California.
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Case 17 consists of a single 34 year old wom -n, her 16 year old

brother, and her five year old nephew (the on of another brother).

The head of this household had priority to come to the U.S. because she

was a truck driver in Vietnam, working for an American company. When

she left Vietnam, she brought her brother and nephew with.her.

After arriving in Arizona on February 25, 1983, the head of house-

hold soon obtained a job wit% a local knitting company with a work

force which is about 70% Asian. She is experiencing stress related to

her job, due to the fact that the work is sometimes sporadic. For

example, during the week of the site visit, her work had been cut back

to four hours per day, instead of the usual eight, which was creating

financial difficulties. She would like to be able to study English and

get a better job in the electronics field.

The 16 year old brother was scheduled to enter the Job Corps soon.

The five year old nephew is enrolled in public school.

This household shares a two-bedroom apartment with another three-

person family which consists of a couple and their baby. The head of

household says she likes this apartment, which the resettlement agency

located for them, but she wishes she lived closer to work, so she would

not have to bicycle eight miles each way to work every day. She is

planning to get her driver's license, but had just failed the test on

the first attempt.

The head of household had never married in Vietnam, and would be

interested in getting married now that she is in the U.S.

When she first learned she was coming to the U.S., the head of

household wanted to go to Illinois because she had neighbors from

Vietnam who were in Illinois. She doesn't seem to be planning to move

that she is settled in Arizona. She would like to have more members

of her family from Vietnam come to the U.S., but says she doesn't own

enough for them to come yet.

Update as of February, 1984: Since September, the head of this

household has moved to California with her young nephew. She said she

would go to school for one year to learn English and would then return

to Arizona. She moved to a city where her aunt lives. Her brother, who

is enrolled in Job Corps, decided to remain in Arizona.
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Case le consists of a 34 year old man who was a high school chemis

try and physics teacher in Vietnam. He is living with three other young

men who arrived as part of the FASP program, and is vork:;^.2 for an

electronics company painting circuit boards. He is the only refugee

working at this company, and his English it excellent.

The tragedy of this refugee's history is that his wife and children

tried to eacape at the same time and left in a boat before him. They

must have died in the escape effort, since they have never turned up in

a refugee camp.

The refugee has a car, and in the five months since arriving in

Arizona has visited California and returned to Arizona. He would like

to study electronics so that he can get a better job.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is still living in

Arizona and still working at the same job.
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Case 19 consists of the "principal applicant," a 42 year old woman

who used to work at an American PX at an airport in Vietnam, her 53 year

old husband, and their 12 year old daughter. A 22 year old son who left

Vietnam in 1981 is presumed ead, or at least his location is unknown to

them. In Vietnam, the husband worked as an auto mechanic and driver,

managing a business with 20 to 25 employees. He is upset that since his

arrival in April 1983, he has been unable to obtain employment.

The wife was employed for about a month as anotel maid, but was

laid off by a new supervisor who was not impressed with the fact that

she did a thorough job cleaning, but told her she was too slow. She

would like another job, and her preference is to get a job in a restau

rant, since she has experience serving Americans from her PX job in

Vietnam. She is currently taking :are of a baby for a friend who is

working during the day.

The family is currently receiving Refugee Cash Assistance of $230

per month.

This family does have a'distant relative (husband's cousin) in

Marina, California, and had originally reqUested to be resettled in

California, if possible. Nevertheless, they do not have any apparent

plans to move to California. The family is living in a home within

walking distance of the Refugee Center, and is pleased that their apart

ment complex now has seven Vietnamese families living there who visit

back and forth.

Update as of February, 1984: Since September, the principal appli

cant had obtained employment at a manufacturing plant. Her husband had

been placed in several different jobs. They both quit their jobs to

move to California in January, 1984. The resettlement agency staff

reported stories that she has been able to earn a lot of money in

.California by working as a fortune teller.



Case 20 consists of a single nale who is 19 years old. His father

is dead; his mother and three sisters :Ire still in Vietnam. This ref-

gee is ethnic Chinese. After arriving in Arizona on April 24, 1983, he

was placed in an apartment which he shared with three other single FASP

refugees. Slightly less than two months after arriving in the U.S., the

refugee vent to work for a lonal transformer company at minimum wage.

After startiug work, he moved into an apartment on his own, which he

shared with three other co-workers.

Before leaving Vi etnam, this young -.tin was a fisherman. When he

entered the U.S., his English was rated at "C" level by the refugee

processing center. He has not chosen to attend ESL classes since arri-

ving in Arizona. The resettlement agency worker mentioned that they ha4

had to counsel this refugee about saving his money and paying his rent

on time. He has been diligent about saving money to buy a motorcycle,

whicli he recently purchased.

No relatives in the U.S. were shown on this refugee's biodata, and

he has not indicated interest in moving away from Arizona.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee now lives in an

apartment with a Vietnamese family, next door to the apartment in which

his co-workers and fellow FASP arrivals live. (He wanted a quieter

environment.) He understands more English now, but is still shy about

speaking English.

He sold his motorcycle (or what was left of it) after he lent it to

a friend who got in an accident with it. (Although he had insurance,

his friend was driving without a licelse, so he did not make an

insurance claim.)
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Case 21 consists of a 31 year old brother and a 25 year old sister

who are ethnic Chinese. The brother had been a welder in Vietnam, where

he had worked with his father, and the sister had been a dressmaker.

This family was sponsored by a Lutheran church. After arriving on March

5, 1983, both the brother and sister were able to find jobs with the

same firm, a furniture manufacturing plant, within about three weeks

after arrival. The brother's job is fulltime, while the sister works

parttime and does some dressmaking work on the side.

After beginning work, this family moved into a house which they

share with another family. The head of this second household, who has a

car, drives the brother and sister to work every day.

Although they studied English in the refugee camp, these refugees

are very shy about speaking English. Before they movedz they attended

ESL classes two evenings every week, but they are now living too far

from the site of the nearest refugee ESL class. Their sponsor is trying

to arrange for them to attend Adult Basic Education ESL classes closer

to their home.

The brother would like to obtain work as a welder, using his work

skills. His congregational sponsor is trying to help hi:Center

training as a welder, but the waiting lists are too long. The sister

would like to study electronics or computer programming.

With the help of the sponsor, the family is also trying to get

other family members to join them through the ODP program. The sister

said that she misses her, family a lot, and even after two years in the

refugee camp and six months in the U.S., she often cries herself to

sleep.

The family used to live near their congregational sponsor's contact

person, in a house that he had located for them, and he used to visit

them frequently. Since they have moved to another location and started

working, they see him less often.

The sister said (through an interpreter) that she wan happy to be

in the U.S, because in Vietnam all their family's possessiots had been

taken away from them. They heard people in the camps talking about

welfare, she said, but they didn't listen because they wanted to be

selfsufficient.
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Update as of February, 1984: Both refugees are still working at

the same jobs and the sister in this family has gotten an expanded work

schedule and is working more hours than previously. They are still in

close touch with their congregational sponsor, who would agree to help

sponsor other members of their family if they are allowed to leave

Vietnam. According to resettlement agency staff, the brother and sister

in this case are now living in an apartment on their own. They are

progresing slowly in learning English.
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Case 22 consists of a 21 year old single man who arrived in Arizona

on March 2, 1983. His parents as well as two, or three siblings remain

in Vietnam. The refugee had worked as a jeweler in, Vietnam for two

years, and within six days after he arrived in Arizona, the Job Service

office had found a job for him making belt buckles with inlaid Indian

stones for a company which sells Indian handcrafts. The job is a perma

nent fulltime job paying $3.75 per hour to start, and offering health

insurance as one of the fringe benefits.

This young man knew very little English when he arrived in Arizona.

However, according to the resettlement agency ,caseworker, he has become

Americanized very fast. He saves most of his money, and frequently

sends presents to his parents in Vietnam. He has already purchased a

car with his savings. Immediately after arrival, he attended ESL

classes.

This is an interesting case of reverse secondary migration. The

refugee did have an uncle living in California who was about 35 years

old. The uncle moved to Arizona to join his nephew, and was assisted by

the voluntary resettlement agency to find a job. When the uncle was

laid off from the first job, he was assisted in finding a second job.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is still working in his

first job as a stone polisher but would like to get into a good

electronics job. His employer considers him a good worker and has

increased his wage to at least $4.00 per hour. This refugee speaks

English quite well now, according to the resettlement agency worker, who

says she chats with this refugee every day on the phone (as a friend).

When his uncle first moved to Arizona from California, the refugee

lived with his uncle. After his uncle began living with an American

girlfriend, the FASP refugee moved to an apartment with two other

refugees his own age.
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Case 23 consists of a single male of about 25 years of age who

arrived in Arizona in May 1983. His entire family remained, in Vietnam,

and he had no friends or relativei in other locations in the U.S. It

took this young man almost two months to find a Sob.. His English Skills

are "not that bad," but he is extremely shy. Finally, Job Seryice and

the resettlement agency both found him a job on the sameday. Be.

accepted the job obtained by -Job Service, which was .with a lmetal .piating

company and paid minimum wage, but offered 4u,better opportunity for pay

raises over time. At the time of the site visit, he had been working

about three weeks.

Before he obtained employment, this refugee did not attend ESL

classes, and according to the caseworker, "didn't do,much of anything."

He is still living in his original living arrangement with four other

single FASP male refugees. Because he is so shy, the resettlement'

caseworker doesn't have a good idea about what his career goals really

are.

Update as of Febrtiry, 1984: Since September, the refugee had quit

his minimum wage job and obtained a job in an electronic assembly plant

where he makes $4.25 per hour working the night shift. He is still

living with the same housemates as before. The resettlement agency

staff say he is adjusting very well. -
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Case 24 consists of a single male, aged 21, who arrived in Arizona

on March 9, 1983. He was placed in a three-bedroom house with six or

seven other FASP new arrivals. The refugee's immediate family, consis-

ting of ten siblings and his parents, remain in Vietnam. The family is

ethnic Chinese. The FASP refugee's father is a farmer and silversmith,

and the refugee himself had worked as a .goldsmith in Vietnam.

The young man's biodata indicated that he bee* relative in Texas,

and that he would like to live in a -city with -a large, Vietnamese commun-

ity. However, he also indicated while in the rcamp that be was willing

to resettle anywhere. Upon arrival in the U.S., he:decided not to

attend ESL classes for refugees offered in the community. _ (His English

level in the refugee processing center had been rated at level 'Ir.),

The refugee in this case obtained a job eta transformer company

one or two months after arrival, along with several of the other single

males who entered at about the same time. After they became responsible

for paying their own rent, the seven young men who were living together

all moved to a smaller house in order to save money on rent. The young

man appears to be stably settled in Arizona.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is still working at the

same job. He is now attending ESL classes two nights a week and his

English speaking ability has improved. He just purchased a car.
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Case 25 consisted of a 34 year old woman, her 27 year old brother,

her seven year old child, and a new baby, born after their arrival in

Arizona on January 19, 1983. After the bead of household got a job in a

knitting company in a nearby suburb, the family moved closer to the job

site, where they shared a house with other refugees. The 27 year old

brother, who was blind in one eye (though the condition was suppiled to

be correctible by surgery) attempted unsuccessfully to get into a CETA

training program.

At some point during the family's stay in Arizona, the baby's

father, who was living in Texas, came to visit but returned to Texas.

Ole evidently had a wife already, still back in Vietnam.)

Finally, at the end of May 1983,.a friend living in California

convinced the family to move to California and actually came in a car

and got them to move to Riverside, California. The head of household

quit her job to make the move. Ten days after the family departed, the

Riverside welfare office called to say they had applied for welfare.

(Even if sanctioned for quitting a job, the refugees are only delayed

one month in obtaining welfare.) The official reason listed in the MIS

form for making the migration was "educational opportunities:'

The resettlement agency caseworker ran into the head of household

in California while he was vacationing there several moths after she

departed Arizona, and he reported that she was very ham in California.

Update as of February, 1984: There was no new new about this

case.
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Case 26 consists of a 22 year old woman, her 17 year old niece and

her 17 year old cousin. The niece and cousin are both attending high

school, while the 22 year old has taken the responsibility for being the

immediate support of the household and is working full time in an air

conditioner manufacturing plant at $3.35 per hour. She is happy to work

overtime so that she can save money to send presents back to her family

in Vietnam.

The oldest woman finished the eleventh grade in Vietnam and worked

as a secretary there from 1978 to 1981. After arriving in Arizona on

January 19, 1983, her first job was a training position in a dress shop

at $3.50 per hour, arranged for her about a month after her arrival by

the Refugee Education Project. The employer could not afford to keep

her on as an employee after the training period was over. Agter being

laid off from this job, the Refugee Job Service office helped her to

obtain her current job at the manufacturing plant, which pays minimum

wage.

Although she is supporting her relatives now, this refugee would

like to go to college to learn to be an electrical technician after she

learns enough English. She is currently attending ESL classes at night.

The 17 year old cousin and niece got summer youth jobs last summer

in order to earn money for school books and other school expenses.

Ironically, this income was enough so that it disqualified them from

receiving Food Stamps during the summer months.

This household has received a lot of attention and support from

their sponsor, a young Italian womaa (who only came to the U.S. one year

ago herself, but whose English is fluent) who has visited them often and

counseled them on their personal lives. In recent months, as they have

become more settled, this relationship has become less important.

Update as of February, 1984: The head of this young household no'

works for an electronics firm. The cousin (who now says she is just a

friend) has moved out of the household. The niece who is still

attending high school lives there, as do two younger men who share the

apartment. The household head receives an AFDC grant on behalf of her

niece.
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Case 27 consists of a 19 year old singlean who had been a student

in Vietnam before escaping. His family remains in Vietnam, and he would

like to be able to have his family come to the U.S. He has no relatives

in the U.S.

This refugee arrived in Arizona on March 7s 1983, and was.placed in

an apartment with other single men arriving under the FASP program.

When he arrived, he was almost blind in one eye. His condition was

correctible by implant surgery, however, and an operation paid for by

the Refugee Medical Program has left him with much improved vision.

(The recovery period for this surgery is usually one year, and he is

recovering very well.)

By July 15, a little over three months after arrival in Arizona,

the refugee was able to begin working at a job located for him cry. a

volunteer working with the resettlement agency. The job is for an

electronics firm making Sample electronic parts, and pays $3.50 per

hour.

Although he knew very little English when he arrived in Arizona,

this refugee is currently studying in a group of young men who are

working with a volunteer to prepare for taking the GED exam. The reset-

tlement caseworker commented that he thought this refugee was stably

resettled in Arizona and would not migrate elsewhere.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is still working at the

same job. His vision is continuing to improve. He has moved in with a

different group of single refugee men.
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Case 28 consists of a 32 year old woman, hsr five children ranging

in age from two to 12, and her 19 year old brother. The head of house

hold's husband was caught during an escape effort and arrested, and is

in prison in Vietnam. Prior to leaving Vietnam, the wife had worked as

a dressmaker, in a restaurant, and as a produce seller. The family

arrived in Arizona on March 7, 1983 and was provided with an apartment

in the home of her sponsor. About six weeks after arrival, the head of

household inquired about welfare and went to the welfare office to sign

up for AFDC benefit. This was very upsetting to her sponsor, who-had

gone out and raised $500 in private donations from charitable organiza

tions so that the family would be able to avoid going on welfare until

the head of household obtained a job. The level of welfare benefits

received was $360 per month in AFDC benefits, and $306 per month in Food

Stamps. Meanwhile, the 19 year old brother left the household and

enrolled in the Job Corps, while the three oldest children were atten

ding public school.

Finally, in June 1983, the head of household obtained a training

position with a local motel as a motel maid. This reduced her welfare

benefits, but did not m .ke her ineligible for 4 lower income supplement.

The training program was operated by the Refugee Education Project (the

same program which operates refugee ESL classes) and consisted of a

partial subsidy of the employee's wages until the end of a brief

training period, at which time the trainee is either laid off or

retained as an unsubsidized employee. The refugee was retained in this

job, which paid minimum wage, beyond the training period, but was laid

off in August 1983 when a new housekeeping supervisor took over who had

less sympathy and patience with her somewhat slow performance. As of

September, she had not obtained a new job. She is currently receiving a

full welfare grant once again.

The refugee had recently been diagnosed by a doctor as having an

ulcer, which she associated with being upset about her husband in jail,

and upset about her father, who is sick. In September, she had also

moved to a new apartment closer to the Refugee Center. In this new

location, she is in the same complex as other refugee families and can
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also walk to the grocery store. She is able to attend ESL classes in the

evening at the Refugee Center.

In an interview, the refugee commented that she would probably stay

in Arizona because she "doesn't know whoze else to go."

Update as If February, 1984: This individual is now working full

timein a manufacturing plant during night shift. Her neighbor and her

oldest child help her in her child care responsibilities.

She no longer receives any welfare grant, although Food Stamps help

supplement her income. She is planning to buy a car, but doesn't yet

know how to drive. Resettlement agency staff report that she is now "on

her own" except when she needs assistance responding to special needs of

her children. She has made great strides in adjusting to life in the

U.S. during the last six months.
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Case 29 consisted of a single 31 year old woman who arrived in

Arizona on March 2. She was originally housed in an apartment with

another three-person household.

Shortly after arrival, she was offered a job at a local knitting

company, but she refused the job, saying that she wanted to move to

California to get welfare. After refusing the job, she was placed at

the end of the list of individuals to receiveservines from the Refugee

Job Services. The refugee did not attend any ESL classes after arrival

in Arizona.

Finally, on May 9, a little over two months after initial arrival,

she migrated to California. The resettlement agency office in Califor-

nia wrote to the local affiliate in Arizona to find out whether she

should be permitted to enroll in welfare right sway, and were told that

she had turned down work in Arizona.

Subsequent to her migration to California, her cousin, who was

scheduled to come to Arizona from the refugee processing center as a

family reunification case, was transferred to an East Coast office of

the same resettlement agency (as far from California as they could

arrange, since she wasn't eligible to be reunited with her relative in

California as an initial resettlement location).

Update as of February, 1984: The resettlement agency has had no

further contact with this case.
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Case 30 consists of a single 20 year old male who arrived in

Arizona on June 23, 1983. His parents and brother and sister remain in

Vietnam. He had been rated level "D" on English in the *refugee

processing center. This youth, who had worked in Vietnam as a farmer

and fisherman, was placed on a job by the Job Service using the target

job tax credit (TJTC) for disadvantaged youth.- He began working within

one week after arriving in Arizona in a metal plating company, for $3.35

per hour.

The refugee is living with three other single FASP men in a two

bedroom apartment. He saved enough money to by a $200 car, but has run

into a snag in getting his driver's license. He didn't remember his

birthdate, and the project "assigned" him a birthdate to use, but the

Department of Motor Vehicles doesn't consider this official enough and

won't permit him to take the driver's test.

The refugee is currently stalying English with a volunteer teacher

from the refugee ESL program who comes to his home. He is presently

fully financially independent. He never enrolled in Food Stamps at all,

since he found a job so soon after arrival.

Update as of February, 1984: In about November, this youth was

fired from his job, according; to resettlement agency workers, for

failure to show up for scheduled overtime work. He has not yet obtained

another job, but is still living off his savings.

He currently lives with some relatives who belong to a refugee

family resettled by another agency.

After being refused a driver's license by the state because his 194

did not show his birthdate, this youth was supposed to write his parents

in Vietnam to obtain a copy of this birth certificate. In the interim,

he was apparently driving without a license and got into trouble when he

got in an accident. The resettlement agency worker has been assisting

him in dealing with the court system, but she is worried, because he has

not yet gotten another job.
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Case 31 consists of a 46 year old woman and her five children,

ranging in age from 9 to .23 years. This refugee worked as a cook's

assistant for the U.S. Army for five years from 1966. to 1971. Her

husband was killed in the war in 1973. After 1975, the children in this

family were not permitted to go to school. During one of five escape

attempts, the head of household's leg vas injured, so she needs to be

able to find light work. A married daughter remains behind in Vietnam.

Another married child is in a refugee processing center,.

The family arrived in Arizona on August 17, 10/83. Four of the

children are now in school. The oldest sonf who is 23, was abo,tt to

leave for his first day of work at a factory at the time of the visit to

their home in early September. He had previously attempted to enter an

electronics training program offered by an employer, but had not been

selected to receive the training. The head of household has not yet

obtained a job, but would like a job as a chef's assistant.

The family has a few relatives from Vietnam who came to the United

States in 1975, but they don't have addresses for any of them.

Update as of February, 1984: The head of household in this family

now works part-time in a restaurant, which is all she can work because

of her old leg injury. Several changes have occurred to the composition

of the household: the son moved out of the home, then moved to Phoenix,

and has recently moved back home. He bought a motorcycle, which he has

to make payments on, so he no longer contributes his entire salary to

the household's expenses. The oldest daughter ran away from home in

December and now lives at the Job Corps center, where she is enrolled.

The head of household's oldest marrried daughter and her son-in-law

recently arrived is the U.S. from a refugee camp. They were initially

placed in Texas, but the head of household insisted that they come to

Arizona. They may not stay in Arizona.
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Case 32 consists of a 31 year old single man ftnd his two sisters,

ages 13 and 8, who arrived in Arizona on April 24, 1983. The young man

was in the army, prior to 1975, nd after 1975 supported himself by doing

odd jobs. The parents of these refugees are still is Vietnam, but three

more brothers are in refugee camps and are expected to arrive in the

U.S. in three months. The young man knew "a little English" whet he

arrived in Arizona.

After this family arrived in Arizona, it was decided that it would

be best for the family if the two sisters were to live with an American

family, which had agreed to sponsor them. They go to school, and visit

their brother very often. The young man was helped to locate lodging in

an apartment with other single FASP men.

Volunteers who work with the resettlement agency found the young

man a job in an electrical factory doing assembly' work making transfor

mers, which pays $3.50 per hour for 40 hours a week. He began working

on May 20, less than one month after arrival. He receives beilth insur

ance as part of his job benefits, and is now completely independent,

receiving neither Food Stamps nor medical assistance. He likes his job

but would like to advance up a career ladder, which may require moving

to another job after awhile.

A Vietnamese who has been in the U.S. for a longer time is volun

teering to come to the apartment of the refugee and the other single men

he lives with to teach them English three times a week.

This refugee has shown no interest in moving to California; he

expresses his belief that in California the Vietnamese community is too

crowded, and he is also fearful of the organized crime that is rumored

to be rampant within the Vietnamese community in California (gangs

shaking down merchants, etc.). The resettlement aiiincy is encouraging

this refugee to start applying to have his parents move to the U.S.

under the OAP program.

Update as of February, 1984: In October, this refugee's two

brothers arrived from the refugee camps. They are 20 and 16 years old.

The 20 year old obtained a job in an electrical assembly plant while the

16 year old is enrolled in high school. The aree brothers live

together and are often visited by the two sisters who still live with an
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American foster family. According to resettlement agency staff,this

family is stably resettled and doesn't require further assistance from

the agency.
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Case 33 consists of a 56 year old man who was a helicopter mechanic

in Vietnam during the war. After the war, he served time in a reeduca-

tion camp. This refugee arrived inArizona is Hay 1983,. and decided

that he wanted to become a jet plane or helicopter mechanic:' His

English is excellent. After calling-Hughes Aircraft to inquire about

how he could become a licensed aircraft mechanic, he learned that he

would have to attend a school for two months, which would cost about

$1,000 to get his FAA license.

This refugee has friends in California, Florida, and Texis,:and at

first talked a little about moving to one of these places. However,

after he discovered that Arizona would be the cheapest place to study

aircraft maintenance, he decided to stay in Arizona to go to school.

About two months after he arrived in Arizona, the refugee obtained his

first job, with assistance from the Refugee Job Services program. The

job was installing steel frames into sofa beds for a sofa bedmanufac-

turing company at minimum wage, and he quit this job because the work

was too hard. Because he had quit the job, and because a new group of

FASP refugee had arrived in the interim, he was no longer a high prior-

ity case for Job Service services. Thus, he found his second job for

himself, making wood screws for $4.25 per hour.

Initially the refugee was housed in a two-bedroom apartment with

three other FASP refugees. However, when his housematea all got jobs at

an electronic circuits company, they moved to be closer to their jobs.

At this point, the refugee found his own place to move to and notified

the resettlement agency that he had made the move.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee is currently sharing an

apartment with two other Vietnamese families, neither of whom were FASP

cases. He is working in an auto painting shop, making $5.00 per hour,

but he doesn't like his job because he feels there are health hazards

associated with it.

He says that he is happy to be in the U.S., but is sad because he

misses his wife and six children (aged 18 to 35), who are still in

Vietnam. He would still like to enter a training Er4c,gram after he

obtains Arizona residency (after twelve months) but he is now looking

forward to retirement, which he says should occur about the same time he

obtains U.S. citizenship.
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Case 34 consists of a 20 year old young man who arrived in Arizona

on April 16, 1983. His family remains in Vietnam. The refugee had had

no prior work experiencein Vietnam. His English language skills were

"next to nothing" when he came. He attended'ESL classes at least for

awhile after arrival.

With the help of a resettlement agency volunteer, he obtained a job

working for a mailing service less than one week after arrival. The job

pays minimum wage. He is living in an apartment with other single men

resettled in Arizona under the FASP program.. He likes his job.

For one month, this refugee received Food Stamps. Nov. he is finan-

cially independent.

The resettlement caseworker observed that this young man is

spending a lot of money on telephone calls to Colorado where his girl-

friend lives. (She is living with her parents.) The caseworker told me

that it would not look good to her family if he were to move to Colorado

to be closer to her. It is important for him to have a job and earn

money. The refugee has no relatives elsewhere in the United States.

Update as of February, 1984: This refugee has been promoted to a

supervisor position at his job and now makes $5.25 per hour. He is seen

as a very reliable employer. Re has changed apartments and housemates

(after getting in trouble with one landlord for playing music too loud)

and is currently living with one FASP refugee and one newer arrival.

He now has a Cambodian girlfriend who lives in Arizona.
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Case 35 consists of a 50 year old man whose wife and children

remain behind in Vietnam. He was in the military in Vietnam prior to

1975, and also has a. work history in radio and television repair. This

refugee is living in an apartment with single FASP refugee men, but the

caseworker commented that this apartment is occupied by the "studious

young men," not the ones who like to party.

Within one day after his arrival in Arizona on April 5, 1983, this

refugee started working as a gas station attendant. He is currently

working at a job with more potential for career advancement -- he works

for an electronics firm learning to be an electronics L.Jchnician. Vol-

unteers working with the resettlement agency found both of these jobs

for him.

This refugee spoke English quite well when he arrived, having been

in the United States before (while in the military). According to the

resettlement worker, he is "a very fine person." He has been able to

purchase a car and since he has health insurance benefits from his job,

he is completely financially independent.

Update as of February, 1984: According to resettlement agency

staff, this individual is still working at the same job, and "doesn't

need us to hold his hand."
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Case 36 is a 26 year old man whose wife and child escaped from

Vietnam. at the same time that he did, but who left in different boats.

They are presently in a refugee camp,and i;rillbe resettled in Arizona

and reunited with him when they come to the U.S. (The reiettledient

agency has assisted him in applying for family reunification with his

wife and child.)

Prior to 1975, the refugee was a student'in Vietnam. After the war

ended, he worked as a carpenter. When he arrived'in Aritona ou June 8,

1983, he knew very little nglish. He was ;.placed in an apartment with

other young men who were FASP cases, and'assisted'to find a job.- About

six weeks after arrival, he started working at a mailing, ervice (where'

at least one other FASP arrival was working) for minimum wage. A. volun

teer from the refuge ESL program comes to the apartment of these young

men to teach English.

According to the resettlement agency caseworker, this refugee is

doing very well. At first he was very worried about being able to be

reunited with his family, but now he is excited and happy that they will

be coming to Arizona.

Lpdate as of February, 1984: In December, 1983, the wife and two

children (ages two and five) of this refugee arrived. The refugee is

still working at the same job, and his wife is working at home hand

packing products for sale on a piecework basis.

This family receives foodstamps and the wife just applied for a

welfare supplement, on her own initiative.

The English language skills of these adults is not yet very good.

At the tire of the second site visit, the wife was beginning to atteni

ESL classes operated by the refugee program.
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Case 37 consists of a 50 year-old husband, his 47 year-old wife,

and their eight children, ranging in age from 3 to 19 years old. The

head of household had worked in Vietnam as'a farmer, a fisherman, and as

the manager of an Exxon gas station. At the time of the site visit,

another adult son and his wife and children had recent 34 arrived in

Phoenix and the entire extended family of seventeen people, was happily

living in a three bedroom house in Glendale, a suburb adjacent to

Phoenix. He located his current house himself; and it is in quite a

pleasant wooded location, adjacent to an old farm.

Three individuals in the immediate ten-person case were of an

employable age: the 19 year-old daughter, and the husband and wife.

The first to secure employment was the daughter, who was placed by Job

Serice in a knitting factory at $3.80 per hour, within three weeks of

arrival. Almost exactly one month after arrival, the wife was also

placed in a sewing job by Job Service, paying $3.80 per hour. Finally,

whe the husband was starting to be discouraged, he found a job doing

construction work. This first job lasted only nine days. A second job,

working as a janitor, has proved to be more stable, and has lasted five

months so far. This job pays $3.75 per hour.

Because of his experience working with cars, the head of household

was able to purchase a cheap car during his second month in the U.S.,

and put it in running condition. He is currently working on a second

cheap care for the family.

. The family is still receiving Food Stamps, and Arizona's Medical

Assistance Only program for refugees, but is at least partially self-

sufficient. Before the husband obtained his job, he threatened to move

with seven children to California, leaving his wife and oldest daughter

working in Arizona. The husband's two sisters live in California and

own a sewing factory there. Finally, he decided to stay and called Job

Service, and said, "you have to find me a job." The situation seems to

have stabilized, and the family is now planning ahead to when they will

be able to buy a home in Phoenix.

This family's story is significant because they resisted extreme

pressure from relatives in California in order to come to Arizona.

Apparently, they have approximately 50 relatives in the San Francisco
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area, who found out when they were traveling through Hamilton Air Force

Base on their way to Arizona and showed up with a car at the Air Force

Base in the middle of the night to take them away to San FranciscO.

They decided to come to Arizona instead.

Update as of February, 1984: Shortly after arriving in Arizona,

the son, draghter-in-law, and grandchild of this family (who had arrived

in Septeul as a family reunification case) moved to California.

Since September, the head of household left his job. (The

resettlement agency worker said that he quit, claiming that he had not

been paid for some overtime he had worked, knowing that the employer was

not happy with him, and was going to fire him.) The entire family, with

the exception of the oldest daughter, moved to California in January,

1984, just over 12 months after having arrived in Arizona. They moved

in order to realize the greater household income possible from welfare

in California.

The nineteen year-old daughter remained in Arizona. Since

September, she had quit her knitting company job, and had obtained

employment at an electronic assembly plant at a wage of $3.75 per hour.
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APPENDIX F:

Case Profiles of FASP Refugees in North Carolina
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Family A is considered by resettlement agency staff as one of the

most interesting FASP families in their city, and one of the families

that will ultimately be the mostsuccessfully resettled: The faMily

consists of a husband and wife, ages:28 and 26 respectively, and three

brothers, ages 24, 18, and 15. The husband had five yesrie education in

Cambodia, Fe had worked as a carpenter and had ,speht.three years in' the

military. The background of the other family members is less well-

documented.

At the time of the first BPA site visit, both the husband and his

wife were nearing completion of a six-month vocational training class in

upholstery (a highdemand skill in the locel, area). Their instructor

stated that the husband was the best and most innovative' studeni he had

ever encountered, and that the wife vac the top sewing student in the

class. Both had skilled, wellpaying jobs awaiting them upon completion

of the course, working for a furniture manufacturer. This same furni

ture manufacturer has already hired the husband's oldest brother in a

less skilled capacity at $4.00 per hour (recently raised to $4.25), and

thought highly of his refugee worker.

The oldest brother was initially reluctant to share his income with

the rest of the family, since he was the only one working. LFS staff

mentioned to him that perhaps he would like to do his own cooking and

shopping and household chores if he wanted to keep his income to him

self; he quickly changed his mind.

This family subsisted for several months on the single income of

$170 per week, plus about $336 per month in Food Stamps and Refugee Cash

Assistance combined. (The household has been "split" for the purpose of

defining eligibility for cash assistance.) They received donations of

two old cars and had been able to buy the required insurance for them.

They spent a lot of time working on the cars and keeping them in good

repair, but it took several months before they learned to drive them,

with the help of volunteers.

This family benefited from a great deal of voluntary assistance.

An American tutor too' on the task of helping the wife to improve her

English, since her vocational training schedule conflicted with the

Community College ESL classes. (The wife's English was already quite



good, and soon became even better.) This volunteer tutor became good

friends with the entire family, and now drives them to the Vietnamese

market and the supermarket once a week to do their shopping.

Family A is becoming Americanized very quickly. They live in a

well-maintained second-story apartment in an old house where three other

FASP families live. Resettlement agency staff are batting that` before

too long, with three or four adults earning good wages and their "entre-

preneurial" approach to earning extra money, this family will be buying

a house of their own.

The English language skills of all members of the 'household are

good. The slowest to learn is the youngest brother, who is in high

school. He took part in a one-time summer ESL/orientition program

designed specifically for high-school-age Cambodian refugees and that

appeared to help. In summary, agency staff do not spend a great deal of

time worryiug.about Family A. They seem well-adjusted and happy in

their new home.

At the time of the second BPA visit, Mr. A. had just begun a new

job. His first job had been satisfactory enough; it was varied and

interesting, but it was ;teen as being a dead end situation, not building

strongly enough on the upholstering skills he had acquired in school.

His new jcb was in a factory manufacturing office furniture. It began

At $4.00 per hour and held the promise of raises and promotions.

However, after a week on the new job, Mr. A. was showing signs of

boredom. While not complaining, he appeared to think that the job was

more repetitive than he would have liked.
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Case B consists of a 24-year-old man, his 22-year-old pregnant

wife, and a two-year-old daughter. They had lived on a farm prior to

1975, and the head of household served in the military for five years.

He had seven years of education in his home country, while his wife had

none at all, and still does not know how to read or write in any lan-

guage. The husband was rated as- having a "C" level of English compe-

tency upon leaving the refugee processing center:.

When Family B arrived in North Carolina in early February, they

were housed in a temporary apartment which the resettlement agency

maintains for new arrivals. Within two weeks they were registered for

refugee cash assistance and Food Stamps, totaling about $400iper.mdnth.

Both attended ESL classes regularly and were conscientious students.

The wife made minimal progress, and no definite plans were made for her

to continue. The hUsband advanced steadily and was pronounced ready to

move on to the next class.

Two months after arrival, resettlement agency staff found a job

for Mr. B as a production worker, with a full-time wage of $3.50 per

hour. Three days later, the agency received a telephone call from the

employer. Mr. B was standing at his work station, as though in a

trance, unable to move or talk. Gradually staff were able to learn what

had fiappened. Mr. B had been a victim of torture during his military

career. The torture was of a fairly prevalent type: being completely

encased in a large plastic bag aLl (alternately) smothered to the point

of unconsciousness and beaten with the butt of a rifle until conscious-

ness was regained. Mr. B had never talked about this experience, so

that neither the staff nor the employer could have foreseen the effects

of placing him on a production line which included wrapping the final

product in'plastic. The effects were severe enough to preclude employ-

ment and to initiate a series of mental health treatments, as both an

ib.patient and an outpatient.

Resettlement agency staff were convinced that Mr. B's condition was

improving, and began again to discuss employment with him. He stated

repeatedly that he wanted to work. As an interim measure and in order

to assess his work readiness, they hired him to do some light main-

tenance work at the refugee office. He proved incapable of concentra-
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ting on a task for more than a few minutes. St:11, staff felt that his

mental health was improving until one day in early September, when he

threatened his vile with a.knife. He was again re:erred for inpatient

care. He was later released on the condition that he live separately

from his wife and children; his wife was truly, frightened. However, he .

could not stay away. Court orders and-signed statements were of little ;

avail. He could not believe that his wife wanted, him to stay away.

"While she lives here, she's still mine. If she moves away, she is not

still mine." Mrs. B had no choice but to take the children away to live

with her brother in another state, leavingMr..B behind. He was

heartbroken.

Despite the opinion of several experts that Mr. B's condition Was

not likely to improve, Mr. B vas employed at the time of the second BPA

visit. It was only a temporary job, and staff were keeping their

fingers crossed. Mr. B will continue.to have mental health problems and

is depressed about being abandoned by his family. But his current

employer is understanding and is most influenced by Mr. B's obvious

desire to work and stabilize himself and regain his family's trust.
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Case C t,onsists of a 51- year -old head of household, his 36-year-old

wife, a 16-year-old daughter, and a 14-year-old son. They arrived in

North Carolina in early June. The head of household has five years'

education and experience as a bus driver and in the military. During

the family's three-year stay in the refugee camps, the head of household

also gained experience as a carpenter. His wife, had never.held a,job

outside the home until arriving in the U.S. and haa,no education sit all.

The husband was diagnosed as having a heart murmur upon arrival,

and it was doubted whether he could work right away: The family was

registered for cash assistance and Food Stamps'about one week after

arrival, and their total income from those sources was nearly $620.

(This may be misleading, since the Food Stamp allocation is often com-

bined when more than one family lives at the same address.) Their son

is blind.

About two months after arrival, both the husband and wife began

attending ESL classes. Two weeks later, the wife was placed in a pro-

duction job in a textile factory. She worked at this minimum-wage job

for over two months, and then was laid off (about two weeks before the

BPA site visit). Staff are seeking another job for her. Meanwhile, her

husband began working at a full -time job as a textile worker which pays

$3.50. Despite health problems and minimal English skills, this family

appears well on their way toward self-sufficiency and a stable life in

North Carolina.
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Case D consists of a 61-year-old man, his 64 -year -old wife, and two

grandchildren, ages 14 and 11. When they first arrived in North Caro-

lina in mid-March, they were placed in a holm which had been donated*by

a local church to be used as a refugee residence at no charge. Church

members fixed up the house, which had been unoccupied for some time and

had a leaking roof, and welcomed their new neighbor, warmly. The house.

is cited as being one of the nicest.FASP homes in'the area. Americans

are constantly "in and out of the house" and are anxious 'to help. The

house is on the edge of town, however, and so this family does not see

very much of the other FASP refugees. Agency staff see this family as

clinging tightly to the °la ways and resisting strongly any efforts to

Americanize them.

Less than two months after this family's arrival, they were joined

in Greensboro by their son, his pregnant wife, and three children (see

Cate E). Another son is due to arrive in Decembers having.been delayed

in departure because of a medical hold. However, this late arrival will

be considered part of the total FASP caseload.

Both the older man and his wife are considered to old to work and

support themselves, particularly at the physically demanding jobs that

seem to be the rule for FASP refugees in their area. Their long-run

source of support will be SSI, combined with any contributions that the

two sons' families are eventually able to make toward their well-being.
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Case E consists of a 30-year-old man, his 26-year-old wife, who is

pregnant with their fourth child, and their three sons, ages II, 6, and

2. The husband is the son of the older couple described in Case D.

This family arrived in North Carolina on May 9, 1983.

While still in Cambodia, Mr. E had been captured three times and

tortured repeatedly. He witnessed the brutal murders of several of his

compatriots at the hands of the soldiers. He had-watched as his brother

was beheaded. The long-rang effects of these horrors on his ability to

settle in this country are still being felt.

It was not until nearly three weeks after arrival of this family

that resettlement agency staff learned about Mr. E's medical condition

-- a spleen condition that required prompt surgery. The surgery was

apparently successful, but this refugee did not recover well. Many

weeks later, he was still homebound, eating poor/y, and during the week

of the first BPA site visit he made it known that he intended to starve

himself. The agency's health specialist spent many hours with the

refugee, convinced him to eat, and apparently had changed his mind about

dying. Eowever, trouble continued. There were repeated arguments

betweet Mr. E and his parents. He was not being a good son. The

situation was exacerbated because they were living in the same house and

did not have enough income to live in separate hobses.

LFS staff met with the entire family on several occasions. They

were able to convince lir. E's father that, as head of the household, he

should take charge. The father helped LFS staff convince Mr. E that

he mlst go to the hospital. ;is week in the hospital helped him to

stabilize his eating and sleeping patterns and to get used to the

medication that would combat his depressic ,

In January 1984, LFS staff were able to find him a job working for

a furniture manufacturer who also employs several other FASP refugeen.

Two months later he was still employed there, though he had missed work

for health reasons. Agency staff are still somewhat concerned about Mr.

E's health and mental health.
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Case F consists of a 42yearold man, his 41yearold wife, wbo at

arrival was pregnant with their seventh child, and their children, who

range from 18 to one year of age. The husband and the oldest son each

have two years of education; no one else in the family, including the

wife, had ever been to school before arriving in the U.S.. The ife has

never held a job. They arrived in North Carolina in midMay.

This family lives on one of the lowercost apartments in a less

thanideal neighborhood (not one of the newer apartments in the large

apartment complex where a number of other FASP refugees live). They

subsist on approximately $455 in Food Stamps and $291 in refugee cash

assistance, which they began receiving within weeks after their arri

val. This family has also received a greet deal of donated (and pur

chased) clothing, new kitchen appliances, and other household items,

since they have severely limited resources. They were registered about

one month after their arrival for a WIC supplement, which will be

ongoing, since their baby is young and there is another on the way.

They are assisted in food shopping by a former Cambodian refugee.

At the time of the first BM visit to this household, the husband

was in the process of painting a large sign to be used at the new

Buddhist temple. (He was also present later at a gathering at the

temple. It seems clear that this will be a focal point in this family's

life.) The elaborate border design was his own creation; he is a gifted

artist, though his usual medium is wood carving rather than painting.

During the time that he was in the refugee camps, Mr. F sketched

accurately and from memory some of the detailed designs found on the

ancient Ankor Wat temple. He has used those designs in a number of

carved statuettes. He also taught carving; his main problem is that he

cannot obtain (and cannot afford to buy) wood of the quality he needs to

produce fine sculptures. Though he produces some utilitarian objects

such as lamp bases, his preference is traditional Cambodian or Buddhist

statues. His immediate goal is to make enough money selling his work to

buy better tools, including some power tools. These are used only in

the initial nondetailed carving steps, but they save a great deal of

time.



Mr. F initially applied for several jobs unrelated to his skills,

but was not hired because he had almost no English language skills.

Resettlement agency staff mentioned the possibility of a job working for

a manufacturer of fine furniture, in which he would he able to use his

carving ability, though not his creativity. He seemed enthusiastic

about such a job, becP-de it would mostlikely pay more than the entry-

level jobs he has applied for to date. Given his, skill level, staff

project that he should be able to support his family eventually, though

th, family is large and the wife will not be able to work for some time.

In the long run, he would like to be able to support himself as an

artist, perhaps teaching others his craft, and perhaps operatiig a small

business where artworks are produced on a large enough scale to be

lucrative. It is clear that his fellow refugees value his carvings

highly, and that there is also a market for them among Americans. (He

was able to purchase a color television with the proceeds from the sale

of two of his carvings.) Meanwhile, agency .staff did not push Mr. F

too hard to accept employment. It was deemed better to retain Medicaid

coverage until after the new baby is born.

However, by the time of the second BPA visit, Mr. F had been

working for five months for an antique furniture dealer, restoring and

refinishing wood furniture. He earns $5.00 per hour. While his work

does not include carving, he has adapted his skills and is said to be

doing well. Agency staff are currently following up on a lead to a

possible job designing and carving stone. They decided not to tell Mr.

F about this possibility unless it turns out to be a real one; for the

moment, they have sent a resume on his behalf.

Mrs. F's new three-week old baby was healthy and strong. Mrs. F

seemed very busy with all her children, but looked younger and happier

than she had in many months.

This family is likely to become stable and self-supporting in the

long run. They have not been in touch with the LDS missionaries, per-

haps because their residence is not centrally located, and perhaps also

because they are active in the Buddhist temple.
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Case G originally consisted of a widow, aged 32, and her 14-year-

old brother. Her husband died in 1976 in Cambodia, and all three of her

children have died since. The whereaboUts of-her parent's and three

brothers and sisters are unknown; they were last seen in 1975. She

never worked outside the home while in Cambodia, but in the refugee

camps she was a teacher of young childreit. Her English language level

was assessed at "C" in the processing center. They came to North Caro-

lina in mid-February, and lived in the same household as another family.

Living arrangements have changed since arrival in this country, as

relationships among families within the household have not always been

easy.

Within ten days after arrival, this case had been registered for

AFDC and Food Stamps. Refugee cash assistance was at the level of $134

per month; the size of the Food Stamp allotment is unknown, since it was

combined with that of another family.

About one month after arrival, it became known that the 14-year-old

was not really the brother of this refugee, as he had claimed to be in

order to get to this country. The whereabouts of her real brother were

unknown, though he was believed to have been resettled in this country

as an unaccompanied minor. The 14-year-old turned out to have an uncle

in California whom he wanted to join. On March 12, 1983, he left North

Carolina. More recently, almost by accident, it was discovered that her

real brother had been "adopted" by the family of a doctor in another

state and was living there happily. Hewes told that his sister is in

North Carolina, but he does not seem anxious to leave his new home. She

seems anxious to have him join her, but is not in a very good position

to take care of him, and so no concrete steps are being taken at this

time.

About one month after arrival, this refugee obtained her first job,

a minimum wage job as a textile worker. However, she was having mental

health problems (depression, suicidal) and lost the job after a month.

After treatment of her depression, she obtained another similar job on

June 16, but she quit that job after two weeks. She finally obtained a

third job on July 26 in a textile factory where several of her FASP
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neighbors also work. This job appears to be going well, and it may be

that she is finally approaching stable self-reliance.

Mrs. G has asked many times to be put in touch with her younger

brother. The agency has had to keep his whereabouts a secret from her,

in deference to his wishes and pending the consent of his foster

parents. At the time of the second BPA visit, the agency and the ORR

Regional Director had written to the brother's foster parents,

explaining the situation and asking if they would agree to a telephone

call that could possibly prove disruptive to their home life.
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Family H consists of a 33-year-old man, his 37-year-old wife, and

three sons, ages 11, 8, and 2. They arrived iri North Catolt2a in bite

January. Mr. H had had ten years' education in Cambodia and was in the

army prior to 1975. He then worked as a farmer until the time that the

family escaped to Thailand in 1980. During their two-Plus year stay in

the refugee camps, Mr. H worked in the office.

Within two weeks after their arrival in North Carolina, the H

family had settled into their own apartment and had signed up for refu-

gee cash assistance and Food Stamps. Mr. Ws search for employment was

delayed for a few weeks because the CETA contractor was not well set, up

for serving refugees, After the resettlement agency hired an employment

specialist, Mr. H was one of the first to be referred to a job, since he

was anxious to work and support his family. His first job, as a dish-

washer, lasted only two days. The wife of the owner was apparently not

receptive to having a non-American worker, and forced her husband to

dismiss Mr. H.

Within a few weeks, Mr. H had another minimum-wage job, this time

moulding and handpainting small plaster statuettes. He did very well on

this job, and his boss was pleased with his work. However, five weeks

later, the plant was shut down, and Mr. H was again out of a job.

Meanwhile, he had received a cash assistance check while he was

employed, and thus had incurred an obligation to pay it back at the rate

of $10 per month. Two months later, Mr. H finally had another job, this

time paying $3.40 per hour. This job is in a huge lumber yard which

supplies high-quality lumbar to manufacturers of fine furniture. His

principal responsibility is to stack lumber after it has been sorted by

quality category. He has learned not only his own job, but also the

whole range of related functions, so that sometimes when he is told

which "grade" (and therefore which stack) a certain piece of lumber

should go into, he disagrees with the "grader" -- and he turns out to be

right. His boss says that Mr. H is a "good man," that if his English

were better, he could run the entire operation. He will probably be

promoted before long; he has already received a raise to $3.55 per hour.

Still, Mr. H knows that even performing well on the job is not always
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enough to ensure job security and is mildly (though needlessly) con-

cerned about the possibility of being laid off again.

At the time of the BPA site visit, theft family was living modestly

in a very well-kept apartment. Mr. 'Ryas devoting a great deal of time

to studying for his Driver Education class. He had writte:- in the Khmer

translation above each line of the text in the Driver Education manual.

Mrs. II not only maintains her home and children with great care, but is

also looked up to by the other Cambodian women as a terrific cook. She

led their effort to cook a Cambodian meal for a Cambodian-American

gathering at a local church.

Resettlement agency staff regard the R family as stable, respon-

sible members of the community who, despite early difficulties, seem to

be adapting well to life in North Carolina.
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it= Case I consists of a 33-year-old widow and her two children, ages

five and four. Until three years ago, she was a farmer, although she

was able to get four years' education. During the time she was in the

camp, she acquired considerable` sewing skill. There was never any doubt

on the part of the resettlement workers that she would be resettled

successfully. She was employed very soon after arriving, hiving made

arrangements to share an apartment with a wuman who works a different

shift from hers, so that her children are cared fOr while she is gone.

She works the graveyard shift in &cookie fadtory for $4.60 per hour.

She has a very good reputation for paying her bills on time.

Once her situation was stable, she asked resettleient agency staff

if she could sponsor her boyfriend who was still in the camp. They told

her about the strict agency policy of not providing reception and plice-

ment funding in such a case. They made it clear to the refugee that if

he came to North Carolina, he would have to be her responsibility. He

was resettled in Washington instead. Before long, though, he came to

join her and they were married. The resettlement agency did agree to

help him with employment. He received a job offer on one of their

referrals and refused it. It was too far away, and he was anxious to

work in the same cookie factory as his new wife. (This cookie factory

is one of the best employers where the agency frequently places refu-

gees.) He was told that if he refused a job, agency staff could not

help him find another; he should take what they could get for him or

find a job on his own. He became very angry, but he did start looking

for another job. He found a job on his own and accepted it. He and

agency staff are on better terms now.

This is a stable family that is likely to do very well. Their

English skills are continually improving, their house is well-

maintained, ar.d the younger child has just been accepted in Head Start.



Case J consists of a single man who lives alone in one room of

another refugee family's apartment. He is 54 years old, although his

biodata lists his age as 45. He arrived in North Carolina in May. Mr

J's English is excellent. He worked as a translator in the refugee

camps in Thailand, and he served as a volunteer interpreter during the

BPA interviews with refugee families. He had 11 years- of education in
. ,

Cambodia, more than nearly all other FASP refugees. Heworked as a bank

manager in Cambodia and has good accounting ikills.

Mr. J's wife and .children were lostAind presumed dead in Cambodia.

Resettlement agency caseworkers feel that he has not yet overcome the

severe depression and guilt which resulted. He spent six years in

refugee camps, wetting for his family to turn up. For a long time after

arriving in the camps, he did not speak at all.

Mr. J for many months thought of himself as being too sick to work.

He thought he had tuberculosis, In fact, he was initially placed on

medical hold prior to being released from the refugee processing center,

and took TB medication for six months there. Results of medical

screening and tests indicated that he was healthy upon arrival in the

United States. However, at the time of the first BPA site visit, he was

not eating well. He was subsisting on his retugee cash assistance grant

of $134 per month and his Food Stamps ($75). He spent most of his time

alone in his room. A stack of encyclopedias stayed on the floor beside

his bed; he said that he spent time reading them, though it appeared

that he just looked at pictures and daydreams.

Six months later, Mr. J was stably employed. He found his job on

his own, though it was in a factory in which several other FASP refugees

were employed. It is said that the refugee children in his apartment

complex, with home he spent many hours playing chess, were finally able

to convince him that he should work. Mr. J still prefers to spend most

of his free time alone. He lives from day to day, preferring not to

plan for the future. However, he seems well settled in and almost

completely adjusted to life in North Carolina.



Case K consists of a 43-year-old man, his 42-year-old wife, three

daughters, ages 17, 11, and three, and two sons, ages 15 and seven.

They arrived in North Carolina in mid-May, and were receiving cash

assistance and Food Stamps within two weeks. Two months later, Mr. K

had obtained a permanent job in a furniture manufacturing plant, though

in the interim he had been successful in getting some odd jobs. His job

pays minimum wage; it should improve soon; as he appears to be doing

well. Meanwhile, the family gets along with the help of $276.00 per

month in Food Stamps -- reduced from $398.00 before Mr. K began working.

The employment specialist describes Mr. K as "a cut-up"; he "talks

90 miles per hour" and gets along very well with his co-workers: He is,

though, quite serious about doing well. He studies his English -- which

is already quite good -- during his breaks at work. He is very

independent ("Just show me how to do it once") and anxious to prove

himself as a successful member of the local community.
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Mr. L is 39 years old, Mrs. L is 33 years old, and their three

sons are 13, seven, and one year old. Mr. L had four years' education

in Cambodia, though he spent most of his early life on a farm. While he

was in the refugee camps, he was trained as a carpenter. He also

attended ESL classes for four months, but was assessed ,at only the "A"

level upon departuie for North Carolina.

The L family arrived in late Marchand within a month, Mr. L had a

good job which paid $4.00 per hour. His job was to make urethane foam

to be used in furniture. Unfortunately, the chemicals severely

aggravated his asthma and he had to be hospitalized on two occasions.

The doctor advised him to change jobs. He resisted and tried

alternatives, such as wearing a mask, but nothing helped. Finally, he

had to resign.

Mr. L was out of work for about three months. He had turned down

one job offer in a cafeteria because it wasn't full-time and didn't pay

as well as his former job. Things got so desperate he had to hock his

moped to pay the rent. He also borrowed money from one of the

resettlement agency staff. Finally, he was forced to accept a

janitorial job working evenings, less than full-time, at minimum wage.

But soon afterward, he got another job as well, working for a

manufacturer of leather products. Be now works very hard at both these

jobs, and has gotten back on his feet financially. In the meanwhile, he

not only learned a valuable lesson (about not accepting a less-than-

perfect job), but he taught the same lesson to many of his FASP friends.
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Case M is a family of eight. The father is 55 years old, the

mother is 35,'and the children are 15, 13, four, three, two, and one

year old. Mrs. M and the three-year old son are both blind in one eye.

Mr. M. was in the military when he was much younger, but beginning in

1956, he worked as a stevedore (loading and -unload/Os-boats) for 19

years. After 1975, he was forced to work as a rice farmer. by the Khmer

Rouge. Several of his family died or were titakeii away" during that

time. Mr. M had no job at all during his three years, in the refugee

camps. No member of the family has had any formal education at all.

The M family arrived in North Caro/ins in mif-February. It took

Mr. M six months to find a job working in a lumber yard fOr $3.40 per

hour. That job lasted less than a month, because^ he'Oould not do the

work. The job did not require great strength or endurance, and it was

not a particularly skilled job. It appears that Mr. M had trouble

remembering instructions, even when things were explained to him in his

own language. In fact, he has difficulty remembering how to get from

place to place on his bicycle -- even after being shown two or three

times.

The brighter side of the picture was that the M family was

"adopted" by an American family who spends a great deal of time with

them and takes care of transportation, food shopping, medical veeds, and

recreation. This American family arranged for donated furniture

through their church, including a television net. Mrs. M is learning

English slowly, and the older children appear to be doing well in

school. In addition to refugee cash assistance and Food Stamps,. the M

family has a WIC supplement for the babies.

The only real difficulty facing this family was employment. The

LFS employment specialist was discouraged by the first unsuccessful

experience, and did not push Mr. M to look for another job for several

months. However, one large employer who had hired several FASP refugees

wanted more, so the employment specialist decided to refer Mr N. He was

hired at $3.70 per hour and is performing extremely well the job. It

was reported that after only a month on the job, he had saved $900 -

part of that was saved from his earlier cash assistance payments. The

remaining challenge was to talk him into depositing his savings in the bank.
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Mr. and Mrs. N are 46 and 38, respectively. They have a daughter

ten years old and a son nine. Mr. N had four years' education it

Cambodia and worked as a bus driver for 16 years. Neither Mr. nor Mrs.

N is very proficient at English, however.

The N family arrived in North Carolina in laidMay. Within ten

weeks they both had jobs; she was working in a furniture manufacturing

plant where several other FASP refugees work, staking $3.50 per hour.

Mr. N accepted a job one week after she did doing. maintenance work at

minimum wage. He continued looking for another job, and at the time of

the BPA site visit had just worked his first ds., a leather product's

manufacturing plant where several of his friends wos.L. Reims kept ,both

of his jobs, and the family is beginning to save some money. 'The

employment specialist says that Mr. N's new boss is extremely impressed

with his initiative and his obvious intelligence. :he N family shows

all the signs of becoming real leaders within the local Cambodian

community.
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Mr. and Mrs. 0 arrived in North Carolina in late June with their

two daughters, ages 8 and Laud two sons, ages 15 and 13. Mrs. 0 was

pregnant with their fifth child. Mr. 0 was missing one eye. "They" had

taken it, perhaps as a punishment for having seen something he shouldn't

have seen, perhaps as a punishment for the fact that once. upon a time he

had been a soldier. After arrival, health screening brought to light

the fact that Mrs. 0 had cervical cancer. Treatment for the disease

resulted in the loss of the unborn child and left her with about a 50%

chance of survival.

This family had become alienated from resettlement agency staff

because of the influence of the LDS missionaries. However, staff

continued to work with them, preparing Mr. 0 for restorative eye surgery

and continuing to monitor Mrs. 0's treatment send condition. One day Mr.

0 apologized to his case manager. He was tired of being disagreeable;

he would like to be friends again. He said he had been afraid that

agency staff wouldn't like his family because they were handicapped.

At the time of the second BPA visit, Mr. 0's surgery was complete

and 'he was fully recovered. Mrs. 0 was, by all reports, recovering and

possibly cured. Mr. 0 was working at a temporary job using a machine in

a textile factory. He was about to intervivF for a permanent job closer

to home, and was very nervous about the interview. His difficulty

speaking English was likely to cause a problem for this employer.

Agency staff rehearsed over and over uith him the questions the inter-

viewer would ask and how he ought to respond. He became discouraged

because he would work to understand one question, only to find be could

not understand it if it were asked in a slightly different way. The

solution was to write down the answers so that he could study them

later in the evening. Staff were pleased to see that Mrs. 0, sitting

across the room, was taking an active interest in the role-playing

session, sometimes participating when she succeeded in understandiug a

question before her husband did.

Mr. 0 was semi-successful in his job interview the next day. The

employer decided to hire him, not for the immediate job, which would

have required working independently, but as soon as an opening could be
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found on the later shift, where other FASP. refugees with better English

skills were already working.

Agency staff have one lingering concern about this family. When

Mr. 0 begins his permanent job, there will be no medical insurance until

he hari been on the job for three months. They are keeping their fingers

crossed that Mrs. 0's condition will remain stable. They are .,also

wishing that the Medicaid rules would allow for cases such as this.


